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Conclusion

ïhis thesis explores intersections between gender and poverty in social reform
efforts within Montreal's English-speaking Protestant comrnunity between 1890 and 1929.
Based on the premise that understandings of poverty were contingent less upon economic

realities than upon attitudes towards masculinity and fernininity, this thesis argues that as
methods of social reform shified over a forty-year period so did the ways in which poverty
and gender intersected. Nneteenth-century evangelicals located poverty in men's

abdication of their proper role as breadwinners, and posited that oniy by conversion and
reintegration into an idealized web of Victorian domesticity could such men be Iifted out
of their economic circumstances. As the Protestant churches in Montreai began to adopt

principles of the social gospel in the early twentieth century and began to view poverty
Iess as an individual failing than as a consequence of the capitalist industrial system, t his
nineteenth-century wangelical concem for saving individuai men was largely replaced by a
focus upon reforming men and boys as a group as a way to alleviate poverty. In
particular, Protestant reformers feared the repercussions of a general lack of interest in
formal religious activities arnong men and boys, middle-class and poor alike. As the
English Protestant churches established a missionary presence in Montreai's poorest areas,
other reformers, led by the Montreal Local Council of Women, established methods of
organized charity in the city. Inspired by British reformers, the Montreal Charity
Organization Society (MCOS) and, during the Great War, the Montreal Branch of the
Canadian Patriotic Fund (CPF)addressed the problem of poverty through "scientific"
methods of investigation and relief which established the ïnterrelationship between the

individual and an organic comunity. Where the MCOS, like the Protestant churches,
identified poverty as a particuiariy male affliction, the exigencies of the First Worid War

and the mandate of the CPF to aid dependents of servicemen sMed the locus of poverty
f?om men to women. In this new association of poverty and women, poverty became
feminized and senialized as a moral disease of 'loose" women. That poverty was
variously constructeci as masculine and femùiine as methods of social reform changed
throughout this period points to shifting understandings of pomty which referred only

obiiquely to economic conditions in Montreal's working-class districts, but spoke strongly
to midde-class attitudes towards gender and morality.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis has its ongins in a conversation 1 had with a client of Tyndale-St.
George Community Centre in Montreal in February 1997. I was visiting Montreal to
attempt to locate sources for a vaguely defined project deaiing with women and social
reform organizations in Montreal at the turn of the cenniry, and my research had taken me
in the course of several days to various cornmunity centres, settlement houses, and

archives in the traditionaüy working-class south-western part of the city. Located in the
poor, predominantly black neighbourhood known as Little Burgundy, Tyndale-St. George

Comrnunity Centre, operated jointly by the Presbyterian and Anglican churches, looked
run-down that day, its faded exterior even shabbier through the lens of the steady February
driule. Inside, the overworked secretary obiigingiy showed me to a fing cabinet, and 1

began to work, intempted only by some stray three year olds from the daycare across the
hall, and the fiequent rumble of transport trucks on the Ville-Marie Expressway overhead.

Amidst the constant flow of people in and out of the office, a wornan sat down
beside me and, after inquiring about the hours of the food bank, asked me if 1 was
conduaing research for Black History Month. The conversation that ensued offered me
both an enlightening and disturbing look into the experience of gender and poverty in late
twentieth-century Canada. This woman who, despite the lines around her eyes and her

weary demeanour, was probably no older than my own twenty three years, had three
children, two of whom aiready attendeci school. She was upset because a social worker

had visited her home that week and had informeci her that if she and her husband had
another child, as they planned, it would be removed from their care and placed in a foster

home. This woman proceeded to tell me that she had slept on the couch ever since the
social worker's threat in order to avoid her husband's sexual advances which, it seemed,
would almost certainly lead to pregnancy. She confided to me, a complete stranger, that
she and her husband had not had sexual intercourse in three days and that she feared he
might becorne abusive ifshe did not soon comply with his sexual demands.

This woman's story has stayed with me throughout the process of researching,
writing, and rewriting this thesis. Moa striking is that this woman's low economic status
played itself out in her role as a mother and in her sexuality, two traditional and often
contradictory benchmarks of fernininiry. That these 'Temale" roles, the former the highest
ideal of femininity and the latter its antithesis, had corne under surveillance by the state in
the guise of addressing this woman's poverty speaks to the interconnectedness of poverty
and gender in current social welfare discourse. The recent protests of single mothers in
response to substantiai decreases in welfare payments, discussions about men's and
women's relative eligibility for '%vorkfare7'in Ontario, and the formulation of methods by
which to purge the pernicious 'kelfare bum" or "welfare queen" frorn social assistance
rolls, illustrate a system in which gender influences the formulation and implementation of
current social welfare po licies.
This dynamic between poverty, gender, and social welfare, however, is not unique
to the late twentieth century. It is the central argument of this thesis that as philosophies
of welfare and methods of delivering social assistance in Canada shified from an
evangelical pattern of swing souls in the late nineteenth century, to an increasingly organic
version of saving society in the adoption by Protestant churches of the social gospel, to a
professionalized and bureaucratized mode1 in the 1920s,poverty and gender assumed

different and unstable meanings, and intersected in mutable ways. Aithough many
historians in Canada have aiready traced the trajectory of these broad cultural shifts,
particularly in the context of the long-standing secularization debate, discussion of gender
has been iimïted largely to studies of women's increasing participation in social reform,
and to the continuities which matemal feminism identified between the private and public
spheres. Uniike much of the current literature, however, this thesis applies gender theory
to such cultural shifis in methods of charity and social welfare, md more particularly to
contemporary understandings of poverty, in order to identiw continuities and
discontinuities in the ways in which masculinity, fernininity, and poverty intersected in
Montreal at the tum of the century.
Although poverty refers generdy to a lack of material necessities, it is not a static
concept. Rather, it has assumed moral and gendered dimensions which have manifested
themselves in different ways throughout the development of weifare programmes in
Canada. Just as understandings of poverty have been historically specific and contingent,
so have uses of gender. By gender, 1 take Joan Scott's definition as "a constitutive
element of social relationships based on perceived differences between the sexes" and "a
primary way of sigrifjing relationships of power."' Aithough essentiaiized as being

'hatural," gender is not pnor to, but a variable in, social organization, and requires
deconstruction and decoding in historical texts. Gender is not limited to constructions of
male and female bodies; Scott observes, "Estabiished as an objective set of references,
concepts of gender structure perception and the concrete and symbolic organization of al1

-

-

' Ioan Wallach Scott. Gender and the Politia of Hinon. (New York 1988), p. 42.

social life.'" Seerningly gender-fiee concepts such as poverty, can thus hold gendered
aspects that structure their meaning and shape th& representation. It is crucial to note,
however, that gender does not refer only to women or to femininity. Gender analysis is
equally concemed with examuiing the social construction of masculinity and with
destabiliting men as normative, genderless subjects of historical study. As Nancy F. Con
argues, gender history seeks "to remove the 'unmarked' quality of men and illuminate
Thus, gender history interrogates social constructions of
them as gendered subje~ts.'~
both masculinity and femininity and the reiationship between the two, not only as
expressed in men's and women's bodies, but also as enunciated in human ideas, symbols,
and institutions. It is in this latter form that gender intersected with the idea of poverty in
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Montreal to construct a discourse which
offered little insight into conditions in the city's working-class neighbourhoods, but spoke
strongly to hegemonic attitudes and perceptions which the middle class held about
masculinity, fernininity, and the nature of poverty in a newly industriaiized city.
This thesis will examine three distinct but overlapping understandings of poverty
and social welfare which gained currency in the Protestant, English-speaking comrnunity

in Montreal between 1890 and 1929. The fïrst, the evangeiical view, inf'luenced strongly

the approach that most Protestant churches took to the problem of poverty in the last
decades of the nineteenth cenniry. Evangelicals interpreted poveq less as a result of
inherent inequalities in the capitalkt industrial order than as a sign of moral and spirihial
weakness which could be remedied only by conversion. As 1 argue in Chapter 1, the

discourse surrounding poverty which was constructed by the Methodist-founded Old
Brewery Mission between 1890 and 1914 also posited a fundamental comection between
gender and poverty: not only were the destitute men who fiequented the mission seen to

have abandoned Goci, they also were thought to have comprornised their masculinity by
abdicating their primary role within their families as breadwuuiers. The only way to
rnitigate nich violations of gender prescriptions was to reintegrate these men into a
complex web of family, work, church, and Victorian respectability by holding evangelical
services, preaching "muscular Christianity," and, as the mission developed, training young
women to be "good" mothers.

Increasingly convinced that individual salvation would ody be possible by
reforming society as a whole, thereby estabiishing the Kingdom of God on earth, at the
beginning of the twentieth century Protestant churches in Montreal began to take a
different approach ta poverty. Influenceci by social gospel thought, poverty becarne
viewed less as an individual moral disease than as a larger problern of the organic whole
which required a social solution. Chapter 2 explores this shifi in religious outlook through
the lens of Protestant efforts to address the social implications of poverty by estabtishing a
presence in 'the city below the Ml." Like its evangelicai predecessor, however, this mode1
of social reform was heavily gendered. Focused upon men and boys in particular, it was
part of a larger discourse within Protestant churches on male absence from public forms of

religion which posited that only by attracting boys and young men to religious worship

-
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Nancy F.Cott. "OnMen's History and Women's History," in Mark C. Carnes and Clyde GrBen eds..
Meanin~sFor Manhood: Constructions of M a s d h i t v in Victorian A M c a (Chicago and London
1990). p. 208.

and church-sponsored leisure activities could the related problems of poverty and male
social disorder be diminished.
Although in the absence of state social programmes the churches had long

assumed p r i m q responsibility for the wefkre of English Protestants in Montreal, by the
beguining of the twentieth century members of the city's philanthropic community had
begun to explore alternative ways of addressing povem. Chapter 3 explores one such
alternative, the British idealist-influenced movernent towards 'organired charity" which

was fit introduced in Montreal in the 1890s, gained authority with the establishment of
the Montrd Charity Organization Society (MCOS) in the early part of the twentieth
century, and reached the apogee of its infiuence in the work of the Montreal Branch of the
Canadian Patriotic Fund (CPF)during the Fust World War. Although proponents of
organized charity represented their methods as being "scientific," and therefore value-&,
in its practical application organized charity mirrored many of t he moral concerns and
gender constructions of earlier religious approaches to poverty. Ln this examination of the

MCOS and the CPF, 1 aiso trace the beginnings of professionalization in social work, a
nascent field which, for al1 its clairns to objectivity, d l relied heavüy on a mordistic
understanding of human development which was characteristic of late nineteenth-century
evangelicai religion.
Although this study is primarily concerned with public representations of poverty
and gender in the records of social welfare organizations in Montreal, it is important to
understand the social and economic context for such representations, the English
Protestant wmmunity in Montreal from 1890 to 1929. As Canada's f h t industrial
metropolis and largest city during this period, Montreal developed the problems

characteristic ofurban development before any other city in Canada. As a consequence,
Montreal becarne the country's centre of debate on social problems, and during the period
of this study developed a lively community of men and women who attempted to establish
in their city the most current methods of social welfare. The vibrancy of this activity was
only enhanced by the infiuence and strength of the Protestant churches in Montreal and by
the situation of McGill University, perhaps Canada's premiere anglophone educational
institution, in the heart of the city. The strength of the anglophone community and of its
religious and charitable institutions may also be attributable to its position as a minority,
albeit a powerful one, which defined itself against the francophone rnajority and, more
particularly, against the powerful ultramontane Roman Catholic church in Quebec.
Unlike in Ontario, due to that community's status as a linguistic and religious
rninonty it would be incorrect to identify an English Protestant cultural hegemony in
Montreal in the late nineteenth centu~y.~
During the Laurier Boom of the 1890s'
Montreal's anglophone cornmunity was neve~helessat the apogee of its political,
econornic, and social power. In one of the many celebratory histones which were
published in the city's 250" anniversary year in 1892, W.D. Lighthall praised Montreal as
"the Alexandria of the West":
Few cities, if any, surpass it in situation. Past it, in &ont, sweeps the
stately River of Rivers, the St. Lawrence, two miles Ui breadth, bearing
d o m to the Gulfone-third of the fiesh waters of the globe; in rear rises
Mount Royal, its sides clothed with foliage, its recesses full of beautifùl
drives and views; and round about the city lies the extensive and fertile
Island of Montreal, thirty-two miles long by nine wide, bordered with a
succession of lovely bays, hamlets and w a t e ~ ~ - ~ l a c e s . ~

'William W d a l l . Two Wodds: The Pmtesîant Culture of Nineteenth Cenhirv Ontario (Montreal and
Kingston. 1989).
W. D.Lighthall. Montreai AAer 250 Yearr (Montreai. 1892). p. 11.

This naturai beauty was only enhanceci by the creation of ordered na-

space with the

inauguration of Mount Royai Park in 18766,and by the magnitude and fiequency of '%ne
public buildings''7 which graced Montreal's tree-lined streets. The completion of the new
Royal Victoria Hospital in the early 1890s on the edge of Mount Royal Park provided a
fitting monument to both the power that the idea of empire held over the English-speaking
community in Montreai, and the influence of the anglophone elite in appropriating public
space to take care of its own. Funded by Lord Strathcona and Lord Mount-Stephen, the
hospital, 'a huge and most picturesque building ofuncut limestone, resembhg some
casteIiated Scotch palace," boasted 'Vie most modem hospital plans and prui~iples."~
Voicing the general conviction that Montreai was on the nitting edge of urban life, on the
occasion of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee the Reverend J. Douglas Borthwick
stressed the divine mission of the city fiom the time of its establishment as a religious
mission to the present day, observing that "[tlhe small mustard seed, has indeed becorne a
great tree, and the various nations of the Old World have lodged and are lodging in the

"'

branches t hereof.

Already by the mid-nineteenth century, this "great tree" had supplanted Quebec
City as the metropolis of Canada, becoming, as Paul-André Linteau argues, incontestably
the most important econornic centre in the country.1° By the 1 8 9 0 ~
Montreal
~
was the
vibrant commercial centre of Canada, dominating manufacturing, banking, commerce, and
shipping in Canada, and acting as a hub for the country's newly completed railway
John A Didanson and Brian Young A Shon Histors of Ouebcc, 2" ed (Toronto, 1993). p. 227.
Rev. J. Douglas BorthwiQ Historv of Montreai Includinp. the Streets of Montreai: Their
and
Histow (MonW. 1893, p. 178.
* Lighîhaii. pp. 76-7.

Oriw

?
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Ibid., p. 12.

system." The city's population had more than doubled since ConMeration, reaching

over 2 16,000people by 1891, while the total population of the island grew to 277,000. l2
Along with this population hcrease came a shifl in ethnicity. Representing more than half
the population of Montreai between 1831 and 1866, people of British origin expenenced a
deciine not in numbers, but in their proportion of the city's population in the last decades
of the nketeenth century, Eom 45 percent in 1871 to 33.7 percent by 1901. Meanwhile
the hncophone population increased substantiaiiy from 53 to 60.9 percent in these sarne
years, attesting to the atîraction which industrial work in urban centres held for those fiom

mal Quebec. l3 Despite the declining proportional significance of the anglophone
comunity and the growth of a large francophone middle class, the English-speaking
comrnunity nevertheless retained its social influence and economic ascendancy in
Montreal. Indeed, much of Canada's wealth was concentrated in opulent mansions
nestled on the idyllic dopes of Mount Royal just west of McGill University in an
anglophone preserve known as the Golden Square Mile. l4 It was from these heights that
the Molson, Redpath, and Man families enjoyed their fortunes, suveyed symbols of their

wealth in the city below, and dreamed of expanding their empires on the river beyond.

1O

Paul-André Linteau. Histoire de Monireol demis la Confa&ation (Montrbl. 1992). p. 15.
Ibid., p. 37.
l 2 Ibid.. p. M. Linteau notes, however. that part of this population increase was Qe to the City of
Montreal's annexation of severai adjohhg municipalities, a proces which began in the 1880s and
continued until 19 18. Only the wealthy communities of Westmount and Outrement, as weiî as workingdass Verdun, resisted this trend(p. 202)
I 3 Ibid.. pp. 44-5.
l 4 Ibid.. p. 78-80.Linteau argues of Saint-Antoine Ward. of which the Golden Square Mile was a p ~ .
"Ce secteur corn du quartier présente une unité architecturale, un tiptlibre d'environnement, une
l1

qualitéde vie qui expliquent le nom de Golden Square Mile, le mille carrédore qui lui a déattribuk
C'est la pmtie la plus riche et la p l u belle de la ville, celle que voient le plus souvent les visiteurs
lorsqu 'ils vont sur le mont Royal. Un tel spectacle devait certainement laisser de Montraal 1'image d t n e
ville opulente."

Unseen by residents of the Golden Square Mile, however, were the
neighbourhoods below the mountain terrace in Sainte-Anne Ward where the working
class, upon whose labour the wealthy buiit their fortunes, lived and worked. This was dso
where, over the course of the several decades covered by thk study, the women of the Old
Brewery Mission, church settlernent workers, COS and CPF caseworkers, and students
from the McGill Department of Social Service studied the problem of poverty and can-ied
out their work. In the same year that the Reverend J. Douglas Borthwick sang the vimies
of Montreal in celebration of the Queen's Jubilee, Herbert Ames, a local shoe
manufacturer, published a survey of Living conditions of the indusnial classes in the "city
below the hill." Based fimily in the progressive reform movement and the nascent
'Lscience'7of sociology, The City Below the Hill, one of the first studies to document the
effects of industrialization in a Canadian city, provides a window into life in the workingclass, largely Lnsh area of south-western Montreal known as 'CGriffintown"in the late
nineteenth century. Located in Sainte-Anne Ward, Griffutown's landscape was cut
through by the Lachine Canal, "le berceau de Z 'inthstrie montr&Iaise au milieu du 19e
sikle,"" as weU as by factories and rail yards, and was populated by factory workers7
Grand Tnink employees, and unsMled labourers.

''

Indeed, below the pastoral scenes of

upper-class Iife on the 'haturai" slopes of the mountain lay teerning working-class
neighbourhoods in which insdficient wages, overcrowded housing, hunger, and disease
heralded the advent of the modem industrial city. Espousing the position that physical
environment necessarily structured moral life, Ames' goal was to analyre and arneliorate

l5
l6

Ibid.. p. 78.
Ibid.. p. 78.

the conditions of that new phenornenon of the capitalist order, the waged worker. In this
vein, he hoped to use his study to lobby fellow businessmen and municipal govemment for
support for "mode1 accommodation"" for the working class.
Arnes was convinced that Montred could not reach its full potential as a modem
urban city if masses of people lived in abject poverty:
The real measure of advance in any city is not the increase in the number of
very wealthy men, nor of handsome residences but in the irnproved
condition of the middle industrial class. Increase in ability to surround
themselves with in£Iuences which improve the rnind, mords and h d t h of
this part of the cornmunity means elevation for society from its
foundations, whereby dl above is also raised.

'*

Closely rnirroring the increasingly social ethic of the Protestant churches and the
widespreaà concem with social problems and the disintegration of community among
contemporary British urban reformers, Ames espoused an organic vision of society which
posited that "ordinary urban conditions are demoralinng and [. ..] no portion of the
cornmunity can be allowed to deteriorate without danger to the whole."lg His concern for
urban conditions would find increasing expression in later years in his position as a
member of the Advisory Board of the Old Brewery Mission, as one of the most prominent
national organizers of the CPF, and as a reformist city alderman and Member of

The varied approaches which Ames took to poverty in his prominent career as a
reformer and philanthropist mirror the broader cultural shifts in understandings of poverty
and gender which this thesis explores. That a single generation of reformers adopted such
' ? Herbert Ames. The City &Iow the W:
A Sociologicai Studv of a Portion of the Citv of Montreal.
Canada (Toronto. 1972: originally published in l897), p. 1 12
l 8 Ibid.,p. 37.
l9 Ibid.. p. 7.

dserent models of social w e k e over a thuty-year period points to the highly unstable
nature of understandings of poverty d u ~ agpenod of intense social and economic change
at the turn

of the centmy. The way in which poverty intersected with gender in

contemporary discussions of economic problems in Montreal, however, remained
remarkably stable even as ideas of social weKare shifled to reflect broader cultural and
religious changes. Although evangeticals, social gospeiiers, and proponents of organized
charity advocated different, if overlapping, approaches to '?the problem of the city," they

agreed to the circular proposition that poverty posed a grave threat to midde-class
Victorian gender noms, and that the violation of such n o m would inevitably lead to
moral deche and economic min.

CHAfTER l
B E D S I O CENTS, M E A L S I 0 CENTS, GOSPEL-FREE:
REPRESENTATIONS OF M A M J W S S AND MOTHERElOOD AT
THE OLD BREWERY MISSION, 1890-1914

Two days before the Young Women's Home Missiona~ySociety's soup kitchen
opened in 1890, thirty-one-year-old Mina Douglas, the organization's corresponding

secretary, lamenteci that she had "no power to work among the unconverteci."' Yet her

Christian credentials seemed impeccable. Mina's father, George Douglas, was a
prominent Methodist preacher who held important positions within both local and national
levels o f the denornination, and served as principal of Wesleyan Theological College in
Montreal for more than twenty years.2Mina's diary reveais the strength of her own
religious convictions; indeed, scarcely a day went by when she failed to report in some
detail upon a church service or a rnissionaq meeting which she had attended. Like many
women who belonged to the anglophone middle-class in Montreai, Mina lived squarely
within the bounds of family and church. By early 1890, as she eagerly prepared for the

firçt customers at the soup kitchen, she had translated her experience of the importance of

the family and her unwavering Christian conviction into social service. M e r the soup
kitchen's first day of operation when only four men took advantage of her new project,
Mina, feeling more optirnistic than earlier in the week adrnitted that she was "much
arnused but not discouraged. This work is of God and must pr~sper.''~

I

Queen's University Archives, Douglas FamiIy Papen, Box 2, 'Mina E.Douglas," File 3. D l q ,
Febniary 25. 18%.
Katherine Ricbui, "Douglas, George." Dictionarv of Canadian Biographv, Vol. Xn. 1 89 1 1900
(Toronto. 1990), pp. 265-6. Sce dso "The Late Dr.Doqhs: A Powerhrl Orator, A Great Muiister."&
ï
Montreal W&
Witness, Febniary 14, 1894, p. 1 .
Diary. Fcbniary 27.1890.

-

'

The soup kitchen did prosper. Under the auspices of the Young Women's Home
Missionary Society (YWHMS), whose membership was comprised mainly of rnembers of
Dominion Square Methodist Church and whose primary mandate was to give financial aid
to home missionaries, the kitchen began to attract between sixîy and one hundred men
d a i ~ The
~ . ~men could not only obtah an inexpensive meal in this smaii room in the
working-class neighbourhood of û n f n n t o w but aiso browse through newspapers or
attend evening gospel meetings. These meetings were conducted by severai young men,
and Mina observed that often "the s m d room was filleci to ovedowing, and there is
reason to believe that sorne at least received an impulse towards manliness, goodness and
God, which the mathematics of eternity alone can ~alculate."~Mina's understanding of
maniiness hinged upon her nineteenth-century Methodia evangelicai worldview, the
central components of which, according to Marguerite Van Die, were "thecentrality of
the Bible, repentance, salvation through the atonement, and a life of service.'* For Mina,
manliness required hard work, strength of character, independence, and, most importantly,
a belief in the savuig grace of God and a cornmitment to lead a Christian life. This
understanding of manliness mirrored Mina's evangelical approach to social seMce which
sought the reform and conversion of individuals as the most appropriate way to address
the problems of industriai society.
Where Mina equated manliness with conversion and her own femininty with

Christian service, the male board of directors which appropriated the work of the mission

'QUA DFP, Box 2. 'OBM" File 27. Remrt of the Young Women's Home Missionam Society. 1890.
lbid.

Marguerite Van Die, "A Marçh of Victory and Triumph in Raise of 'The Beauty of Holineu'": Laity
and the Evangelical hpilse in Canadian Methodist, 1800- 1884," in G.A Rawlyk, ed. As~ectsof the
Canadian Evannelical E--rience (Montreal and Kingston. 1997). p. 76.

in 1892, when Dominion Square Church erected a permanent mission building on Craig

Street, constructed gender in a much different way. Ln its broadening of the mission's
original programme of relief work and religious services to Uiclude Mothers' Meetings,

children's activities, and health clinics, this male board constnicted a complex system of
gender representation which was groomed for public consumption and more particularly

aimed to eiicit the financial support of respectable Christian businessmen. This system
posited that masculinity was contingent upon a man's close relationsbip with the ferninine
domestic sphere and to a femuiized church. Indeed, with the shift from female to male
leadership Ui 1892, the Old Brewery Mission's (OBM)system of gender representation
became predicated upon bringing men out of economic and moral poverty and back to
"manliness" by reintegrating such men into a web of Christian obligation, family
responsibility, and domesticity. OBM officials were aware, however, that this mode1 of
masculinity held little sway for many working-class men whose Livelihood and very
manliness were contingent upon physical strength. The OBM attempted to reach these
men by o f f e ~ ag cogent programme of athletic activities and by preaching the vimies of
'cmuscular Christianity."

Lf the mission had to cater to the interests of working-class men because of the
range of leisure activities available to them in bars, fiatemal orders, and on the street,
working-class women who frequented the mission were accordeci no such consideration. '
Unlike men, who couid participate in commercial amusements or areet culture without
compromising their manliness, there existai few respectable leisure alternatives outside the

' For a discussion of 'mughv

and "respectablen male ailhm in three small Ontario towns, see Lynne
Marks, Revivals and Roller Rinks: Reliejoa Leisure. and Identitv in Late-Nineteenth-CenturvSmallTown Ontario (Toronto. 19%). pp. 81-106 and 107-139.

churches for women, whether working- or middle-class8 According to Lynne Marks,
'Concepts of rnasailinity were flexible enough to d o w for the ready movernent fiom
rough to respectable, in sharp contrast to the more constricting conternporary noms of
femininity'" Consequently, notions of femininity transcendeci class lines, and women at
the OBM were subject to the same standards of domesticity and feminine piety as their
middie-class sisters. At the same t h e , the intriate female religious cornmunity in which
Mina and the women of the YWHMS had addressed the problems of destitute men gave
way to an idealized and uncomplicated version of fernininity as motherhood. Workingclass women were trained to occupy their rightful place as the moral centre of the family,
embracing their husbands and sons in a web of domesticity so that the city's men would
never stray fkom the whoIesome influences of home and church.
That poverty was not a function of economics but rather a moral problem which
compromised a man's masculinity and implicated the fernininity of his mother points to the

0BM7sgendered understanding of its clients' circumstances. The ways in which the
mission's administration constructed poverty in its public documents said Little about
econornic conditions in the newly industrialized city but spoke strongiy to the way in
which middie-class reformers prescribed the operations of masculinity and femininity in the
working-class f d y . This chapter will examine such representations of masculinity and
femininty in the rhetoric cf the Old Brewery Mission, particularly notions of manliness

By the hini of the œntury, women panicuiariy young single women who had moved to urban areas to
take waged employment, were participating in increasing numbers in mmmercial amusements and other
%mspwWten actMties. Carolyn Strange argues that t&is phenornenon became a cnicible for reformers
who feared that young women's femininity and morality wouid be compromiseci by such activities. and
was constructeci as the "girl problemn. Soe Strange. Toronto's Girl FrobIem: The PeriIs and Pleasures of
the Ciîv. 1880- 1930 (Toronto, 1995).
Marks, p. 106.

and motherhood, to uncover the gendered codes which undenvrote perceptions of

poverty, family, and Christian citizenship in Protestant, English-speaking Montreal f?om
1890 to 1914. This chapter will also attempt to place such gender ideology withui the

comext of a shift which had taken place in the Methodist Church's evangelicai mission; by
the 18905, the Methodia Church had largely rejected the disorderly expressions of fàith
which had ctiaracterized its camp meetings in the eariy part of the nineteenth century, and
had embraced middie-class domesticity and an idealized Christian home as its predomlliant
paradigm for evangelical piety.
The change in gender construction which was encoded in the records of the OBM

as leadership passed fiorn the YWHMS to a male board of directors in 1892 reflected this

shifi in the way in which the Methodia Church in Canada viewed its evangelicai faith. By
the 1850s, Methodists had begun to abandon radical expressions of evangelical fervour in
favour of more orderly forms of worship. Urban Methodists, in particdar, were
influenad %y the re-ordering of an agridtural rhythm of time to the structured discipline
of a commercial and an industrializing so~iet~."'~
As the Methodist Church

accommodated its faith to an urban, middle-dass constituency and becarne increasingiy
concemed with middle-class order and respectability in the second halfof the nineteenth
century," contemporary understandings of mantiness changeci. Ahhough masculinity

retained its core pre-industrial values of "strength, independence, and self-assertion,"

l2

Lynne Marks observes that a cornpethg version of manlines developed which reflected

Van Die. *-A March of Victory and Triurnph in Raise of 'The Beauty of Holines.'"' p. 77.
For a discussion of the proccss of religious synthais which brought together Protestant cultures of
'ordcr" and "e?rpenenœwin mid-nineteenth-œnîwy Ontano, sec Wiiliarn WestfN, Two Worids: The
Protestant Culture of Ninctctnth-Ccnturv Ontario (Montreal, 1989).
' Marks. RRrivals and Roller Rinks. p. 32.
'O
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the shift within Methodisrn towards a more orderly evangelical paradigrn and catered to
the need of its increasingly urban and middle-class wngregations for respectability. This
Victorian mode1 of rnasculinity "reinforced [a man's] role as respectable farnily provider
but ... also reflected a parîidarly Christian masculinity that incorporated a cornmitment
to domestic life."13 colleen McDanneii has observeci that this Methodist shifi towards
domesticity was part of a broader ideological change in Vïctorian culture which elevated
the middle-class home as the cornerstone of Christian faith and society, and which, Ui its
creation of divisions between work leisure, and consumensm, tended to support the
Drawing on the work of
position of the middle class in a newly industrialized ~ociety.'~
Mary Ryan, Mark C. Cames argues that evangelical domesticity, and more pdcularly
mothers, played an integral role in shaping rniddle-class masculinity in the nineteenth
century: 'The cradle of the middle class, and of capitalkm itseE had been rocked by
women."'

Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall have noted for an earlier period in

Britain, however, that such a close comection between Christian, middle-class manliness
and the domestic sphere ran counter to the requirements of men to be cornpetitive and
agressive in the new commercial and industrial economy, and "'came dangerously close to
embracing 'ferninine' qualities."16 For poor men, on the other hand Marks argues that

" Marks.

Revivais and Roller Rinks. pp. 32-33.
CoUeen McDannell. The Christian Home in Victorian Arnerim 1840-19CK)(Bloomington. 1986). pp.
73 and 77.McDannell argues that there were féw diffetenccs berneen Protestant and Roman Catholic
views of home religion in this period. and that the two traditions developed a cornmon conception of
domesticity and fàmily religious Me. Although beyond the scope of this paper. McDannell's observation
could be of rome ùgnrficance for midies of rëligik and cul&
in the
and anglophone
communiûes in Montreal.
lS Mark C. Carnes. 'MiddleClass Men and the Solaoe of Fratemal Ritual." in Mark C. Cames and Clyde
GrifZen. eds.. Meanings for ManhOOd: Coastnictions of Masculinitv in Victorian Amenca (Chicago.
199û), p. 37.
l6 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall. Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the En~lishMiddle Class,
1780- 1850 (London. 1987). pp. 1 10- 1 1 1.
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such ideals held even less sway and suggests that "for some working-class men the
particularly workhg-class masculine ideds of toughness and physical strength were
incompatible with a feminized faith.""
Indeed, there is much evidence which points to a gradua1 feminization of
Protestant churches in Canada in the late nineteenth century as wornen assumed more
active roles in one o f the only public venues open to them. That Mina, a Young, middle-

class woman from a respectable Methodist f d y 7could l a v e the d e slopes of Mount
Royal to work arnong destitute men in a heavily industrialized and overcrowded area of
Montreal seems odd in light of contemporary Victorian constructions of women as

modest, demure, pure, and inextricabiy tied to the domestic sphere." Concerned by
poverty, the disruption of 'traditionai" forms of family Me, and a perceived decline in
mord standards which accompanied urbanization, industrialkation, and immigration at this
tirne, many women organized themselves to ident* and address these problems from a
decidedly evangelical perspective. Sharon Cook places evangelicalism at the very centre

of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union's mission 'io reform society around the
concept of a reconstituted family cornmitted to Christian values"19 in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Yet these wornen's reiigious motivations and their explicitly

evangelical Protestant worldview also ailowed their actions ta remain within the r e a h of

" Marks. Revivais and Rouer Ri&,
p. 33. in a similar v e h other hinorians have argued chat "many
wodcing+lass men had embraaxi a 'rough' code of manhoodformuiated. in patt, to e
s
t the respectable.
moralistic xnaniiness of the middle class." See Gai1 Bederman, Manliness and Civilbation: A Culturai
Historv of Gender and Rrice in the United States, 1880- 19 17 (Chicago, 1995). p. 17.
l 8 See 'lntmludon" to F.K Prochaska. Women and Philanthrouv in Nieteenth-Centw Endand
(Oxford, 1980) for a discussion of traits thought to be inherent in the female character in the British
context.
l9 Shamn Anne Cod<. 'Thmua Sunshine and Shadow": The Woman's Christian Tem~eranaUnioh
Evan~elicalisrn.and Reform in Ontario. 1874- 1930 (Montreal and Kingston. 1995), p. 6 .

women's 'proper" sphere since they were merely edarging their roles as guardians of
moraiity, the f and the home. Argues Cook,

It was evangelicalism's emancipating theology that origioally empowered
wornen and caused them to approach temperance as a moral and religious
issue, not simply a social one. It was evangelicalism's campaigns that
taught women the power of effective colledive action and provided them
with a ratiode to take progressive action against male vices. And it was
evangelicalism's support for the ideology of the central place of home and
family that continueci to validate the progressive behaviour of these
consecvative women.
Linda Kealey observes that, conWIced that "women's special role as mother gives her the
duty and the ight to participate in the public sphere," these matemal feminists
appropriated such separate spheres ideology by reinterpreting the restrictive prescriptions
of domesticity into more public "sucial housekeeping" term~.'~Seth Koven and Sonya
Michel argue that throughout the late nineteenth and early twenûeth centuries, women
claimed new public roles for themselves, using c4matemaiist"political discourse to change
motherhood 'Yiom women's pnmary private responsibility into public policy" in nascent
state welfare structures. The new industrial ci& ''beset by the Yns of capitalism, was also
the site on which a newly imagined Eve would perform her redemptive acts as wornan,
mother, and c i t i ~ e n . ' ~
For memben of the YWHMS, the strength of their Christian conviction and their
belief that they were called to help the poor justifid their incursion into a part of Montreal

which few respectable ladies had seen, wished to visit, or even knew existeci, al in the

name of stemrning the spread of male destitution and reconstihmng the family. Indeed.
"cook p. 7.
" Linda Kealq. %mhction'' in Kealey, ed. A Not Unirasouabie Claim: Women and Reform in
Canada 1Ws-1920s (Toronto, 1979). p. 7.

the cohesiveness and religious outlook of the YWHMS, of which the soup kitchen was an
initiative, is a smkiag example of the distinctly femde wangelid dture which

Marguerite Van Die identifies as having emerged in Canada between 1830 and 1875. This
"culture" wnsisted of " a world nmowly circumscribed by the parameters of kinship,
community, of birth and death [...] W1th its own values, ranks and community networks,
this culture depended for its continuity and integrity in large part on the spintuality of its

fernale participants.'7~Mina Douglas's tife fits weii into the parameters of this fêmaie
evangelical culture, for her daily activities centred around family, fXends, and church
activities. On New Year's Day, 1890, Mina went to church in the morning, spent a quiet
aflemoon entertaining fiends and family at home, and recorded in her diary:

Closed with prayer about 11 p.m. and the firt day is gone, a happy day.
Praise the Lord, ifit had been sad, wodd we praise him also? May this
year be the best. Make us all holy [...] May there be showers of blessings
on the churches and individuals. We have so many lovhg f i i e n d ~ . ~ ~
Family was particularly central to Mina. Severai yean after the soup kitchen opened,
when her older sister, Allie, died of Bright's disease only one week after giving birth to her
second chiid, Mina took responsibility for raising her nephew and infant niece? Never
marrying, Mina lived with her parents until their deaths, as was proper for a single,

middle-class wornan. Her involvement in the YWHMS rnirrored her concem with farnily,
comunity, and Chnstianity, and numired her cornmitment to helping the poor. Mina was

= Seth K m n and Sonya Michel Mothers of a New World: Maternalia Politics and the Origins of
Welfare States (New York, 1993), pp. 1-2.
Marguerite Van Die, "A Woman's Awakening' : Evangelid Beiief and Fernale Spirituaiity in MidNineteenth-Century Canadawin Wendy Mitchinson, et al. eds.. Canadian Wornen: A Reader (Toronto,
1996). p. 65.
Diary. January 1,1890.
See notes on Douglas F d y Papes, Arranged and D e s a i by Paul m e 1 4 QUA Kingnon
Navember. 1991. Both of these children were e - m e l ysuccessfiii; George Wbert Douglas (boni 1892)

''

"

adamant that the soup kitchen would assist poor men back to these three pillars of a
morally upstandhg life, and she bnstîed at the suggestion of "older and wiser heads" that a
soup kit chen was unnecessary:

Not needed! WMe at every corner a bright light invited the cold and halfstarved to enter the green baize door of the saloon. Not needed! From the
first day when the long-watched-for first applicant-a poor c r i p p l ~ w a s
welcomed to a seat by a bright fire, there has not been a doubt in the rninds
of the workers but that such a place was needed, and intensely needed.26
Mina's concems innected the purpose of the mission to keep men out of'taverns and to
lead them back to the straight and narrow path of stable f d y Me and God.
As Mina and other members of the YWHMS planned the soup kitchen in early
1890, cornpethg for their attention, while at the same tune strengthening their Christian

conviction, were the reiigious seMces of prominent Methodist revivalists John E. Hunter

and Hugh T. Crossley. This pair had made headlines in 1888 when in one of their revivals
Prime Miaister Sir John A. Macdonald had professed conversion, and by some estimates
the two had "saved" one hundred thousand people between 1884 and 1910." Mina
reported in her diuy that the preachers arrived in Montreal on January 26, 1890, and she
made alrnost daily reference to having attended their seMces throughout the foilowing six

weeks. The popular revivalists even honoured the Douglas household with their presence
at dinner one ni&

a fitting tribute to George Douglas's prominent position within the

local Methodist clergy.

became a polar explorer and prominent geologist. while Allie Vibert Douglas studied astrophysics,
beginning a long teaching career at Queen's University when she was appinted Dean of Women in 1939.
Remrt of the YWHMS, 1890.
y Neil Semple. The Lord's Dominion: The Historv of Canadian Methodimi (Montreal and Kingston
19%), p. 220.
Diary. February 15. 1890.

"

Yet Mina d
lseerned troubled that her religious convictions were inadequate for
the work which lay ahead at the soup kitchen, lamenting d e r one meeting, "Somehow I
cannot get to work-need

to be stirred up-hrd

rnake me of some use in saving

imrnortal ~ o u l s . "As
~ the fortunes of the revival looked up, however, so did those of the
soup kitchen. On March 1, Mina repoited that seventeen men had been at the soup
kitchen, while the next day at the revival seMces run by Crossley and Hunter, "100

[came]forward-very

powerful.7"0 On the final day of the revival, thirty-seven men

avaiied themselves of the soup kitchen; of the meeting, Mina observed a "full church and
very impressive service of farewells. Good advice given. Thank God for these meetings
which are now over, and may rich blessings be upon Mr. H. and C. ~men-amen.'3'
Thus, the awakening of fernale mernbers of the YWHMS and Dominion Square Methodist
Church to the econornic and, in their eyes, moral conditions of the poor coincided with a
general religious awakening in the Methodist comrnunity in Montreal. The connection
between the two seerns tenuous, but there are Links none the less.
Although Methodism had moderated its often disorderly seMces by the 1850s- as
the church traded its marguial status for a more respectable image and a share in the
Protestant hegemony,32in the 1890s Methodists were still trying to corne to terms with
this tension between disorder and order, emotion and rationality. Ln this context, Kevin
Kee has argued that in their use of theatrical techniques, Crossley and Hunter attempted to

reconciie these disparate elements of Methodist identity by balancing 'Methodia fervour"

lbid . February 12. 1890.
Ibid.. March 1 and 2, 1890.
31 Ibid.. March 5. 1890.
Wesdall. Ewo Worlds.

''

with c o n c m about re~~ectability.~~
Kee also sees this revival tearn as addressing other
challenges to traditional Methodism, particularly the tension between "ditferent models of
piety" which accompanied a growing emphasis on practicd expressions of Christianity:
On the one han& they [Crossley and Hunter] looked to the past and
emphasized the necessity of a spiritual conversion !O Christ. On the other
hand, they looked to the fbture by emphasizing the necessity of 'appiied
christianity'."
Crossley and Hunter tailored theû services to meet the spiritual needs of a middle-class,
urban audience which provided the primary impetus to the social reform impulse of the
late nineteenth century. Their seMces in urban centres, argues Kee, were "orderly
meetings [. ..] respectable meetings, appealing to the 'Ieading citizens' and 'business
men7-those who financeci the church and its programs, who occupied power in the
community, and who were able to effect long-term change as pardians of a d ' s

orn ni ni on.'^^ Thus, in the Crossley and Hunter revival seMces which higorateci the
Montreal Methodist community in early 1890, Mina and her YWHMS fiends expenenced
the leading edge of a Methodism which increasingly recognized the church's responsibility
to others in the community, while retaining the traditional emphasis on the conversion of
the individual to God.
Yet by preaching specifically to Methodist businessmen and other "respectable"
male figureheads in the comunity, Crossley and Hunter implicitly undermined the
individudistic ethic of the women who operated the soup kitchen by challenging
Methodist men to take up the work of social seNice as a way to express their

" Kevin Kee. "The Heavenly Railroad: Emest Cmmley, John Hunter. and Canadian Mnhodist
Raivalisn, 1884-1910," (MA thesis, Queen's University. 1991). p. 5.
lbid. pp. 30-3 1.
3s Ibid.. p.48.
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respectability and status within the community. In the process these revivalists
inadvertently eroded the authority of women's organizations such as the YWHMS by
enmuraging men to undertake social service work, a r e a h which women had clahed for
themselves and which was one of the few expressions of female authority in the public
sphere. Aithough several members of the n i r H M S were made charter members of the

OBM when the male leadership assumed control over the mission's operations, theu
authority in the mission was much diminished. An unidentifieci observer noted that "[tlhe

Wornen transferred their activities to these new cornfortable quarters, and started
'Mothers' Meetings', every Thursday fiom 2-5 p.m.'"6 Women rnaintained their
jurisdiction over domestic aspects of the mission deahg with food as weii as over the
spirihial and moral well-being of mothers, while men assumed control over the daily

operations and, more important, over the glonous work of saving men's souk of which
the main pitch to churches and pnvate donors consisted. That the soup kitchen,
restaurant, and mothers' meetings remained under the jurisdiction of the women with
Muia Douglas in charge, while the work of saving souls had devolved upon the new male
leadership, points to the gendered division of labour which developed with the new male

administration. Indeed, the opening seMces of the new OBM building on Craig Street on
April2 and 3, 1892, were a distinctly masculine ritual at which ody men, whose efforts

''God has crowned [. ..] with ~uccess,'~~
took the platform. Recognition of the founding
work initiateci by women was necessarily cumpromised by their silence, and the successes
of Mina and the YWHMS remaineci largely unrecognized.
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As the work of the OBM expanded with a new male leadership drawn largely fiom

Dominion Square Methodist Church, dong with the change in gender representations
came a SMin its primary public mandate: once concernai with providing material aid,
since in the absence of state weifàre programmes the English-speaking Protestant

wmrnunity was responsible for its own, the mission became more keenly focused on
conversion John R McConica, the first superintendent of the mission who was engaged

in 189 1 to preside over its expanded mandate, provided an exemplary paradigrn which
poor, drunk, destitute men could follow in their quest to regain manliness. Speaking at
the opening service for the new mission on Craig Street on Aprii 2, 1892, he recounted the

sad story of his own descent into immorality and unmanliness. As a young man,
McConica had corne under the influence of alcohol while he was studying medicine and

was ' a confhned drunkard" one year after his studies began (indeed, many such stories
depended heady upon being able to i d e n e the exact moment when a man became a

drunk and the precise instant when he was saved). His parents, unable to save him fiom
drink, "dieci just as he was attaining rnanhood, and his home was broken up, thus
. ' ~became
~
a professionai gambler in
depriving him of their wise counsel and e ~ a r n ~ l eHe
1870 when he moved to New York; according to press reports of his story, at this time he

"rarely went to bed ~ o b e r . On
' ~ ~April 18, 1882, McConica had sunk to the depths of
despair. Sinùig in a Harlem bar, "a fiiendless, homeless, dying drunkard," McConica had
sold aU his possessions for drink and was suffering &om "delirium tremens":

He stood up beside those who were drinking, and pouding the bar with
his fist till the glasses raîîled, vowed he wodd never take another drink if
Ibid. "The Old Brewery Mission: IIS New Building F
date (ca. Apnl2, 1892).
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i ûpened," The Montreai Dailv Witness, no

he died in the Street. Then summoning all his strength he walked to the
nearest police station-house and gave h i m s e ~ u ~ . ~
Once out of jail, McConica went to hear Jeny McAuley, "the apostle to the drunkard and
outcast," speak and heard 'Yhe stoiy of his life and through it was led to a savhg
knowledge."*" Another report, however, amibuted his conversion back to manhood to
female influence: "God had blesseci him with a faithfirl, loving Christian wife, and to her
love and patience and prayers, and those of a dear old mother he ascribes under God his
reclamation.'"

Four years later, he was put in charge of Jerry McAuley's New York City

Mission, and on the strength of his work there the trustees of the OBM called him to
Montre. in the fa11 of 189 1.
Under its new management, the object of the mission became to convert broken
men, while the initial aim of aiding the poor and destitute was subordinated to the larger
object of restoring rnanliness to poor men." This aim was realued through the same
religious means, pnmady evangelical services, which Mina Douglas had employed at the
mission's incepùon. AIthough McConica claimed that the mission carrieci out the New
Testament mandate " to feed the hungry, cloth [sic] the naked, shelter the homeless, and
visit those who are sick and in prison,'* helping men find religion was the overarching
concem of the mission administrators and workers. The new leadership of the mission
took a systematic and empiricai approach to religion. In 1894-5, McConica boasted that
362 meetings had been held on the premises "at which 21,971 people heard the Gospel, of

Ibid.
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'" Ibid. &Montreal'sNew Mission," no publication. April 27, 1892.
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whom 544 indicated their purpose to lead a Christian life?

In addition, fifty-four people

were referred to local pastors, for although started by Methodia women, the mission was
exphcitly non-denominational. Open-air meetings in Victoria Square often drew four

hundred listeners, after which ' W k e c i Testaments in English or French wodd be given to
any man who would corne d i l y forward and take the same.'& McConica praised God

'Tor manifold blessings vouchsafed to us during the past year," arguing that the
conversions were genuine, and that the mission codd reclaim men no matter how low they
had fallen:

Men fiom al1 parts of the country, and many fiom distant lands, in every
stage of wretchedness and poverty, many of them reduced to this extremisthrough indulgence in strong drink, however, during the year, entered the
Mission, and hearing the 014old story, have been induced to cry for
mercy, their prayers have been heard, and God for Chna's sake, has
'enabled them to lay aside every weight and the sin which so easily besets
them' ."

Changing his physical environment was not enough to change a man. What was needed
was a radical and permanent moral change through conversion. One annual report
observed that,
Experience shows that a permanent, radical, moral change can only be
made in any life through meeting Christ Jesus face to face. Education,
change of environment, culture, aIi fail. They may r e h e sin, but they do
not cause it to disappear. People rise morally only as they have a mord

ides?
Integral to the moral upM of poor men was temperance, a goal towards which
Methodists throughout Canada worked with the utrnost fervour and conviction. Perhaps
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the Iargest coup for the mission was that two hundred and sevmty men made pledges of
total abstinence in 1894-5."' The irony that this took place in an institution bearing the
name "ûld Brewery", however, was not lost on ils administration. One newspaper article
even suggested that adopting the "enemy's" cloak migbt aid it in its temperance work:

What's in a name! One hardly chooses to beat the name of a foe and yet
what can be more the foe of the Mission than the Brewery, the great
manufacturer of drunkards and the dnuikards' homes. But still there is a
certain charrn in the narne of 'Old Brewery Mission,' for it seems to cany
the flag of victory in the van and announce a force stronger than the strong,
and mightier than the rnighty. 'O
uideed temperance was one of the most pressing social issues for Canadian Methodists in

the 18909, particularly since it threatened the integrity of the domestic sphere which had
become the foundation of Methodist piety. Methodists believed that alcohoi weakened the
moral and disciplinary bonds of the family since, according to the O B Y drinking Y ed to
participation in unhealthy and immoral amusements, caused much of the desecration of the
sabbath, was ofien accompanied by gambling, and diminished personal moral restraint.""
The implications for gender were significant: drinking was not only the source of social
disorder and irresponsibility, but also led to unfaithtùlness to family, threatened Christian
mords, and compromised the drunkard's own manliness. Jan Noel argues that although
the tempenuice rnovement responded to particular social problems, it also proposed a

radical revision of family life in which men acted as breadwinners while women withdrew
from labour outside their homes "in order to specialize in teaching the ABC'S of the new
moral world to ~hildren."~*The whole-hearted adoption of temperance by the Methodist
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Church thus only reinforceci the idea that the family and the domestic sphere was the
dominant site of religiosity for rnany Methodists in the late nineteenth century.
The OBM promised to do "our best under God to bring any inebriate, or a victirn
of drugs, back to rnanh~od'"~through its powerfid gospel meetings at eight o'clock every
night which consisteci of singing, prayer, Bible readings '%th ninning wmments by the
leader," testimonials, an invitation to the unconverted to corne fonvard, and doxology and
benediction? The mission's provision of material aid, through the fiiniishing of meals, a
reading room, showers, and beds, therefore, was only secondary to its spiritual mandate.

Mission workers directeci even such tangible help towards religious and moral ends, and

argued that "good food helps a man back to rnanh~od."~'Its 1894-5 Annual Report
cIaimed that men,
.. .who have been dragged down to the lower level through strong drink,
men whose homes have been wrecked, who have been separateci from their
families, who have reached the very lowest condition of 'trampdom', have
been redeemed by the grace of God, through the exercise of a simple
Christian faith in Christ, lif'ied up out of the depths, fieed fkom degrading
appetites, cleansed from sin, and are now with restored manhood,
reconstmcted homes and union with loved ones, praising God for their
wondefil deliverance.56

The anriual reports for these early years included many testirnonids written by men

who had been saved at the mission. They generally followed the same stylized paradigrn
whereby a man became alienated from family and %ends through drink, reached the
depths of material and spirituai despair, came to Christ through the gospel seMces of the
mission, was reunited with family and home, and ultimately regained manliness through

s3 OBM.
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reintegration into a web of femininty and domesticity. The mission sought to reunite
these men with the Christian cornmunity, but, invoking the individualistic language of
nineteenth-century evangelicalism, resolved only "to help those who want to help
themselves. We do not d e paupers or parasites. No work-no

food."57 Hand-outs

would only encourage a man to shirk his masculine duties as the primary breadwinner to

his family, and would allow hirn to live in dependence and further compromise his
manhood. h this vein, the mission operated a restaurant separate fiom the soup kitchen
where men could pay ten cents for a three-coune feast, a more respectable alternative to
the two-cent meal they obtained at the soup kitchen." Ln this understanding of the close
link between moral and spiritual change, the best way to help such men, therefore, was
through the gospel since ccconvertedmen support themselves and their families, and
become good citizens.'Jg
Although the mission eagerly reported upon its successes through conversion,
occasiondy the worthiness of the mission for the support of Montreal Protestants was
comprornised. In 189 1, reports bemne public that drunks and "roughs" regularly
disrupted services at the mission, forcing "[tlhe honest and decent people [. . . ] to go
away?

In one particular instance, a man entered the mission whose 'language was so

filthy that all the ladies lefi ~nmediatel~.'~'
The article reported that starting immediately
a policeman would be present at aii services to keep the peace. The mission responded
quickly to preserve its public image:
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No young ladies lefl the meeting, w r was any bad language heard by those
conducting the service. On the other hand, the work continues to grow in
interest, and those attending manifest a deep desire to hear the Gospel. It
is tme that a man came into the meeting a little the worse for liquor, but he
was soon quieted.62
The mission's attempt to save face demonstrates the degree to which its financial viability
and moral power depended upon its ability to convince the wedthy anglophone population
that it codd touch any heart with h d n e s s , and induce men '90

him f?om Lives of

sin to

lives of righteo~sness.'~~
ui fact, several annud reports contain ietters of support fiom
Palmer boasted that
prominent local busuiessmen and clergy, and OBM President J.W.
'our best citizens approve of the work.'*

The contemporary observer, Herbert Ames,

testified that the OBM was "one of the moa useful agencies in the city in caring for men
who need temporary encouragement and help to get on their feet again," while Frank
Dawson Adams, principal of McGill University, attesteci to the 'cstrictest economy" with
which the mission was conducteci. Meanwhile, the Reverend J.W. Graham, pastor of
Montreal's Methodist ""cathedrai", St. James Church, wrote, 'There is no work dearer to
the heart of Christ or more in accordance with his design for His church.'"'
Apparent in the rhetoric of such annual reports was a strongly gendered
understanding of male rescue work. The difficulty for organizations such as the OBM

became how to recunciie men, particularly young single men, with Christianity, which
fiom the mid-nineteenth century had been constructecl as femlliine in both doctrine and

membership. The term " ' m u d a r Chrïstianity" became a way of s i m g that, in its
emphasis on 'physical strength, retigious certainty, and the ability to shape and control the

" Clippings AE. Sandemn, 'The Brewery Mision,"The Montreai Daily Witnesr. n-d
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world around oneself)

mascuiiriity was not incompatible with religion. The version of

muscular Christianity preached at the OBM posited a direct causal lùik between physical
prowess and spiritual vigour, and reflected a general attempt within Protestantism to
'

~

e a "religious tradition which many men feared had been appropriate-by womed7

As E. Anthony Rotundo argues, 'Vsing metaphors of fitmss and body-building, Christian
thidcers imagllied a strong, forcefbi Iesus with a religion to match ... The key to Muscular

Christianity was not the ideal of the spirit made flesb, but of the flesh made spirit.'*g
Thus, the mission stressed physicai fitness as a means to morality and out of
poverty. One of the moa striking examples of muscular Christianity in the mission's
annual reports is containeci in the fiequent pichires. One shows a basketball net at the side

of the mission hail over which a sign proclairns in bold letters, YESUS ONLY". As a man
dribbled down the court, he could read John 3: 16 on his approach to the net and, as he
jumped up to take a shot, he would corne face to face with a line fiom Psalm 3 7 which
read, "COMMIT THY WAY UNTO THE LORD;TRUST ALSO M HIM AND HE

SHALL BNNG IT TO PASS." On either side of the backboard were signs which
announced the penalties for sin and prornised salvation for those who believed in

This rather odd visual mixture of Christian orthodoxy and sports speaks powerfuly to the
connections which mission workers drew between physical strength and a specificaily
Christian notion of morality. That one could praise God by playing basketball must have

played no smaU role in reclaiming men for a church with which many men felt M e
-

-

-
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afEnity. For muscular Chnstianity was not contingent upon understanding complex

theological ideas; rather, it rquired only that men s~bscribedto a notion of masculinity
which stressai taking economic, moral, and physical responsibility for themselves and their
families. Rotundo argues that manly reason ' k a s not a capacity for deep, Iogicai
reflection but rather an absence of complex emotions-an

absence which fieed men to act

boldiy and d e c i s i ~ e l ~ .This
" ~ ~absence of cornplexity is evident in rhetoric which
expressed the mission's power of salvation coded in simple binaries. Captioned 'Now
they love what they once hated, and hate what they once loveci," a set of pictures shows

nimpled, poorly dressed men before they were saved, and these sarne men clean, wearing
fashionable suits, and looking morally uplifted after their conversions."
It should be noted, however, that the version of masculinity prescribed by the
mission's administrators for the destitute was Merent fkom that which they expected of
themselves. Upon the death of long-time mission board member Samuel Finley, the annual
report describeci him as "a Christian gentleman [...] kindly, geniai, courteous, inflexible as
regards to principles, but ever showing that sympathy for the feelings of others and the
unfortunate which adds such a charm to the Christian

The author of the report

constmcted this kind of masculinity not on the binaq, value-laden opposition of masculine
as strong and feminine as weak which characterized the muscular Christianity preached to

homeless men, but on a notion that proper Christian men could integrate aspects of the
feminine, such as sensitivity to feelings, into their identity without compromising their
manhood. Davidoff and Hail observe that although the archetypai 'hew man" of the

English middle class had to display attributes of piety and domesticity, he also had to
maintain a suitable detachment fiom the home and develop "a proper sense of
responsibility about business7' so as not to be accused of being of weak character."
Nevertheless, feminine qualities necessarily enhanced the masculinity of middle-class

Christian men and rendered them "gentlemen," where the same characteristics were
castigated as weak and effeminate in working-class men. That there was never any
expectation that the destitute clients of the mission would becorne Thristian gentlemen"
betrays the class assumptions of the mission's understanding of masculinity. The OBM
would settle for b ~ g i n destihite
g
men back to manhood with "'ts brotherly kindness" and
"[a] handshake with the h a r t behind it,'774but would presume to hope for no more.
Like the simplified version of Christianity proclairned from the mission's wails, the
OBM' s concept of saivation rested upon a reductionist version of farnily reintegration
based, ironicdy, upon the relationship between mother and son. This understanding of
the mother-son bond was predicated upon the Methodist domestic ideai, and was rooted
in the conviction of many prominent Methodias that, because of women's affinity to the

spiritual realm, mothers were particularly suited to the double task of providing moral
training and reiigious socialization to their ~hildren.'~That tuming away fiom sin and
coming back to ' ' ~ o o d was
" contingent in the early years of the mission upon home
and famiy becornes particularly clear in the often repeated injunction of mission workers
to "write mother."

The childhood of these men and the influence of their mothers were
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idealized in the rhetoric of the mission, whiie the words of the gospel softened the hard

g back to the t h e when they stood at
hearts of destitute men, and "seem to b ~ men
mother's knee~"'~ OBM workers viewed destitution and drunke~essas the result of the
radical dienation of these men nom their families, especiaily from their rnothers.

In 1904-5 in an interesthg discursive tum,the annual report had the mission
building itself'harrating" the entrame of such a man into its halls:

Here he cornes. Taank God! Who is he? For me to teil his family
comection wodd do no good. He is a lost, degraded soul. That is
sufncient [...] His fine suit is covered with thistle. Kis face, into which a
mother has thrown many a loving glance, is so besmeared with mud and
fdth that she couid not recognize himn
That a mother rnight not recognize her own son seemed an &ont to the id&ed

mother-

son bond which is presented in the papen of the OBM. A picture of the mission hall filleci

to capacity with men stresseci the permanent iink with ferninine influence which aii men
could claim, announcing that these were %me

mothers' boys.""

The men were

encouraged to write to their mothers who fblfiiled their role as ""nilersof the world" by
giving "'the moral atmosphme to the farmly."" Mission workers argued that "khena man
cornes to a city and is not successful, and gets 'down on his luck,' as he calls it, he
becomes careless. He drifts to the 'lower' parts of the city, and is caught in the maelstrom

of vice. Mother and home are neglected?* The mission workers hoped that by writing
to their mothers, men wodd retum to their mord innuence and subsequently make their
way back into the world. One grateful mother wrote,
-

-
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1 cannot express rny thanks to you as 1 would Ote for your kindness to and
interest in my wandenng son. No doubt it was God sent him to you. 1
trust that he d l keep praying for grace to help hirn in time of need. May
the Lord prosper you in your labour of love.''

in another example, a picture in the 1907-8 annual report, entitled 'Breaking Home Ties,"
presents a fàmily gathered around a table next to the hearth. A young man, hat in hand, is
standing as though he is getting ready to leave, while his rnother straightens his collar with

a concemed look. The implication is that this man, grounded in the bonds of tàmily and
Christian morality as uansmitted by his mother, will lead an upstanding life as he goes out
into the world. Nor will he deviate fiom the straight and narrow path presaibed by bis

mother and by God. Concluded the writer, 'Could we reproduce such a picture as this in
every household represented by our mothers, the world would not be womed by careless,

sinfiil medm
Although a man's renewal of his relationship with his mother could restore his

rnanliness, mothers could equally be the cause of a man's moral and physical destitution.
Included in a list of men who were "down and out" were those who possessed "too much
education of an indefinite kind-more

brain than brawn-the man to be pitied, indeed.'"

Also noted were men who had 'keakness thnist upon hem" by "immoral parentage, or
dninken fathers or rnothers, or by cigarette-fiends." Such weakness and unmaniiness,
however, could equaiiy be the result of 'legacies £?om loving m e r s and rnothers.'*
Raising a son involved a delicate balance between nurturing and fieedom, since men were
prone to destitution through parental coddling and overprotection, as much as through the
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immorality and bad example of their f a h and mothers. Coddling, as with too much
education, wodd lead to unmanly and efferninate characteristics, wMe parental vice
would encourage men's already strong tendencies towards immorality and result in
socidy dangerous masculinity.
Not surprisingly, the mission took an early interest in cultivating good mothers and
happy homes in the interests of the coming generation of men. Once the administration of
the mission had been appropriateci by male leadership by 1892, Muia Douglas took charge
of its domestic mandate, organizing the restaurant, the soup kitchen, and a weekly
mothers' meeting held each Thursday aflernoon. Weary from their daily toi4 the mothers

and their infants %end their way here to be refieshed by sweet Gospel Songs, a message
of love for tired hearts, and a cup of tea and ~ake.'"~The "'ittleCompany of Mothers7'
iistened to lectures with titles such as 'Domestic Hygiene" and 'The Lost Sheep", and
enjoyed music whose '%oothingand elevating influence was observable.'* By 1903, the
mothers' meetings included a sewing department, a swings bank, clothing sails,
excursions, and children's services. According to the mual reports, the mothers
appreciated these times away from the drudgery of home, one clairning that as a result of
the meetings, '7am a different woman," while another professed, "1 found Jesus in the
Mothers' ~ e e t i n ~ s . ' ~
The expiicit aim of these meetings was to inculcate in these poor women Christian
values with which they would develop a proper moral atmosphere in their homes for
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raising children 'Sn the fear and admonition of the ~ o r d . As
' ~ an
~ annual report
proclaimed7"The world needs nothing so much as good rnothers.'"

Indeed, as "makers

"

of history," mothers had to be brought "into touch with the living Christ" since the

friture men of Canada depended upon such religious influences for their rnorality and

Their humble homes are not many nests in which huddle little birdies
sharing the good things or enduring the hardships-most often the latter
How necessary then, to have pure-high-principled, God-fearing homes
where these embryo men and women are moulded for the future!g1

OBM annuai reports couched Mothers' Meetings in imagery of light and dark,
calling the regular meetings "Sunshine ~aboratories.'" Mariana Valverde argues that
nich uses of Iight as a metaphor for cleansing were typicai of social pwity discourse of the
late nineteenth century, and represented "neither rhetorical flourishes nor stumbiing blocks
in rational arguments, but were rather, to the audience, the inconspicuous vehicles in
which truths about moral and social reform were conveyed to the

In this

particular instance, sunshine represented the moral 'light" which the meetings would
cultivate in the mothen. These women would be morally and spiritually uplifted, and
would, in tum, raise their sons to respect the piilars of late Victorian and eariy Edwardian
society in Canada: family, home, work, and church. Mina Douglas herself used such
imagery, arguing of her work with rnothers that Ykom this meeting beams of bnghtness
shall emanate, which shall kindle a spark of hope in many homes, hitherto shrouded in
--
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gloom.'* The use of light as a sign of moral uplifl was given weight in pseudo-scientific

discourse by the use of the term 'Iaboratory." The mission hoped to convey that the

inculcation of proper moral and religious values in these women was not a haphazard
process. Much like the growth of a plant in a laboratory, Mothers' Meetings members
were instilled with Christian values of mord mothertiood in a controUed and ideal
environment in which the results were "scienhficaiiy" predictable and correlative to a
decrease in drinking destitution, and irresponsibility, and an increase in manliness among

upcoming generations of men.
That the OBM's conceptualizabon of M

y wu grounded in an idealized version

of middle-class home Mie is evident kom the image of m o t h e ~ gpresented in the annual
reports. Despite frequent observations of poor women's "toil," the OBM couched
references to mothers in t e m of the moral and physical cleanliness of famiiy and home.
Mothers enveloped ail within theû reach in the warm embrace of domesticity, and the ody
way for destitute men to mend their ways was to place themselves once again within the

loving realm of their mothers.
Not all accepted such an idealized image, however. OBM board member Herbert
Ames recognized the fàilacy of such irnagery and included both women and chiidren

within his shidy of waged labour patterns in GritFntown, wMe at the sarne t h e relying
upon a gendered notion of work for his analysis. Ames did not see women's paid work as

capable of diminishing the poverty in which many families found themsdves, and in his
study assigned women' s work ody haif the value of men's. At the same tirne, this mode1
-
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of labour served prescriptive purposes; that a man represented a whole labour unit in
Ames' pseudo-scientinc analysis supports the notion of t he male as 'ôreadwinner," while
the fact that women represented one-halfof a labour unitn and children one-quarter
upheld a notion that their labour was incidentai and superfluous.

Underlying Ames'

definition of 'labour unit" was also the assumption that labour is only that work which

takes place outside the home and is remunerateci with wages. Such a construction of
labour, however, undermined the reality of ''the family economy," a mode1 of productive

and reproductive relations in working-class Montreal whose efficacy Bettina Bradbury has

successfully demonstrated. Strivuig to evoke the "totalityof the working class,"%
Bradbury argues that women developed economic strategies, nich as tendhg gardas and
raising livestock, which were just as crucial to standards of living and s u ~ v aas
i the wage
work which serves as the standard reference point for much working-class hi~tory.~'

The discrepancies between Bradbury's account of the working-class famiy as a
locus of s e d conflict, Ames' pdging recognition of female and child labour, and the

OBM's portrayal of wann hearths and loving mothers demonstrate the extent to which the
mission subscxibed to an idealized notion of famiiy Me. It also points to the middle-class
version of domesticity to which the mission claimed to restore errant working-class men,
presented for the benefit of its donors who might have been dismayed had they known the

real conditions of the working-class family. At the sarne t h e 7 however, the mission's
provision of activities for giris did recugnize the imperative of women's work. The
establishment of a building in Pointe St-Charles for work among young female factory
95
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workers pointed to the mission's awareness of the prevalence of women's waged labour,

and catering to the practical needs of this group by offering dressdcing and Literacy
classes, as weli as Bible ~ t u d i e s . ~ ~
The mission's work among younger girls, on the other hand, points to a more

traditionally gendered programme which sought to in.& skills of good motherhood in its
charges. Unlike their middie-class sisters who learned "proper" housekeeping and
mothering methods at home, these girls needed special training because of their poverty.
The kitchen-garden department, which taught young girls domestic skills, took up the task
of creating future wives and mothers. The prirnary a h of this work, hcwever, was to
train girls as domestic servants to assist middle-class women in their mothering:
The presence of the wefl-trairied girl is like the presence of a flower. The
one shows beauty, the other grace. What is more desirable in a household
than to have the one employed soft-footed, soft-toned, and polite? Our
girls always make good servants.99
That the mission was in the business of making servants is evided in a publicity picture
which shows a table surrounded by serious-looking young girls in starched white
unifoms, cornplete with caps, under the surveillance of t

h austere women.

More

explicitly than other departments of the mission, the kitchen-garden department
represented itself to the anglophone middle class as worthy of support net only because it

was tuming out more moral women who would raise more "rnaniy'' sons, but also because
it spoke to the fears of its middle- and upper-class constituency that "good" servants were
increasingly diacult to procure.
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Although it was onîy grudgingly acceded by middle-class reformers that poor
women often needed to take paid work outside the home in order to support their families,
there were circumstances under which even rniddle-class women could properly perform
work in the public sphere without compromising their own claims to domesticity and
respectability. As the mission's mandate expanded, its primary agents of "light" among
the poor were middle-class deaconesses whose work of bringing domesticity to the poor
warranteci a discrete section in the annuai reports beginning at the tum of the centuxy.
'These scatterers of sunshine and practical ~hristianity'"" miniaered to the practical and

spiritual needs of the poor by visiting people in their homes, taking care of the sick,
distributing food, clothing, fuel, and, occasionally, money, and holding religious meetings

in hospitals. Perfonning their work by applying ''theu 'feminine' aptitudes" to the broad
social and evangelistic ne&

of the Canadian ~ommunity,"'~'
deaconesses were not paid

for their work, and were provided only with room and board. In the pages of the OBM

annual reports, the deaconesses were idealized as self-sacrificing women whose sole
purpose was to do God's work by seeking out the poor and cleansing them of physical
and moral dirt:
Her field of helpfùlness is unlimited and requires sanctitied thought [.. .]
Her srnile at the door means a hearty welcome in the homes of the poorwho are often the 'tmly rich'. Her prayers and words of encouragement
lave an odor of a nveet smell for many a day.'O2
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That the deaconesses were described in terms of sweetness and purit. demonstrates the
degree to which these women were idealized as transmitters of domesticity and purity to
poor f a d e s who, because of their class and almost necessariiy lower moral standards,
required uplifting. Indeed, the idea of 'iincovering" the poor and bringing thern into the

moral potential of light clearly informeci the work of the deaconesses whose visits to ofien
destitute familes were couched in terms of 'Yir~ds."'~~
Accounts of deaconess visits were
phrasai in value-laden oppositions. In one instance, the father was unemployed, the

mother was sick, their four young children were hungry and iü-clothed, and their house
was in a deplorable state of dirt and disorder. The very presence of the deaconess cast

Iight on the situation:
A fïre was made in the littie stove.. .the children were washed and dressed,

and then breakfast. Um! Oh! Um! The mother having been washed and
made cornfortable, was given creamed-toast, which brought fonh, '1 never
tasted anything so good before.' Then the house was cleaned. Prayer to
Kun who loves the poor, and the never-forgotten t a k about the Saviour
finished the loving task here. 'O4

Certainly, deaconesses perfomed a vital fùnction in attempts by the Methodist Church to
extend its social service work. That the Light which deaconesses shed was both physical,
in the cleansing of house and children, and moral, in the prayers and preaching which
followed, testifies to the power which women workers at the mission were seen to wield
in the alleviation of poverty by the application of their distinctly femaie domestic skills and

spirihial qualities to the uplifi of poor households.
The most prominent work of the mission's deaconesses was at the Fresh-Air Camp
for women and children which was inaugurated in 1906 on h e - h r o t at the western shore

'O3
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of the Island of Montreal. The next year it was moved sixty miles no&

of Montreal to

the Laurentians where women and their young children couid escape the heat and dirt of
summer in the city and the drudgery of their daily lives on the i d y k shores of Lake
Chapleau. Many women must have giadly accepted the mission's offer of a two week
hoiiday in the m u n q given the prevaience of disease which routinely affectecf children in
the nimmer months in the industrial neighbourhoods of Montreal. Terry Copp argues that
public health was indeed a very serious problem in Montreal; between 1897 and 1911,
one-third of aU babies boni in the city died in their fist year, most commonly from

"disease of the digestive system."lOs

Like the annual reports of the OBM, accounts of the camp were promotional in
nature, and the rhetoric unabashedly aimed at eliciting concem and money kom wealthy
patrons. One of the £kst reports on the camp made a direct appeal to the culture of
business, proclairning that "SMILING, HAPPY CHILDREN growing fat and brown on
good food, fksh air, and sunshine are good dividends on the capital invested."lM A 1911
advertisement was directed at middle- and upper-class women who employed poor
women in domestic service: 'Would you iike to send your English-speaking work-woman
and her children? We wiIi be glad to hear of any case in need."lo7 The camp operated as

an extension of the mission's mothers' meetings, claiming in its quest for physical and
spirituai cleansing "[tlo teach mothers how to live and b ~ upgtheir children wisely, [t]o
give tired mothers a chance to rest," and to inculcate ?rue religion" in the campers. That
this was an almost exclusiveiy fernale space attests to the reality of the gendered division
.. .
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of work and the association of women with nature which kept men in the city and allowed
women and children to go to the mountains for a holiday.
Although young children attendeci camp, promotional material stipulated that the

camp could not accommodate boys over the age of eight. In its other work the mission
also treated older boys as a separate category fiom ''children," devishg specific

programmes for what it deemed to be a group in need of special attention. A child's sou1
was "yet a white paper unwritten upon by the evil of the world," and the mission took it
upon itself to ensure that it remained "hdefiied." 'O8 Once ciassineci as "boys," however,
male children took on the characteristics of nascent men, tending towards eviI uniess
shown other paths. Yet the mission emphasized for its benefactors the success which it
enjoyed in its work with these "embryo men." The annual report for 1908 pronounced

The 'gingeryest' animal God has made is the boy. There is no curb to his
energy, and no end to the tingling of his nerves. Both wiil be directed for
good and e d . Only by cultivation cm he be ransomed fiom the beastly.log

In an attempt to save boys, the OBM held weekly meetings which integrated sports with a
Gospel service, and at which talks were given on "gentlemanly conduct and honour,
controhg the temper, thoughtfuiness of others, faithfùiness in Iitt1e things, travels, care of
the body, [and] camping-out."' Io Another report showed '0efore7' and "after" pictures of
its young charges, the captions of which betrayed the public purpose of gender

'Oi
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representation in the OBM's annual reports: "Esuch a change as this can be made in a
boy, don't you think your money and the superimendent's tirne are proMably spem?"."'
That such a rough-looking boy could be transformeci into a rehed Christian
gentleman attests to the mission's complex system of gender representation which
enveloped men of ali ages in a feminized Christianity which at the same t h e valued
physical strength as a sign ofmanliness and spiritual vigour. The men who fkquented the
mission had compromised their mascuhity by abandoning their breadwinning
responsibilities to their families and transgressing notions of male strength and
independence, becoming weak and effeminate in their poverty. The mission encouraged
them to reestablish ties with their families, particularly their mothers, as a means of leaving
their tives of destitution behind and becoming reintegrated into a community of
respectable Christian men. Constructed as the moral centre of the f a d y , mothers were
charged with the formidable duty of keeping t heir sons within the folds of the family so
that the next generation of men would not abandon theu duties towards family and church.
The seemingly contradictory implications of such gender intersections in the mission's
rhetoric were that strong ties with their mothers, paragons of spiritual and domestic vime,
would help these men out of their unmanly behaviour and would d o w them to regain
their lost masculinity. That this paradigrn of mother-son relations reflected a middle-class
idealization of the domestic sphere, and represented the particular accommodations of the

middle class to the exigencies of an industrial society, was not lost on the OBM's board.
Although this mode1 of rescue work mirrored the increasing comection between middleclass masculinity, domesticity, and religion within the Methodist Church, the OBM made

concessions to the particuiar requirements of working-class mascdhty by incorpotating a
strong element of athietics into its daily programmes. For worlàng-class men, whose
physical strength often dictated theu livelihoods and their authority within their Eunilies,
acquiescence to ferninine influences might fùrther compromise their alreaây uncertain lives
in a newly industnalized sotiety.

Yet Mina Douglas would not have envisioned that the mission would develop such
a cornplex system of public gender representation when the YWHMS founded the soup
kitchen in 1890. She and the other middie-class Methodist women who worked there
found their irnpetus to action in the New Testament injunction to help the poor, and
viewed the mission simply as a place where men d o m on their luck could obtain a fiee
meal and experience spirihial uplift in their daily stmggies. Mula wrote at the end of the

mission's fïrst year in 1890,
1 do hope Our Brewery Mission will be an Institution which will live for

many years. It is so much needed. Poor, wasted, wom, disappointed
[men] gather there day after day. Oh that their souk might be blessed as
weU as their bodies. With the New Year may rich blessings be poured
down on this work in my prayer.l l2
While the later male administration loudly mimpeted its successes in converthg men back
to manhood, f a d y , and God, Mina consistently represented herself as spiritually

inadequate for the work of the soup kitchen, rniniminng the accomplishments of her
evangelical fernale c o m n i t y in its establishment of a mission which still serves Englishspeaking Montreaien over one hundred years later. With an amount of modesty and
deference odd in light of the good work she had effected, but proper to a young woman

who expressed her evangelical Christian convictions in the public sphere, Mina lamenteci at

the close of 1890, "the last Sunday gone and how little have 1 done this year.""3

CHAPTER 2
MALE ABSENCE, POVERTY, AND THE SOCIAL GOSPEL IN ENGLISH
PROTESTANT MONTREAL, 1890s-1920s

If the Old Brewery Mission rnaintained its strong evangelical focus on conversion
throughout the pre-World War 1 period, other Protestant social weKare institutions in
Montreal began to express their reform zeal not as a desire to save souk, but as a
conviction that society itself had to be refonned if the Kingdom of God on earth was to be
realized. This new social vision had its origins in several movements. Alarmed by Living
conditions in the increasingiy urban and industriai structure of Canadian society, leaders of
many Protestant denominations became convinced that only by reforming society in

general could the individual effects of poverty and "the problem of the city" be mitigated.
Proponents of this new social gospel reformulated traditional Cl?nstianity by placing less
emphasis upon individual conversion and asserting that Chriçtianity was a social religion
which was fundamentaily concemed with the quality of life in the emerging capitalist
order. ' This reorientation of Protestant thought aiso occurred in response to the iatenineteenth century inteliectuai currents of D W s m and biblical criticism which, in the
view of rnany Protestant leaders, threatened the evangeiical worldview of the Canadian
churches. Such leaders became convinced that in order to maintain their culhirai
hegemony, Protestant churches would have to redirect the individual piety and evangelicai
ethos which had been haiimarks of nineteenth-century Canadian Protatantism into a
broader, more relevant social vision which combined evangelicalism and social s e ~ c in
e

'
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coincided with the adoption by leading professors at Protestant church colleges of organic
philosophical systems such as British idealism which posited that the reform of society
depended upon individuals subordinating their interests to the greater good of the
cornmunity .3
With this shift in religious outlook arnong the Protestant churches fiom an

emphasis on individual saivation to an increasingiy social ethic came a concomitant change
in the churches' interpretation of and approach to poverty. Where the OBM continued to

propose a direct causal link between poverty, irnmoraiity, and spiritual deprivation, and
employed conversion and salvation as a means to lifi the poor out of their economic
conditions, in the early twentieth century Protestant denominations began to take a
diEerent approach. The Presbyterian and Methodist churches, in particular, appropriated
and developed tenets of the social gospel which i d them to focus their efforts upon the
reform and Chnstianization of society as a whole in order to rnitigate the effects of
poverty in urban canada? If the social gospel was 'a religious expression, striving to
embed ultimate human goals in the social, economic, and political order,"' its impact upon
the way in which English-speaking Protestants understood poverty was profound.

Nancy Christie and Michael Gam-reau, A Full4rbed Christianitv: The Protestant Churches and Social
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Althoug5 social gospel constructions of poverty stin displayed the moralistic tones which
were characteristic of evangelical modes of thought, those who assimilatecl the tenets of
social Chnstianity began to consider the possibility that poverty could be as much a result
of stnicturd problems in the economy as a moral or spiritual failing.
As social gospel thought began to ideet the approacb of English-speaking,

Protestant churches and social welfiire hihitions to poverty between 1900 and 1930,

gender remained an important lem through which Protestant leaders and reformers
addressed the problem of poverty. As the churches shifted away from a beiief in
evangelical conversion as the sole means of rnoral regeneration and towards a conviction
that individuals could experience spiritual and moral uplift only if society itself was
reformed, the way in wbich poverty and gender intersected aiso changed. No longer was
men's poverty understood primarily as a result of intemperance or unmanliness, nor was
the orthodox solution to their poverty seen to be the reintegration of individual men into a
web of domesticity and religion. Rather, poverty was seen as a reiigious problem which

expressed itself through the absence of men and boys as a group 6 o m forma1 religious
activities. In middle-class Methodist congregations the problern of male absence was
expressed in the '0ig boy" problem, a feu that the absence of middle-class youths f?om

churches would undermine the ideology of evangeiical domesticity which had gained
influence throughout the iast decades of the nineteenth centuy. Linking the fûture
economic and spiritual vitality of the churches to strong middle-class male membership,
church leaders feared that the failure to win such men over for Christ during their

adolescence would threaten 'Vie suMval of both their church and their nation.'* In the
case of working-class boys and men, however, church leaders worried less about

institutional decline than that such disinterest in formal religious activities would result in
social deterioration, a much more serious and troublesorne problem for social gospellers
whose religious energies were directed at reforming society. In particular, they feared a
viscerd type of masculinity which wodd no longer be yoked in by the calming influences

of Christianity and would disrupt the delicate social order in Montreal's poorest
neighbourhoods.
This chapter argues that, as with the earlier evangelical model, gender was integral
to the Protestant churches' social gospel approach to poverty in the early twentieth
century. This gendered vision was particularly evident in attempts by Presbyterian,

Methodist, and United churches in Montreal to attract working-class boys and young men
to public foms of religion as an antidote to widespread poverty and perceived social
disorder. Although in their carnpaign for male participation the churches employai
strategies which were sirnilar to those of the OBM, particularly athletic activities, the
approach of middle-class churches, such as Erskine Presbyterian and Crescent Street
Presbyterian, and of workmg-class institutions, such as the Montreal City Mission, the
Grifnntown Boys' Club, and St. Columba House, was not airned at individual rescue work
but rather expressed a greater social concern for male absence f?om pubiic religion.
Although the role of gender in social gospel understandings of poverty is inescapable, as

this chapter's examination of church youth work will show, the historiography of the
development of the social gospel in Canada has been largely oblivious to questions of
6
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masculinity and fernininity in its dogged pursuit of the holy grail of secularization. Thus,

this chapter will secondarily explore the extent to which a lack of awareness of gender has
tainted the secularization debate and tarnished mrrent understandings of the social gospel
in Canada.

Although some historians have perceived the specter of secularization looming
large in the writings of Protestant clergymen in Canada fiom the 1870s onwards7, the
example of Montreal provides evidence to the contrary and points instead to a theology

and social ethic which remaineci vital throughout the supposed years of crisis. By the late
nineteenth century, Protestant churches in Canada had focused their social gospel impulse

on working-class neighbourhoods such as Grifiïntown in southwestern Montreal. At the
annual meeting of the Montreal Corference of the Methodist Church in 1894, the
manbers of the Cornmittee on Workingmen codhned their belief in this new social ethic

and their conviction that the 'broblem of the ciîy" was primariiy economic, weighmg in
against "selfish capitalists," proclaiming their support for prohibition, and declaring that

every labourer should eam a 'living wage?

The Cornmittee assureci readers that "you

may depend on the hearty support of the Church we represent in every wise and honest

effort to correct the wrongs that exist in Our civilization, which necessarily fa most
heavily on the poorer classes, and to prornote an order of socieîy that shall mean a
Kingdom of God among men through the Kingship of christ.'" By 1914, however, the
1900-1925." Canadian Methodisi Historiai Society Papers 7 (1990). 67.
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fear of failure had entered clerical discourse, and sympathy for the economic conditions of
the poor had been replaced by beilicose threats which declared "war" on the ''moral"
problem of the slum as a danger to the church. Proclaiming that the existence of poverty

in a Christian society was untenable, S.W. Dean, Superintendent of the Methodist Union
in Toronto, proclaimed that 'TeJither the church must destroy the slum or the slwn wiU
destroy the church

...

War is declared. The battle will wage by night and by day. The

church that endures to the end will be saved.1° Prominent Methodist J.S. Woodsworth
took a less hostile approach, however, and in his 1911 work MYNeiehbour interpreted the
city as both "a menace to our whole civilization" and an organic entity capable of
"moulding our social and political Be, creating new institutions and developing a new

spirit."" Organicism was integrai to Woodsworth's understanding of urban problems and
the way in which they could be solved:
City life is like a spider's web-pull one thread and you pull every thread.
It is an immense and highly developed organism in which each minutest
part has a distinct function.12
Woodsworth wrote that this "new spirit" of interco~ectednesswhich came from people

living in such close proximity to one another even had the potential to transform the
individualistic evangeiicd religion of the nineteenth century into a faith which displayed a
more advanced social ethic "as we corne to recognize that we must not only 'save Our
never dying soui,' but also 'serve the present age.'"l3 Amculating the Protestant
churches' new emphasis on social salvation over individuai redemption, Woodsworth
- - - -
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declared, 'W the new ciMlization is to be mastered by Christ, the city must be taken for
~im."'~
Tkuig the city for Christ became a matter of no smaii importance to the
Protestant churches in Montreal. Founded in 1886 with the object "[tlo promote the
social, literary and religious fellowship of its members.. .[and to] take united action-when

deemed necessary in movements t o u c b g the moral and reiigious well-being of the
Community," the Protestant Miristerial Association of Montreal (PMAM) met twice per
month for prayers, general buskess, and an address on a topical issue. The minute books
of the Association offer a window into attempts by the Protestant clergy to address and
adapt to challenges to traditional forms of theology &om the 1890s to the 1920s." in the
the
1890~
~ PMAM entertained speakers on a variety of topics: "The Pastor and His

People," 'The Teaching of Jesus Regarding the Holy Spirit," Wosea, Amos, and Micah,"
"Some Phases of Old Testament Morality," and 'The tendency of the liberal opinion
among the French Roman Catholics of the Province of Quebec."16 In sociai issues, the
Association concemed itself with Sabbath desecration, the evils of prize fighting, and the
possibility of organizing a Charitable Relief Association."
By 1900, however, the Association had begun to express more interest in

exploring the sociai responsibilities of the Protestant churches in the community. When
the Programme Cornmittee suggested a course of trvelve papers on the history of the early

church for the autumn of 1900, they were asked to consider including more chodern"
14
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topics in their programme.'8 The Comminee obliged, and for the first thirty years of the
century hardly a meeting went by without an address on a topic which expressed the
increasingly social ethic of the churches. On April23, 1900,W.D.
Reid addresseci the

meeting on 'What Faith in God through Jesus Chria has done for the bettering of
conditions of Me in this world," while at the foUowing meeting members heard an address
on "The Oppression of Labor by ~ a ~ i t a l . "Throughout
'~
the war years, the Association

remaineci preoccupied with concems of traditional evangelicalism, such as prohibition and

gambhg, while at the same time e x p l o ~ gissues of social Chnstianity. h the last months
of 1915, the Association heard two presentations fiom J.S. Woodsworth on 4 h e needs of

Canada,suggesting that the Church adopt a broader programme of service and stand
behind those who are seeking to reconstruct the country on a truer and more Christian
b a ~ i s . " 'The
~ Association's own members adopted a more radical stance by the end of the

First World War; in November 1918, the Rev. E.1. Hart "submitted a full report of t he
result of the movement initiated by the Association for Deahg with Social Conditions
within the ~ity.'"' Meanwhile in 1920 the Rev. J.W. Davidson asked the question "Cm
the Kingdom of God be f d y realized through the present social order?", to which he
answered yes: ". ..the secret of progress lay in a more complete application of Christianity
to the present social ~ r d e r . "The
~ Reverend E. 1. Hart perhaps most clearly enunciated
the responsibility of the churches to address social problems. The minutes of the
Methodist Ministers7Association reported,
- - - --
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Dr. Hart treated the subject in a most wmprehensive way, revealing in the
general conditions existing throughout the world in antagonisrns between
Capital and Labor, Church and Laboring Classes, a very claimant appeal
for the church to awaken to its responsibility, to give the Leadership and
proclaim the gospel the occasion demands?
The Association dso ernbraced methods of professionalized social work to a
greater extent than before the wu. At a meeting in 1923, a PMAM member cornmented
favourabiy on the ''Confidentid Exchange" of the Montrd Council of Social Agencies,

an umbrella organization for Protestant charities which, in tandem with the McGill
Department of Social SeMce, pioneered methods of professional social work in
~ o n t r e a l .In~ 1925,
~
when it first expressed its position on social work, the nascent
United Church of Canada staked its clairn to legitimacy in this field on the basis of its
spiritual authority, and saw no threat to its power fiom professional social workers.
According to United Church leadership, there was a vital place for the church to play in
social work in Canada, and social workers demanded the "active CO-operationof the
Church." Just as the social worker needed to be trained in the spirihial needs of his or her
clients, so church workers required training in scient& methods:
But for the Church to CO-operate,its workers must be as well trained and
efficient as the secular worker. There must be fostered within the Church
the same scientific method of studying, diagnosing and treating a situation
as now prevails in the professional social work. But the Church is more
free to minister the definitely religious element tbrough those scientific
methods. The field worker needs the collaboration of the Church worker,
whiie the Church worker needs the aid of the records kept by the
professional secuiar agents .. . [The Church] mua be in the field with
expert leadership, especialiy to sustain within the social workers' field that
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fke play of religious agency which the comrnunity organization is iess fiee
to make explicit or to apply direcîiy in the several cases?

This relationship between the Protestant churches and social work throughout the intenvar
years brought into relief the continued interaction of evangelicalism and the social gospel
in Canadian culture. Indeed, Gauvreau and Christie argue that because of the continued
influence of the churches "the belief that the solution of ail socid and economic problems
lay in the moral as well as the scientific sphere remained in the mainstream of social policy

debate until the onset of the World War D." 26
As its members adopted the feminized ethic of "service, sacrifice, and love" which

characterized the social gospel, ironically the PMAM expresseci increasing interest in the
plight of young men and boys in the city. Susan Curtis argues that this d e t y over the
churches' male constituency stemrned from atternpts by social gospellers to reconcile the
effeminacy of the churches' social concern with notions of independence and self-reliance
which characterized contemporary understandings of manliness in industriai society. This
process of masculinization led to the endowment of the sentimentalized and decidedly
feminine Jesus of the late nineteenth century with "muscles and a manlier beard,''27 and in
Montreal spawned a discourse surrounding a crisis in masculinity which first becarne
evident in the municipal election campaign of 1906. The PMAM attacked the notorious
corruption of Montreal's municipal govemment, arguing that "[I]mmoraIity like a cancer
is eating into the very heart of the city, and must be dealt with by a firrn, vigilant hand, and
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the aatncking in human flesh and blood must be stopped, Xour city is to hold the f&ly

respectable position that has hitherto been ours."** This depravity induced the male voter
'to sell his manhood and his city for a mere mess of pottage" and encouraged "one-sided

individualism, which seems to be deterrnined to exploit the whole city for the benefit of the
seffish f e ~ . "
What
~ was needed in government, argued the Association, were ''men in

our council of untamished integrity-men

who will guard the interests of citizens as

zealously as they wouid their own. Men who caunot be bought or sold, who cannot "k
influenced fiom the path of rectitude, by either money or fnendship, men who wiU aand
four-square to every wind that blows and yet will never yield to what is ~ r o n ~ . "Yet
~*

such men were becoming increasingly scarce,and the churches felt they needed to take
action to retain their male membership and create the upstanding type of men who would
fight corruption at its roots. Ln 1902, the Association had considered "'askingthe
cooperation of the ministers in entertainhg the boys on winter evenings by throwing open
church rooms for that purpose.'J1 The following year, it addressed the probiem of waning
religiosity among male students at McGill University, and considered a request by the

McGill YMCA "asking this Association to cooperate with them in looking after the
religious interests of young men coming to the City to attend the ~ n i v e r s i t y . 'The
~~
Association proposed a system of church registration arnong new students, already
implernented at Queen's University. The Methodist Ministers' Association expressed
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similar concern for the plight of the church's boys. In 1912, the Reverend E.C.James
gave an address on 'Y3ur boys and what to do for hem,"implying a general agreement
that there existai a problem surroundhg boys which threatened their wel-being, and
poin~g
to a discourse in which "the boy problem" jeopardized the stability of church and

Church leaders had reason to worry about the city7syoung men and boys. On
November 2 1, 1921, the founder and superintendent of the Montreal City Mission was
beaten savagely by a group of young men loitering outside the mission building on
Cadieux

in one of Montreal's poorest neighbourhoods. Wfiarn Bowman Tucker

had attempted to attract the attention of a policeman to a large group of young men

between the ages of twelve and eighteen years who 'kere for severaf hours infesting the
streets in the vicinity of our Mission, and making disturbing noises." According to

reports,
Two of the young feilows resented this and unexpectedly attacked hùn,
cutting his face with a 'knuckle', blacking his eyes, wounding his forehead
and the back of his head, and knocking him dowq and were assaulting him
on the ground, when a policeman came running to the resnie fiorn City
Hall ~ v e . ) '

In a letter wntten to Montreal's Chief of Police Pierre Bélanger requesting greater police
nirvdance of the area, mission official Alfied Price stressed the important work the

mission was performing among the four hundred children enroUed in its programmes:

'These children are Canadian bom, of foreign parentage, and we are endeavouring to train
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33
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them to be good citizens. This is a work which should, end no doubt does, commend
itselfto you.'y6 That Price would invoke the work of the mission in moulding young
citizens out of sometimes questionable matenal in his attempts to influence the police
speaks to the hi&

regard in which he felt work of this type was viewed by upstanding

members of the Montreal community. Founded as a non-denominational institution in
1910, the Montrea! City Mission had as its aim "20 promote the knowledge of the Gospel

among the inhabitants of Montred and vicinity, more particularly the foreigners and the
poor, without reference to denorninational distinctions, and to conduct on their behaif
Evangelistic, Educational, Social and Relief work, Sunday Schools and secular classes, a
Labor Bureau, a Bureau of Advices, Rescue work, Free Bathroorns, Immigration Work,
[tlhe circulation of Religious Literature, and the Administration of the Ordinances of the
Christian religion.''-" In his letter of cornplaint, Pnce made a clear distinction between

those children who participated in the mission's activities and those, such as Tucker's
attackers, who had not been inûuenced by the uplifting force of the mission's evangelical
and educational programmes. These latter boys epitomized the fears of many leaders of
Protestant institutions in Montreal, firom the wealthy churches which lined Sherbrooke
Street to struggling missions throughout the "city below the hiil." Here was a type of
masculinity which, because it was unrestrained by forces of family and church, had empted
into dangerous and violent forms.
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Protestant church leaders in Montreal viewed such violent f o m of male
behaviour, however, as o d y the most extreme outcome of a problem which plagued their
congregations: a general dechne in interest in the churches among boys and young men.
Although this discourse of male absence was expressed by leaders of wealthy and poor
institutions alike, it had dierent implications for each. The weli-to-do churches of
Sherbrooke Street and Westmount expressed their alarm over W s h i n g male
participation in t e m of the fùture economic and spiritual health of the congregations, and
the soundness of the cornerstone of their membership, the middle-class Christian male.
Patricia Dirks argues that in rniddle-cclass Methodist congregations,
'big boy' problem, a phrase that had been coined to descnbe the
failure of Sunday schools to hold boys beyond puberty, threatened the
survival of both their church and their nation. As the belief grew among
Methodists that most church members would come fiom Sunday schools,
the exodus of 'big boys' just as they were entering their decision-making
years, became a cri si^.'^
.. . the

Middle-class youths, it was feared, would participate in commercial amusements, drinking,
and gambling without the stabiiity of the church to curb their natural tendencies to
disorder. Linking the vitality of the churches to strong male membership, these leaders

feared that if such young men were not won over for Christ during their adolescence, the
churches would face a crisis from which they would be unable to recover. In the case of

poor congregations and missions, ministers did not worry so much about the f u w e
leadership of their institutions, but feared the threat of dangerous forms of masculinity
which would undennine the authority of famly and church in Montreal's poorest areas.
In response to perceptions that male presence in Protestant churches was
constantly declining, many churches estabiished classes and clubs directeci specifically at

young men. One of the Montreal churches which established such activities during the

ikst thirty years of the twentieth cenhiry was Erskine Presbyterian, which in 1894 had

moved fkom the corner of Ste-Catherine and Peel streets to a gracious new structure on
Sherbrooke Street, a move which mirrored the geographic and econornic upward mobility
of its congregation. Reflecting this conceni for status, the church attempted several tirnes
over this period to establish programmes for its errant male youth adherents. In 1903, the
Sunday School uiitiated a Young Men's Bible Class under the suitable leadership of long-

t h e Sunday School superintendent Mr. C.W. Davis. A boys' chou was also begun at the
same tirne. The mual report for that year observeci, 'Tor a long tirne a great lack here

has been felt in comection with the work of the School .. . We feel that this new
department of the School is a moa important one.'dg This initiative appears to have
failed, however, because 1907 saw the fornation of a new Young Men's League (YML)

under the leadership of assistant pastor E. McGougan. Erskine's minister enthusiasticaily
endorsed this new endeavour in the annual report of that year:
Let us hope and pray that the league wili prove a strong spiritual force in
many directions, and that it will receive the hearty support of the young
men of the congregation. This is the day for young men to corne to the
front with their enthusiasm and energy, and much is expected, by the
blessing of God, of this new movement?
According to the report, it was generdy felt that the YML's predecessor, the Literary
Society, was not meeting the needs of the young men of the congregation, and that
...a reorganization which would retum to the prirnary object of dtivating
the art of public speaking among the young men of the Church would be
beneficial ... It was felt that there should be some organization among the
38
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young men of the Church which would tend to draw them more closely
together and cultivate their interest in the general work of the ~hurch."
The Young Men's League had a 'Tour-fold basis," founded on missionary activities, social
ihctions, iiterary discussions and debating, and Bible a d y . " In its £irst year of activities,
the YML appeared to be fulfilling its stated mission to attract young men and interest them
in the work of the church. By 1908, the group had begun to study such current topics as

'The Challenge of the City," and was considering forming a boys' club in the downtown
area.43

The Young Men's League folded, however, when McGougan resigned as assistant
pastor in 1909, leaving an acute gap in the church's work among its future male
leadership. The following year, the long-standing Young Peoples' Society (YPS) ,which
included both young women and men, tabled a similarly dismal report of ambivalence

among the church's young people. Noting that from the ranks of the YPS had emerged
"some of the worthiest pillars of our Church," this report lamented the church's difficulty
in maintainhg the interest of its young people "notwithstandingthe strenuous efforts put
forth."

Church leaders recognized the attraction which commercial amusements held for

middle-class boys in phcular, and argued that "the young people of our Church through
their environment and social pontion are being drawn away firom the Church into other far

less ed@ing paths.'*s Yet for middle-class churches, the p r i m q problem remained how
to ensure the continueci strength and vitality of congregations: ' n i e young people of our

" UCCMOA Erskine Pmbyterian Church, Annual Report, 1907, p. 35.
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" UCCMOA, Erskhe Presbyterian Church, Annual Report, 1908, p. 3 1.
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Church are not interesthg themselves in its work, and ifwe allow the young people to
drift away, where is the Church of the near fbture to corne fk~m?''.~

It was physical activity and not spiritual pursuits which becarne the sustained tactic
which Erskine adopted in its boys' work. The Sunday School superintendent reported in
1914 that an indoor baseball and hockey club ' h v e served to hold the interest of the boys

of the School in a splendid way.. .'*" Arnong Sunday School teachers "'t was a general

thought ... that teaching the boys for one hour on Sunday was not sufficient, and our Club
was organized in order to meet the boys7 problem.'"

The Erskine Boys' Club was

founded in 1925, and in its inaugurai year its nine members between the ages of twelve

and fifteen years held weekly meetings at which they engaged in various team sports, and
were inculcated with the "Three C7s-Clean Speech, Clean Sport and Clean ~ i v i n ~ . ' ~ ~

The Boys' Club gradually expanded its mandate to cultivate the fbtwe leadership of the
church by changing the structure of the club to a mode1 of self-govemance in which the
boys elected their president, vice-president, and secretary-treasurer f?om within their
membership. They also participated in a Boys' Work Board conference at St. James
Methodist which was held in March 1927 to organize Methodist boys' groups in the
central and southern parts of the city. The focus upon muscular Christianity never waned,
however; by the late 1920s the club fielded a tearn in the Quebec Amateur Hockey
Association, and in 1930 had organized themselves into the Erskine Trail Ranger Camp.

in addition to playhg basketbd against boys at St. Columba House and entering a hockey
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tearn in the Sunday School Hockey League, the Trail Rangers were Uismicted in boxhg
by a student from United Theological College, and were awarded badges for successfully
completing tests in various areas, the most popular of which were "Swimming, Camping,
Church School, Chnshan Heroes, Entertainer, Radio and ~chool."~'
Where the Enkine Boys' Club stresseci the tenets of muscular Christianity in order
to mitigate the "boys' problem" and hold boys' attention through what were felt to be

crucial years in their Christian development, there existed no such discourse around &ls."
From the example of the activities set up for girls and young women in Enkine
Presbyterian Church, it appears that church leaders did not fear that girls were leaWig the
church, or, if they were leaving, church Ieaders did not fear that an imminent cnsis in
membership would result. Patricia Dirks suggests that even among Methodists who
recognized the importance of training girls to fùIfill their Christian roles ". ..work with
boys was given the highest priority because their loss would be devastating in a world
where leadership of church and state remained vimially a male preserve."52 The churches'
girls' work was generdy aimed at inculcating values of proper Christian femininity in their
n girls was oflen carried out under the
young charges. The Christian s o c i ~ t i o of
auspices of national organizations such as the Canadian Girls in Trainhg (CGIT)which
was founded in 1917 by the Young Women's Christian Association and the Protestant

churches and which, by 1925, counted 30,000 members in 3000 groups across the
1932. p. 28.
UCCMOA E&ke Presbyterian Church, Annuai
Although within the Rotestant churches there was little discoune surrounding a "girl problem". the
Mettidsts, Presbyterian, and United chuches a i l maintained homes for unwed mothers. the United
Church homes coming under the auspices of the Board of Evangelism and Social Service. In addition.
Montreal was the site of many institutions for delinquent giris and criminal wornen. For an e.~cellent
study of such institutions. see Tamm Mycrs. "Criminal Women and Bad Girls: Regdation and
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coun~ry..'~
Leaders of the Erskine CGIT group reporteci that "[d]wotions have dealt with

a varïety of themes-themes

which have a very real content for the Life of a teen-age girl.

Some of these have been the Joy of Living, Kindness, Beauty and ~ r i e n d s h i ~ .The
"~~

CGIT claimed to a h in its activities for "theail-round development of the gûl physically,
intellectualiy, spirihially and socially," and held discussions on 'Vocations for Women"
and "Budgeting and its Practical Implications for a School Girl." Unlike the W e e C7sy7

motto of the boys' club which stressed cleanliness and sportsmanship in al things,
particularly the physicai, as a way into a masculine spiritual We, the motto of the CGIT
stressed s e ~ c to
e others and tended to diminish women's physicality: THERISH

HEALTH-SEEK

TRUTH-KNOW GOD-SERVE

OTHERS, and thus, with ffis help,

become the girl God would have me be.'"' Lacking a discourse &ch identifid female

absence as an undesirable pussibdity, the churches made few sustained attempts io expand
their programmes to attract &s

and young women as they had in their quest to retain and

enlarge their young male membership.

In their wider missionary thmst into workùig-class areas of Montreal, middle-class
Protestant churches, such as Erskine Presbyterian, altered this discourse of male absence
to refiect their perceptions of and fears about the poor. In neighbourhoods such as Pointe
St-Charles and Grifnntown, the churches were less cuncemed with creating a new male
leadership class than with maintahhg social stability, for it was unlikely that any of these
poor congregations or missions would wer become seif-supporting. If strong family
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structures were integral to the maintenance of the social equilibriwn, then these missions

sought to inculcate proper values of rnanliness, a strong work ethic, and respect for
dernocracy into working-ciass boys, while providing an outlet for their "nawal"
tendencies towards disorder which were only exacerbateci by their environment.

One of the churches which maintained a missionary congregation in the "city
below the hill" was Crescem Street ~resbyterian,~~
which founded the Nazareth Street
Mission in Gritfintown during the 1860s." The growth of work among young men at
middle-class Crescent Street and at the largely working-class Nazareth Street Mission ran
closeiy pardel. In the fira years of the twentieth cenhiry, a Young Men's Association
was formed at Crescent Street which, in 1906, the annual report commended to the
congregation as "an organization that is loyal and aggressive in character and airn.'"8 Ln
the following yezir, the annual report boasted that thirty-seven young men had been
brought into the church, and made close connection between the success of the Young
Men's Association and this new male membership. In a clear enunciation of the dangers
to the church and society in general of ignoring the plight of young men, church leaders

In the YMA the church has an organization which touches in many ways
the men of the congregation, as well as that large, floating, unattacheci
body of youth, which in the absence of any definite church comection or
innuence, is in danger of drifting, with loss to themselves and the c h u r ~ h . ~ ~
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congregation became Crescent Street Presbyterian Church in 1878 after the union of Pnsbyterian
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Out of this concem for the fiiture manhood of the Presbyterian Church grew a desire to
help the fiiture men of the "sin-laden comm~nity'~
of ûrittintown. Plans for boys' work

at the Nazareth Street Mission came to fruition in I 908.
Constituted as a congregation in October 1873, the Nazareth Street Mission had

f?om the beginning taken a strong interest in the young people of the mission district and
soon expanded its mandate fkom weekly services to encompass an active Sunday School
which was supponed by the Montreal Sabbath School ~ssociation.~'
By 1889, the

Sunday School boasted 333 scholars and 26 teachers, and its pupils also participated in a

Band of Hope and MissionaIy Society. The mission's administrators praised the
behaviour of the working-class congregations at Sunday and Thursday evening services as
being "characterized by good order throughout, and the attention ail that codd be
de~ired.'"~The mission also took as a sign of its success its ability to attract young people
to its services:
A rather encouraging feature we should here refer to-the number of
young men and women who attend our Sabbath evening service. We look
upon this as a rather healthful sign in a district where so many adverse
kfiuences are at work!)

The Sunday School teachers played no small role in the number of young people in
attendance, and "have inducd the most hopeless cases to attend o u meetings, some of
which appear now promising.'"

As in the case of Erskine Presbyterian Church's rniddle-

class congregation, however, the leaders of Nazareth Street took their success in
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attracting men to their senices as a sign of the vitaby and niccess of the mission, and

dismissed women's strong attendance as an assumed feature of mission work:
An enwuraging feature is seen in the large number of men who attend. As

a d e it is found that women are more susceptible to the influences of the
gospel. It was women 'who were last at the cross and earliest at the
grave', and ever since women have taken a prominent place in gospel
work. The weekly meeting on Thursday eveas a rule, is attended by
few men, sometimes indeed none being present. During this winter,
however, we were much enwuraged by the large number of men who
attended the Sunday evening s e ~ c e s . ~ '
The following year, Crescent Street mernbers in charge of the mission again noted the
dearth of men in attendance and the persistence of female participation in the mission's
services. In particular danger were young men of the district who
.. .are the most difncult to interest, and ofien it is a most trying expenment
to secure their attention; the mission haii being on the corner of two
streets, where in the sumrner evenings crowds of boys are shouting and
playing, and when the street cars and cabs g d o p over the stony pavement,
amid dl this to secure and hold the attention of an audience, especially
when the hail is hot and uncordortable, is no easy matter?

This same report, however, was quick to point out that "in regard to order, however, we
have nothing to cornplain; those attending the services have due regard for the house of

God,and as a mie are in behaviour moa discreet.'*' That those who attended mission
seMces and behaved in exemplvy fashion were considered a tnbute to the mission's work
was clear fiom the description of Griftintown in the mission's annual reports. Of the work
of the Band of Hope, mission worken repoited,
There is no doubt that a good work is being done in this gospel temperance
work; saloons are the curse of Griffintown. No other form of vice is so
prevalent there as drunkenness, no other form of sin brings so much sorrow
and poverty into the home. We believe that the surest step towards the
65
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reformation of an intemperate community, is wisely to educate and instruct
the young. The Sabbath school work at Nazareth Street is the most
excellent of ail, and other branches are but offshoots fiom it?
By the early years of the twentieth centwy, however, mission workers began to
enunciate a need for mission work directed more s @ d y

at boys. Recailing the

Nazareth Street Club's origins, Vice-President J. Stuart Jamieson articulated fean of many
members of the middle class that disorder arnong boys and young men posed a threat to
social order:
One Sunday evening a years ago last August 1 was conducting a s e ~ c ein
the pazareth Street] Mission. Outside the open window a gang of boys
were ninniag an opposition meeting. Their rnouth organs were attracting
quite as much attention &om those within as 1 could cornand, and 1 might
say that my thoughts were largely with the boys too. Later I talked over
with Mr. [Owen]Dawson the idea of a Boys' Club to reach that class of
boy, and two Nghts later we met the gang on a Street corner, and there
began the organization of our present club.69
The Crescent Street members who initiated the club established the difficulty of attracting
these poor boys to mission seMces, arguing that "[tlhe Mission at Nazareth Street has
probably never done better work than during the past few years, and yet it is quite
apparent to anyone who understands this particular class of boy that there is very Little in
its programme that interest him."m As Erskine had done, the club focused its activities
upon athletic activity in an attempt to instill in its young charges the fundarnentals of
"muscular" Christianity since "it will be understood that a good deal has to be made of
athletics in order to interest the boys.'"'

Indeed, the club's regular Fnday evening

meetings wmmenced with "a practical talk fiom sorneone who has been carefidly selected

PCA Crescent Street Resbyieerian Church, Annual R m r t
Nazareth Street Club (MC), First Annual Re~ort.1910.
'O NSC, F h t h n u a l h r t , 19 10.
" PCA. Crescent Street hsbylcrian Church, Annual Remri,
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as being competent and who understands boys thoroughly," but the majority ofthe time
was devoted to ''gymnastic exercises on the bars, tnipeze or punching bag. Boxhg and
wrestling, aithough lacking in science, are favourite pastimes."n In 1917, the hockey
tearns pl@

once per week "and were encouraged to play 2 clean and manly game.""

In the first years of the club's existence it retained its close ties to the mission
which had spawned if and held meetings in the mission's quarters and encouragecl club
members to attend Sunday seMces f~thfidly:'The great meeting is that of the Sabbath
moming, which is purely religious, and to which the boys corne in a body."74 By 19 10,
however, the club's leaders had abandoned any attempts to involve the boys in formal
seMces and reiigious instruction and had turned to the more subtle task of moral
influence:
Experience so far shows that few of the boys are members of church. The
only feasible arrangement in a movement of this kind is to try and teach the
spirit of religion by indirect methods. It is fiendly influence and good
advice which lave the most lasting impressions on the minds of these boys.
Though fùlly conscious of many shortcomings we believe that we are
doing something towards helping these Street boys to develop into good
citi~ens.~'

By 1914, the club's reliance upon sports as a means of inculcaîing certain moral values in
club members had becorne entrenched. As club president Owen Dawson rernarked, 'We
emphasize this part of the work very strongly, as sports of this kind which train the muid
and body together are of great assistance to a boy growing up a rnanly and useful

NSC. Annual RePurt, 19 11. p. 10.
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citizen.7776 Supersecihg any concems over male church membership, the club's aim was to

instiU the tenets of good citizemhip in its young members for whom "[t] heir temptations
are so numerous and their surroundings so degrading that it is almoa impossible for them
to grow up honest and sober men."*

The club gained a certain exclusivity by limiting its membership to thirty boys and
young men, and by providing each with a uniform, "a distinguishing costume to hold the
boys together.""

Members also underwent an initiation rituai in which each pledged "to

improve myselfin every way ... to be steadily employed in some work . .. to eam the
reputation of being honest, trustworthy and industrious at rny work and among my fiends
...

[to] be loyal to the Club and do my best to further its interests

...

[and to] do the best I

can to make our city and my home good and re~~ectable."~
This second promise was
particularly important given the absence of compulsory education laws in Quebec untii the
early 1 9 4 0 and
~ ~ ''the natural disinclination of a slum boy towards enlightenment,'AOsince
club administrators felt that the only other place for these lads was in gainful employrnent.
Reporting that only three out of fi@

boys were out of work in 1912, the annual report

'

observeci, 'We feel that this shows the marked improvement in the lads morally ...'" The
club also became partiaily self-governing:

- -

-

".

. .a president and cornmittee of six were

-

GBC.FiAh Annual Re~ort,1911. p. 3. The club's aame was changed. perhaps p
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chosen from arnong the elder boys, each cornmittee man being responsible for the conduct
of four other m e ~ n b e r s . ~ ~ ~

By 1914, the club had appropriated the term "gang" from the realm of disorderly
and violent male culture, and incorporated the concept into its organizational structure,
noting that "[alnyone who is familiar with boys' work will know that boys usually form
themselves into gangs." In this case, the younger memben of the club were formed into
gangs of about eight boys under the direction of volunteers, and complete with
constitutions and passwords." Yet at the bais of the club's existence was the belief of its
founders in the importance of personal infiuence. As Owen Dawson observed in 19 10:
We find that the two most important factors in boys' work are-first to get
hold of the boy at an early age, before his ideas and character are formed;
secondly, and more important, personal contact. Make each boy your
friend, discover his weak and strong points, and act accordingly. You will
mon find that he retums your affections, teus you his troubles, and looks
up to you as one who can advise and help him in keeping straight. Thus by
your own example and idluence, you c m assist him in growing up an
honest and self-respecting man."
Secretary Hugh A. Peck articulated the aim of the club as being not just to provide leisure
activities for working-class boys, but "to look aiter their physical, moral and intellectual
well-being, and to afYord a meeting ground between the boys, and men who have a deeper
and wider outlook upon life?

Perhaps as a defence agaïnst possible ferninine influences,

the club early repudiated any comection with a parallel club for Qirls, the Griffintown

Girls' club? Nevertheless, the expenses connected with the new club house in 1912
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forced the Boys7Club to rent a large r w m "with a separate entrance7" to the Girls' Club.
Finally, the financial exigencies of post-WWI Montreal resulted in the amalgamation of the
two clubs under the sarne administration in 1920. Leading up to this merger, the boys'

club expanded to include a library, military drill, dances for the older boys and g r i s of the
neighbourhood, and a savings bank, but its primary emphasis rernained on sports as a

means of inculcating "slumboys7" with values of good citizenship and honest
employment.
As the years passed, the aims of the club remaineci constant but the means to these

aims shifted to reflect trends in social senice. in the early years, the club was run by male
volunteers who were disturbed by conditions in Grifhtown and wished to instill in boys,
through personal contact, values of citizenship which would allow them to live morally
upstanding lives amida debased economic and social circumstances. In 1912, secretary

Hugh A. Peck reported on the preventive nature of the club's enterprise:
We aim to help those boys who, through lack of a compulsory school law,
and bad home conditions, spend most of their Lives on the streets. There
are a great many such boys in Montreai, and it is from their ranks that
loafers, hooligans and criminals are rnainly recmited. Social work which
tends to cut off, or at any rate largeiy d i s h the sources of
demoralization in the city, is of greater permanent value than work which
aims at the remedying and restncting of these evils after they have arisen,
however necessary etforts of the latter kind may be?

"
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By 1920, this model of male voluntarism had shifted, and the amalgamateci Grifnntown

Club made an appeal for h d s for its newly appointed paid male and femaie Head
Workers, a hallmark of university ~ettlernents.~'

This shift reflected deveiopments which had begun to permeate the Montreal
philanthropie community with the establishment of the McGill Department of Social

Service in 1919 and the Montrd Council of Social Agencies (MCSA), an umbrella

organization for ail English Protestant welfàre organizations in the city, in 1920: social
seMce was moving fiom the realm of female church groups and the disinterested

voluntarism of male university undergraduates, to a model of scientific and
professionalized social work camied out by trained "'e~~erts".~'
Although the club did
corne under the auspices of the MCSA in 1922, the aims of its leaders remained to exert
personal influence on the boys of the district and to inculcate values of good citizenship.
C l a i h g to offer to its members "healthful and manly recreation," the club attempted to

develop "'Four-square MenY-bodyfit, mind clean and clear, spirit elevating and
progressive, social life wholesome," and to "direct that [gang] spirit and its accompanying

Griffintom Club (GC), Eleventh Annual Reoon 1920, p. 3. This milement model was not new to
Montreal. In fact, the University SeMement of Montred had been constituted in its first incamation as a
'Girls' Club and Lunch Roomn under the cürection of the Md3ii.i University Alumnae Society in 189 1.
and had opened a residence for sdernent workers, perhaps the defining characteristic of setticment work.
on Bleury Street in 189% The University Settlement was recognized as a constituent body of the
Corporation of McGilI University in 1910, its stated purpose king, 7'0establish a centre of social
actMties and neighbouj. intemurse; to form a common meeting place where citizen5 of dl races and
creeds may exchange ideas and work togetkr for the general g w to raise the standards of home life and
civic respow'1nlity, espxhUy in ail matters affecting the weifim of the young". (Annual R m r t of the
Governors. Principals and Fellows of McGill Universitv. Montreal. for thc Year 19 16- 17 (Montreal,
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energy into right charnels." * The club's organizers expressed a wncern for inculcating in
members a sense of the interwnnectedness of the social whole, an idea which
characterized the social gospel:
To witness the process of graduai transformation of a community, to see its
standard of citizenship raiseci, its sense of muhial obligation deepened, and
to feel that the institution with which one is connected is, in part, the
inspiring and constructive cause of this bettement is to enjoy a sense of
satisfaction which may be found in but few of Me's interests and activities.
This is the reward which belongs to al1 who have laboured for the
upbuilding and success of the ûrifiïntown club.*
Although the club retained the social gospel's stress on the importance of community, by
the early 1920s it had abandoned the religious language which had connected it to the

mission which had spawned it. This shifi was only confirmed by the nid- 1920s when the
club assumed characteristics of an American-influenced settiernent house, the object of
which was to act as "[a] Community Centre for wholesome and supervised recreation for
children whose playground would otherwise be the Street, and to counteract the infiuences
of dance and pool rooms for older sisters and brothers."* Although the mandate of the
club had shifted from the inculcation of citizenship to the provision of recreational
activities, the club still retained its wncern for the moral weii-being of its constituency and
for protecting working-class boys and girls tiom " infiuences which would surely destroy

the simplicity and sweetness of their childhood.'"'
At the sarne tirne as the Gdhtown Club abandoned its religious roots and
adopted techniques of scientific social work, St. Columba House retained its strongly

GC. Report, 1923. in the Montreai Council of Sacial Agencig WeIfare Work in Monireai. 1923. pp.
200-20 1 .
93 Ibid
K. Remri, 1928. in MCSA Weif'arc Work in Monueal, 1928. p. 16 1.
1bid. p. 162.
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religious t h s t in its anempt to keep boys within the church. Founded in 1916 in Pointe
St-Charles by the Reverend W. R Cruikshank, a local Presbyterian minister, St. Columba
became a United Church settlement house in 1925 and soon after rnoved to new quarters
which it still occupies today . Although it offered rnany of the same recreational activities

as the G d h t o w n Club and the University senlement,% unlike its non-sectarian
counterparts St. Columba retained a strong religious focus, and maintallied a large Sunday
School, which in 1929 accommodated 446 pupiis under the tutelage of *-one

teachers,

a Mothers' Bible Class of sixty members, and a Band of Hope. The settlement carried out
the function of a mission church, and in the same year boasted that thirty people had
joined the church and that there were 140 families under the pastoral care of St.
~olumba.~'in addition to its religious work, St. Columba took up with vigour the social
gospel mandate ''to promote the physicd, intellectuai, moral and spiritual welfare of the
com~r~unity'~~*
by offerhg the semices of a child welfare nurse, establishing a dental chic,
and building a surnmer camp at l'Orignal, Ontario.
As with the wealthier churches, the prosperity of St. Columba, in the minds of its

administration, was predicated upon its success in attracting boys to its programmes, and
in particular interesthg them in spiritual pursuits. The 1928 report noted that new

regulations which stipulated that Wolf Cubs attend meetings in fidl uniform had ''increased
the interest in the prograrn and has given Our pack the proper standing among the other

"The 1929 Annual Report observeci that thcre were nine girls*clubs, ten boys*club. a White Shield
Women's Club nith 168 members. and a Men's Brotherhood which atlracted forty members.
UCCMOk St Columba House. P611. Lxalisation 1 1-3-84-2B-1. 'Reports. St Columba House."
TweUlh Annual Rcpurt. 1929.
Ibid

packs.''w The 1929 report brought evidence before St. Columba subscribers that the Bible

had the power to reign in even the most dangerous of masculine outlets, the working-class
Street gang:

During the past &ter five Street gangs of boys 15 and 16 years of age,
have b e n brought into the life of the Senlement. The Head Worker
reports 'such a merence tiom a few months ago when they were creating
all sorts of dishirbances on the streets' to the other evenhg when she
happened to &op into their Club meeting and found the forernost leader of
the most notonous Street gang reading the lesson fiom the New Testament
and holding the attention of the whole group. lM
That the female Head Worker had tamed the forces of a male gang points to the power
which femimnity and, by extension, domesticity were seen to wield over disorderly and
often dangerous expressions of mascuiinity in the working-class neighbourhoods of
Montreal. Although church settlements such as St. Columba were creations of a social
gospel model of reform, they expresseci continuities with an earlier evangelicai idea by
establishg a physical space for middle-class dornesticity among the factories and slums of
working-class Montreal.

In their cornmitment to the religious language of the social gospel, however, the
churches were not particdarly successfbl in their work with men and boys. St. Columba's
religious emphasis increasingiy existed in tension with the professionalired model of social
work which the Griffintown Club represented. Although severai reiigious organizations,
including St. Columba House, joined the MCSA in the council's first years, St. Columba
quickly withdrew and resumed its programmes under the sole auspices of the United

UCCMOA SL Columba House. Pt5 11. Localisation, 11-3-2B1, "Reportto St Columba House
Cornmittee," June 25, 1928.
la, UCCMOA SC. Columba House. ^Reports, St Columba House." Twelfth Annual Report. 1929.
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Church of canada.'*' An article in Social W&are warned that "[a] d d fom of civil war
is going on between some of the partisans of missions and socid wodg in many of our
churches to&y," but concluded that "[tlhey are Mering aspects of a single task.. .There is
a cal1 to broaden our vision for no matter how narrow rnay be the specialized effort in
which each of us h d s a life work, it is part of a great totality which the hand of God is
weavhg into unity."102Thus, some in the churches began to view social work as part of

the same project of city mission work which the churches had carrieci on since the late
nineteenth cenhiry. That social work was becorning increasingIy professionalized,
however, did not n e c e s d y remove it fiom the influence of Christianity. Rather the task
of the professional social worker was dways to keep in mind the example of Jesus even as
she used scientific methods to better the conditions of the poor. The churches,
meanwhile, increasingly used social work methodology in their efforts arnong the poor,103
but in Montreai by the 1930s had begun to accede such work to non-religious
organizations.'0.4 The instability of religious work was particularly evident in the case of
St. Columba House which, recognizing that in its attempts to attract boys and young men
to the church it could not match the resources of the better-equipped Grifnntown Club,
'O' It is unclear from St. Columba records why it withârew h m the Montreal Council of M a l Agencies
in the mid-1920s. m e r rehgious social w e b e institutions had a simil=iriy brief association with the
MCSA; the Old Brewery Mission and the Presbytenan-runsettlement Chalmers House included annuai
reports in the MCSA's WeIfare Work in Montreal ciuring the eariy 19205, but by the middle of the decade
had broken off their relatioaship with the council.
F.N. Stapleforà, "Social Work and Missions". Social Welfare, IV:8(May 1, l922), 176.
S& for LBS1BMC a 1937 nirwy of conditions of churches in the "tity belw ihe hiU" enîïtled
"Commission on U h RoMems: Montreal Preliminary Reportn. UCCMOA, St. Columba Houe, P6 1 1,
Localisation 1 1-3 -8-12B- 1.
'O" See Gauvreau and Christie, A Fdl-Orbed Christianit~~
pp. 224-243. In The Science of Social
Rebemptioq, Mariene Shore argues that McGill's UniverSty Settlement expexienced increased dïfliculty
in attracring McGill students to run its progrmmes. and obsen,es that "[tlhe sudden apathy on the part of
McGill stucknts may have had sornething to do with the fgct that by 1928 the Protestant churches had by
and large lost interest in practical social work, and sociologists no longer beiieved, as they initial& had
that the setiIements w d d provide them with data for their theones." (p. 49)
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eventuaily coocluded that 'the limited financial position does not permit us to go much
further in the way of activities, but that we might stress the spiritual end of our ~ o r k . " ' ~ ~

The increasingly secular laquage used by the administration of the GdEntown
Boys' Club, when during this same period, St. Columba espouseci an arnaîgam of
evangelical and social reform, points to a reality generaily overlooked by historians in
Canada: the process of rehgious change does not fit into tidy analytical categones. What
ail of these historians have overlooked in their confident pronouncernents on the advance

of secuiarization is the matter of gender, a category of andysis which threatens the
stability of the secularization thesis. If Montreal reformers often expressed their feus of
religious deche in terms of gender in their attempts to keep men and boys within the
church and to draw wayward males into the charrned rniddle-class world of domesticity,
this concem has not been reflected in Canadian Lterature whose definition of
secularization is predicated upon a decline in the predominantly male reaim of formal
theology. Establishing a paradigm for the social gospel which has attained the status of
historical orthodoxy in Canada, Richard Allen was one of the first historians to argue that
the social gospel undermined the authority of Protestantism in Canada by replacing the
evangelical ethos of the nineteenth century with a worldly and immanent forrn of
Christianity.lo6 In his analysis of social criticism at the tum of the century, Ramsay Cook
similarly argues that ''the supreme irony of the regenerators was that the new birth to
which they conmbuted was not, as they had hoped, the city of God on earth but rather the

'O5 UCCMOA St. Columba House. Pd 1 1. Localisation 1 1-3-84-2B-1.
"Minutes of the Si. Columba House
Cornmittee," February 5, 1940, p. 33.
AUee The sociai Passion, p. 3.

secular ~ity."'~'David Marshall echoes Cook in his argument that "clergymen in Canada
unwittingly contributed to the process of secularization in thei. quest to make religion

conform to the needs and demands of the modern world," but links the process of
secularization to the increasing forces of connimensm which even by the 1870s had
subordinated religion to the uncertainties of choice.'O8 While Marshd argues that
secularization involves a deche in "the essential or other-worldly aspects of the fàith,"
and that ministers wntributed to this process by neglecting "the evangelical Unperative to
show the way to personai p al vat ion,"^^ Nancy Christie and Michael Gauvreau reject the
contention of Marshd and others that %y religious expenence that diverges from a
coherent system of theology wnstitutes a benchmark of spiritual de~line.""~Rather, they
take a broader view of religion, and argue that popular foms of piety and an increasing
social ethic prompted a renewal of Protestantism in English Canadian society which led, in
the period fiom 1900 to 1940, to "the apogee of the cultural authority of the churches.""'

Ifthe "secularization thesis" has provided the dominant lem through which
historians have interpreted the social gospel in Canada, few scholars have subjected its
clairns to tmth to techniques of gender analysis. The concept of secularization, having at
the kemel of its meaning a general decline in religiosity, is seerningly devoid of gendered
presuppositions. Upon fùrther analysis of the application of this thesis to the Canadian
context, however, it becornes evident that arguments for secularization rely upon a
paradigm of male absence, and make assumptions about masculinity and femininity which
10;

Ramsay Cook The Renenerators: Social Criticism in Late Victorian Enelish Cana& (Toronto, 1985).
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place a higher value on men's participation in public fonns of religion than on wornen's
public and private religiosity.
Many proponents of the secularïzation thesis in Canada, most notably Marshall,
base their arguments on the writings of Protestant clergymen and church college

professors who offered a narrative of declension at a time when women in Protestant
denominations expressed not a dechhg sense of piety, but an increase in religiosïty in the
public sphere which had been opened to them by the increasingly social ethos of Canadian
Protestantism. According to historian AM Braude, nich lamentations over declension and
secdarization are for a loss of male piety and express " a nostalgia for a religious landscape

[in which men were as involved as women in formai religious institutions] that never

exiaed."'12 She argues that wornen have always attended church in larger numbers than
and that, influenced by separate spheres ideology, secularization has corne to mean
".

. .a decluie in religion's efficacy in a public realm associated with men's activities,

conment with persistent or increased innuence in a private reah associated with women
and the family.""4 Braude assens that ifthe secularization thesis does not hold up under
demographic d y s i s , it must reflect male anxieties over 'cadvances in both the quality and
quantity of women's participation in Amencan Protestantism [and incorporates] a
judgment that the hedth and integxity of a religious group are seriously threatened by any
increase in the visibifity or influence of bs fernale members."
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tn Braude's analysis,

secdarization is a profoundly gendered concept which offers a narrative of male absence

' Ibid.. p. xü.
"'A m Braude. "Women's History Is Amencan Reiigious Historv." in Thomas A Tweed. ed. Retelling
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and ignores a constant or expandeci female presence in both public and private f
religion.

m of
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The application of Braude's theory of secularization and gender to eady-twentieth-

centwy Montreal offers new insights into the way in which poverty and gender intersected

as the city's Proteaant churches adopted the social gospel. Hiaorians should take
seriously the concems over male absence which were commody expressed by Protestant
clergy, since given conditions in working-class neighbourhoods the decision of many
churches to establish a presence in ''the city below the hjli" in order to stem male social
disorder seems reasonable. In light of Braude's observations about secuiarkation and
gender, however, the possibility mua also be considered that in this discourse of d e
absence church leaders articulated fears that in their own middle-class congregations
women had assumed too much power in the realm of social seMce and threatened male
authority in the churches. If'women were nurnerically dominant within the churches and
Protestant theology had becorne feminized in the late nineteenth century, as many
listonans have argued, then church leaders' concems over male absence and historians'
elaboration of the theory of secularization refer to an increase in fernale power and "a
judgment that the health and integxity of a religious group are senously threatened by any

increase in the visibility or infiuence of its f d e members."'" The evidence suggests that
in early-twentieth-century Montreal church leaders took for granted women's participation

in public f o m of religion, but at the same tirne discounted the ongohg interest of women

in the social gospel and their increasingly important role in professionalized social work.

.
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Rather, the discourse of male absence which many church leaders articulateci in reference
to both rniddle-class and poor congregations said as much about negative attitudes

towards the increasing influence of women in religious institutions and in the larger
community as it did about contemporary fean surrounding a type of masculinity which
was unrnoderated by the influence of the church.

CaPLPTER 3
"TO SURVEY TBE MANSIONS OF SORROW AND PAIN":
ORGANIZED CHARITY AND CHANGING CONCEPTIONS OF POVERTY
LN MONTREAL, 1900-1920

Ifthe Protestant churches in Montreal expressed concem about the "'problemY'of
keeping boys and young men interested in church work, to many observers their efforts

seemed concentrated upon a well-defineci middle-class constituency which was their
predominant source of firiancial support. This class bias was not lost on those inside the
church. In his 1932 M.A. thesis written for McGWs newly constituted Department of
Sociology, former St. Columba House boys' worker Herman R Ross offered a damning
critique of attempts by churches to stem juvenile delinquency in working-class
neighbourhoods in Montreal. Asserthg that in the area of boys' work, and more generdy
in social service, church efforts were c'spasmodic," Ross argued that "'the churches in this
crescent area of delinquency are doing little for the betterment of c~nditions."~
From his

own experiences at St. Columba, Ross claimed that even the church settlements, whose
mandate was to meet the social, recreationai, and spiritual needs of Montreal's poor, had
inadequate resources to provide the activities necessary to keep boys out of trouble in
their spare tirne.' in condemning the wealthy churches for their abdication of
responsibility for their poorer brethren, Ross echoed current sociological theories on urban
decay3, obserwig the rnovernent of weaithy churches to the suburbs as they foilowed their

Herrnan R Ross. "Jwenile Delinquency in Montreal," (MA Thesis. McGiii University. 1932). p. 35.
Ibid.. p. 58.
For a discussion of contemporary
of urt>an development. parliculariy thosc originating at the
University of Chicago. see Marlcne Shore. Chapter 4. "Metroplis and Hinterland." The Science of Social
Redcmbtion: McGill, thc Chicago School, and the Origins of Social Research in Canada (Toronto. 1 987).
p ~ 121-161.
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middle-class memberships while the urban wre of the city decayed along with the
churches' downtown presence:
W e each year sees new church buildings being erected at enormous cost
in wealthy suburban sections of the city, the church settlement stniggles
along on a very meagre budgetJ
Even those settlements which maintaineci an active programme in poor areas of the city
were 'hiore interesteci in th& 'Mission' services. ..than in any real attempt to help the
young of the neighbourhood.'"

In reaction to the seemingly haphazard and piecemeal responses of Protestant
churches to poverty in Montreal, several distinct movements towards "scientific" chwhich sought to rationalize the cornmUNîy's treatment of the poor developed in the &st
decades of the twentieth century. The proponents of such movements aimed to expose
the UTational nature of relief provided by the city's churches and other institutions which
served Montreal's Protestant poor, particularly criticizing their lack of coordination and
unnecessary duplication of services. Yet the version of organUed ch*

first established

in Montreal did not stray far from the ideological bais of many of the city's evangelical
Protestant institutions. Similar to the Old Brewery Mission, champions of organized
charity viewed poverty not as an economic or structural problem, but as the result of a
moral deficiency which compromised and often undermined accepted Victorian notions of

..

mascdmty and fernininiîy. The ways in which institutional expressions of the movement

interpreted and responded to poverty, however, rernained profoundly gendered even
though they were couched in the ''ol~jeaive~''and purportedly value-fiee and genderneutrai, language and methods of the new social sciences of human ecology and sociology.

'Ross, "Juvenile Delincpency in Montreal," p. 58.

This chapter wiil assess these ideological changes in organized c-,

and trace shifts in

interpretations of poverty and gender in Montreal in the early years of the twentieth
century. It wiIl explore the increasingiy pervasive tension between a notion of socid
seMce premised upon the tenets of British idealism and the duties of male citizenship, and

the trend towards professionalized social work. It will use as a lens two bodies which
sought to rationalize charity and study their human subjects in a "scient5c7' manner: the
Montreal Charity Organization Society (MCOS), founded in 1899 in order to encourage
''the prevention of pauperism and the economic and right direction of relier* and the
Montreal Branch of the Canadian Patriotic Fund (CPF),established in 1914 to organire
aid to soldiers' dependents. In the process, the gendered constructions of poverty
presented by each of these institutions will be assessed, from the unmanly pauper of the
MCOS, to the loose wornan of the CPF.

In order to understand ideological changes in organized charity, we need to tum
briefly to the British scene, where earlier developments would have an important impact

on the delivery of charity adopted by such Mont.mil anglophone institutions as the MCOS

and the CPF. The idea of organized charity had its origins in the mid-nineteenth century.
British inteilecttiais, increasingly aware of the hgmentation which divided their newly

indusaialized society, developed theories of organicism by which to reintegrate the
dispossessed back into the community. At the centre of the burgeoning Empire, London
provided ample example of this breakdom in societal cohesion in the vastness of its urban
sprawl. Here were crystallized the effkcts of several depressions in the last decades of the
nineteenth century and the powerlessness of human actors in "a trade cycle of national and

intemational economic activity that appeared to be largely outside the swpe of rationai
human contro~."~
Behind the city's regal facade and impressive wealth lay the
"unregenerate," ccdangerous,""caniai" poor who, because of the extreme nature of their
poverty, lived in the imaginations of wealthier Londoners as a class of degenerates who
threatened the moral and economic bais of British society. Concentrated in the East End

of the city, this cYesiduum" seemed beyond saving. Unlike the ''respectable" working class
which in the minds of the middle class were made up of "increasingiy prosperous and
cohesive communities bound together by the chape4 the £iiendly society, and the C O - O ~ , ' ~
the casuai poor, according to Gareth Stedman Jones, were,

...indistinguishable to rnany cuntemporaries fiom criminals, apparently
divorced from al1 foms of established religion, or ties with their social
superiors, inhabiting unlaiowa cities within the capital, constitut[ing] a
disquietkg d e n presence in the mida of rnid-Victoria. plenty...9
This sense of the poor as "other" was only reinforceci by the increasing geographic
separation of rich and poor within the city, and the conviction that the East End was "a
nursery of destitute poverty and thrimess, demoralized paupensm, [.. . ] a cornmunity cast

addt from the salutary presence and leadership of men of wealth and culture."10
If poverty was the main obstacle to communiîy, the means by which the poor
could be reintegrated into the cornmunity was by no means obvious. As Andrew Vincent
and Raymond Plant observe, ". ..poverty involves the breaking down of the various ties of
citizenship-the

acquisition of skill, education, access to justice and organized religion-
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ail of which are mediating links which integrate individuals into the state.""
Reconstituting citizenship by reestablishuig such links, however, posed a serious problem,

for it seemed inwnsistent with the liberal philosophical and economic foundations of
Bntain to deviate conditions of poverty in a society predicated upon the fkedom of the
individual and upon "natural economic l a ~ s which
" ~ ~ rendered inevitable inequalities in
social aatus and weaith. l3 Yet by the 1$£!Os,

popular understandings of poverty had

shifted; no longer did it a8Fect just an individual or a family, but the entire social body, and
concern became couched in pseudo-scientific 'pn de siécle Danvinian pessimism" which
predicted Britain's social, moral, and racial decline.'"overty

undermineci the moral

health and economic vitality of the nation, and threatened even the seemingly unshakable
foundations of the British empire.

In the second haifof the nineteenth century, many institutions including the
London Charity Organisation Society (COS) arose which sought to deai with the newly
created "social problem" of poverty.I5 Founded in 1869 as the Society for Organising
Charitable Relief and Repressing Mendicity, the COS aimed to organize by "scientific"
methods the wmplex web of charity that exiaed in London so as to eliminate abuse of the
system by the poor. Reacting a g h a "the deformation of the &"16

a notion that the idea

of charity had been compromised by indiscriminate, unthinking, and impersonal giving, the

I L Andrew Vucent and Raymond Plant. Pbiloso~hy.Politics and Citizenshi~:The Life and Thouebt of
the British Ideaiists (Mord 1983), p. 94.
" Harris, Private LN=. Public S~iri4
p. 237.
l 3 Vincent and Plant Phiioso~hv.Politics and Cithe*,
p. 94.
l4 Harris. Private Lives. Riblic Spirit, pp. 239 and 241.
lS Vincent and Plant, Philoqhv. Politin and Citizenshi~,p. 95.
l6 Jones, Outcast London, p. 257. See pp. 25 1-2 for a disaimon of the social meaning of I h e g&"
Joncs
argues that the act of giving involves three structurai fatum: the idea of sacrifice. prestige. and social
control.

COS sought to reestablish personal relationships between rich and poor and between giver
and receiver by a system of casework and home visiting. In response to the popular
notion that Yhe separation of the classes had led to a breakdown of social relationships
and traditional methods of social c~ntrof,"~'COS policies sou& once again to idect the
charitable relationship with notions of obligation and personal respoosibility, and to instill
in its clients a sense of th& own responsibility as citizens of an organic cornmunity.
Where the senlement movement proposed cornmunitarian solutions to the problem of
poverty, the COS response was contingent upon the mord culpability of each individual

for his or her poverty, and for rnaking his or her own way back to hancial stabiiity,
independence, and, uitimately, citizenship. Although the p hilosophy and methods of the
COS were formulated around a notion of the reintegration of the rehabilitated and
remoralized individual h o the community, this cornmunity did not require the same duties
of, or offer the same rights to, al1 citizens. Rather, the COS'Sunderstanding of
community hinged upon the differentiation of the seemingly universal notion of citizenship

according to gender, and upon the prescription of appropriate male and female roles
within that 'hurser[y] of ~itizenshi~,"'~
the working-class family.
Moot in Great Britain since the 1860s the movement for organized charity
permeated the Canadian philanthropie community by the 1890s when the National Council
of Women of Canada W W C ) took up the cause with vigour at its annual conferences
throughout the decade. Julia Dtummond, a prominent M o n t r d philanthropist and fint
president of the Montreal Local Council of Women (FIILCW), addressed the 1894 meeting
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of the national body on the subject of associated chanties.Ig Observing that since one of
the founders of the movernent was a woman, British housing reformer Octavia EU,she
argued that Canadian women had a special duty to promuigate the ideals of organized
chanty for the bettement of their countryM Drummond espoused the major principles of
the British movement, arguing that a system of registration and investigation needed to be
developed to avoid duplication of seMces to the poor. Furthexmore, personal
relationships had to be established between trained visitors and the objects of their
attention if the poor were to be Med out of their moral malaise. Unlike members of the
British COS, which refmed s c o ~ toy the "'spruiklingcharity" of the ch~rches,~'

Drummond invoked as an ideal of charity and human relationships the New Testament
example of social service, a love 'Viat aoops to meet human need, that goes out to seek
the helpless and the lost, that does not only relieve their distress, but raises and redeems

them by association with itself?

In a concise statement of the meaning of charity

organization, Drummond articulated the seemingly clear relationship between mords and
poverty, and the imperative of contact between the classes if the threat of social disorder
was to be combated:

True charity needs for its fulfilment al1 the forces of wise mincis and gentle
hearts. For its ultimate aims are nothing less than these-not only to
l 9 The idea of "asociatedcharities" was most fomhiiy advanced by leaders of the British Charity
Organisation Society who sought to prevent waste and overlap by creating umbreila organizations which
would not give duect ai4 but would serve as centrai information and organizing agencies for aiready
cxisting charities.
Julia Dnimmond. "Cwperationas Sbown in Associateci Charities," Women Workers of Canada:
Beinn a R m r t of the R o c e d n s of _theFirst Annual Meeting and Conference of the National CounciI of
Women of Canada (Ottawa, 1894), p. 55.
Helen Dciidy Bosanguet, Ricb and Paar (London,1908). p. 199. Bosanquet and ather British COS
workers characterimi attenipts by churches to admhister charity as inaiionai, and contrasted this with
the "provident visiting" and acquisition of "expcrt knowledge" wbich characterizcd COS efforts. Sec
Bosanguet, pp. 199 and 203.
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relieve poverty, but to cure if not ody to redeem the feeble and the
vicious, but to do away with the conditions that create them. We
recognize that the moral shiftlessness of the pauper has much to do with his
miseries, but behind and before this cause we see another, his dwarfed and
debased social conditions, and with this recognition cornes the knowledge
that he can only be restored by the moral and spiritual force of personal
influence, that the conditions which reproduce hirn must be altered by the
re-adjustment of social relationsu
The urgency of Drummond's appeal induced the NCWC to pass a motion advocating the
establishment of associateci charities in all cities which lacked nich ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n A
s . later
~~
observer, McGilI botanist and prominent eugenicist Carrie M. Demck, wrote that as a
result of Dnirnrnond's speech, "[tlhe interest created was great and delegates fiom dl

parts of Canada retumed to their homes anxious to introduce better methods of deding
with the relief of poverty and of establishing better relations between the rich and the
~oor.'" Only in 1899, after several failed attempts, was the Charity Organization Society
founded in Montreal under the patronage of prominent businessmen, but through the
efforts of members of the MLCW.
The organized charity movement was profoundy influenceci by the matemalkt
ideology of the MLCW. In their endorsement of 'bousehold thnft and simplicity of life as
opposed to the ignorant waste and culpable love of display so unhappily characteristic of
ail classes in Our time," MLCW members articulated their conviction that their duty as

women was "the building up of happier

home^."^ in an address to the annual meeting of

" Ibid.. p. 57.
'"Appendi. Women Workers of Canada (Onawa 1898), p. 9.
National Archives of Canada (NAC), MG 28 1, 164. vol. 7. file 20, Microfilm 8709. 'The Orign of the
Charity ûrganization Society of Montreal (now The Family Welfare Association)," by Carrie M. Derrick.
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Montreai Local Council of Women W C W ) . Second Annual Fkmrt (Montrai. 18%), p. 8.

the MLCW in 1896, President Julia Drurnmond expressed the duîy members had towards
the good of 'kornmon humanity" by virtue of their special ferninine gifis:
Surely as home-makers for the race, we cannot limit our sympathies-in a
broader sense this world is our Home, and nothing is indifFerent to us.
Unless we leam to merge merely persod considerations in the larger
contemplation of the general good, uniess we widen o u knowledge of the
social questions that are pressing for solution to-day, unless we women do
Our part in solving those moral problems which so vitaily concem our sex,
the sin and sorrow of that outer worId which we have not learned to
recognize as, in a wider sense our home, will creep into that little world so
dear to us, that home which we have lived and would have died to ~hield.~'
That it was women's special province to cure society's iils points to the gendered view
which rnembers took of their social service work. Separate spheres ideulogy dictated that
they express their reform zeal in terms of their roles as mothers and wives. Thus, while
seen by early women's historians as an oppressive consmict, women's appropriation of
separate spheres ideology dowed them to daim power in the public sphere by
reinterpreting their domesticity in the more public terms of "'social housekeeping.'"'
Drumrnond's cal1 to arms against social problems betrays a sense of urgency in the
programme of the MLCW. Society's problems threatened to invade that bastion of
fernininity and domesticity, the upper middle-class home, and the women of Montreal
aood poised to beat back the menace at their doorsteps. That they had first to gain the

approval of "'influential men"= points both to the inequalities of gender power Aich
marked society, and to their business acumen. For although the MLCW was largely
responsible for bringing the charity organization movement before the eyes of the

Montreal public, the Charity Organization Society was formed in Montreal oniy after

" Ibid.. p. 8.
Ibid.. p. 10.

representatives of the Council met with "a Cornmittee of intluential men, several of whom
were clergymen," and a public meeting was held at the Board of Trade Hall over wfüch
the Mayor presided.30 0 its early years7the society7sd - d e board included some of the
most powerful members of Montreal's AngIo-Protestant political and economic elite:
industrialist Lord Strathcona, senator and businessman George Drummond, railroad
magnate Sir William Van Home, and shoe manufacturer, social reformer, municipal, and
later federal, polmcian Herbert Ames. By virtue of their membersbip on the boards of
other philanthropie institutions in the city, these men assisted in b ~ g i n gcharities in
Montreal under the scientifc methods of the Charity Organization Society, the basis of the
success of the movement.

The gendered division of labour was further evident in the way in which women
subsequently participated in the organization once its operations had been appropriated by
men. In keeping with the matemal feminism of the MCOS's ideological fnimework,

women assumed roles consonant with their duties as "home-makers of the race," much
Like the Young Women's Home Missionary Society had with the appropriation of power
by an ail-male board of directors at the Old Brewery Mission. Entering the homes of their

less forninate sisters and thus remaining within the web of domesticity which was their
"propei' sphere, they acted as 'Yiiendly visitors," ensuring that MCOS aid was behg used
with the utmost thrift and rationality by the women in their charge. Heavily Muenced by
the American brand of charity organization which placed strong emphasis "upon elevating

MLCW. A Report of the Work of the Twenw-First Anniversam Report 1893-19 15 (MonW. 1915). p.
19.

MLCW. Sixth Annual Remn (Montreal. 1900). pp. 9-10.

the social worker to professional p ta tus,'^' these women forged for themselves a strong
role in the establishment and professionalization of social work in Canada.
Julia Dmmmond's 1896 address, o u t h h g the goals of the MCOS, bespoke a

commuaity on the brink of aoarchy, "a society divided against itselfand trembling for its

d o ~ n f d . 'Despite
~ ~ ~ Lady Drummond's assertion that before the establishment of the
MCOS Montreal had been known as 'Vie Naples of Canada, and 1 remember thùteen

men-beggars coming to my door in a single day!"," the widespread conditions of poverty

which had prompted the formation of the COS in Bntain were less severe, and occurred
later, in Montreal. Furthermore, the ideelist intellechial roots of charity organization were
less developed in the Canadian movement," permitting greater assimilation of burgeoning

f o m of social Christianity in the endeavour for organized charity.
Yet if the MCOS relied more heavily upon the American impulse towards

professionalism than on the sense of duty and community which inspired the onguial
British movement, as Teny Copp has

its goals were rrmarkably similar to the

London organization. Such sirnilarities arose despite the Montreai Society's early

" Shore. The Science of Saial Redemution p. 43.
p. 58.
NAC, MG 28. i.164. vol. 4. file 7. Microfilm 8705, MLCW. Julia Drummond 'Radcal Idealism".
Annual Rmorts: A R m r t of the Work of b e 2 1" A~iversaryR m r t . 1 893- 9 1 5, p. 3.
The ifluence of British idealisn has k n ho@ disputed by Canadian historians. A B. McKiUop
a m i a great deal of influenœ to idealisll such as -&een's proksar and Resbycerian clergyman John
Watson (A B. McKillop, A Disciplineci htellipenœ: Criocal Inuuirv and Canadian Thouat in the
Victorian Era (Montreal, 1979), chapters 6 and 7)- and Sarah 2.Burke has argued that idealisrn
permeated the "Toronto ideal" of social service at the University of Toronto tmtil at least the 1920s (Sarah
2. Burke, Seekiop:the Hifiest Good (Toronto, 1996)). Nancy Christie and Michael G a m u , however.
have largely disnissed ickaiisrn as a force in social service in Canada, and have instead posited that social
Rfonn in Cariada was drivcn until the 1930s by the foiszs uf s d evangelism, the k g e l i d d o s of
the nineteenth century inflected by a new social ethic.
Teny C m , The Anatom of Pwntv: The Condition of the Workinp. C l a s in Montreal. 1897-1929
(Toronto, 19741, pp. 1 14-1 15. Copp argues, "The Charity O r m o n Movernent had begun in London
in 1869 and had rapidy spread to the îarger Amencan cities. The C.O.S. came to Montreal h m the
United States and its organizers drew âirectly on American examples in planning their work."
" Ibid.
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disavowal of any relationship with Yhe Organized Charities in the Mother Country," a
statement which c h e d with it an implicit rejection of the dogmatism and overzealous
application of the principles of organized charity of which British COS oEcials were ofien
accused by the early twentieth centuryM Marlene Shore argues, however, that "[tlhe
objectives of the MCOS were identicai to those of the original British movement: to
restore every client who came to its doors to a state of independence and self-reliance by
some means other than rn~netary'~'First and foremost, like its British counterpart the
MCOS clairned that it did not intend to encroach on the temtory of already established
chantable organizations. Rather its mandate was to coordinate those charities which
aiready existed, promoting "CO-operationbetween charitable societies and charity
workers, in order to prevent imposition and unwise duplication of relief'38 As such, the
MCOS aimed not to give direct relief, but to aid other agencies which did dispense
matenal aid in "the economic and right direction of relief'jg This goal was particularly
ambitious since, in the absence of Poor Laws against which the British COS defined itself,
there were no state provisions at any level of govenunent in Canada for the orgarhtion
of relief for the poor. Although the MCOS claimed to act as a coordinating agency for the
social welfare organizations in Montreal ,in practice the city's Linguistic and religious
divisions made this goal untenable. In that vein, Terry Copp has argued that 'the C.O.S.

MCOS. î h e Third Annual Year Book Toeether With a Direaorv of Some of the CMties of the Citv,
This muai report M e r rejected the policy dictates of the British sociel, and ciaimed
its intention to "deal with the questions that mise h m our unique position, h m the standpoint of our ci@
and country rather than by any hard and fast d e s of organked charity."
'' Shore, The Science of Saial Redemption, p. 44.
MCOS. The Third Annual Reprt 1902-1903. p. 2.
" I b i d . p. 2.
'6

1902-1903.p. 7.

'

was operated in English and its efforts to be the 'Oaice Central de la Charité de Montréal'

had linle practical wnsequences for French Canadian institutions.'"
Even early in its existence, the MCOS had abandoned its original goals and
administered direct relief to many of its clients through an Interim Relief Fund which was
estabtished to help 'the most trying and difiicult cases.""

Adrnitting the difnculty which

this fund posed for the onhodox view of organized charity, the MCOS took these
circurnstances not as a symbol of defeat but rather as a welcome test of its scientific
rnethods. The MCOS's third annual repon stated that "if it is our bounden duty to teach
people of our city the ways of scientific charity, what better method could we adopt than
to take the very worst cases, even at a great cost, and try to find the good in them and to
lifl them out of their present degradatiodd2 At the sarne time, arguing that '?te

dependent people need knowledge much more than they need a l ~ n s ,the
' ~ ~MCOS
discouraged the public, which it portrayed as being uneducated in methods of scientific
charity, from giving money to beggars. Prominent charity worker Helen Reid asserted in
1898, the year before the MCOS was hally founded, that charity had to be directed into

proper channels in order to prevent pauperism and fraud." Once organized, the MCOS
implored businessmen, therefore, neither to give money to "the beggar on the street or at
the door" nor to "send him away unheeded," but to give him a ticket of introduction which
40

Copp, The Anatomv of Povertv, p. 115. The same reluctance to becorne part of the Protestantdominated COS -as evident in Montreal's rapidly eupanding Jewish community which grew from 2473
in 1891 to 28.807 by 19 11. Sg John A Dickinson and Brian Young, A Short History of Ouebec. 2" ed
(Toronto, 1993), p. 201.
" MCOS. Thep. 10.
.'* Ibid.. p. 10.
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Ibld., p. 2.

he could present at MCOS

office^.^' Claimed the MCOS, "EVERYCASE

[NVESTIGATED, and N O GENLTLNE CASE sent away uanüeved.'" The MCOS
argued that education and persona1 contact, rather than unthinking almsgiving, would raise

those who had any potential to be helped out of the mire of pauperisrn and into the realm
of the respectable working poor.
Whether or not relief was required by an applicant was determined by a complex
system of investigation which included detded questionnaires, interviews, and home
visits. r a i d was deemed necessary, the MCOS aimed to give it 'under conditions which
wili harm no man's seV-respect, and will teach the less fortunate how to help themselves

as their strongest brothers do."" In theory, the MCOS did not give material aid, but
rather arranged for aid fiom a variety of private sources such as relatives, churches and
other relief societies, and "tiorn private persons charitably interesteci.'& More iïkely than
not, however, the p~ciplesof organized charity dictated that material aid be withheld in
deference to the moral infiuence exerted by fernale visitors upon the needy. The MCOS
believed that such middle-class women would bring moral, and hence economic, uplift to
the poor by their ferninine influence, and would accompiish much more good in the lives
of working-class families than the "pauperizhg" effect of economic aid. The prominent
role of these visiton was highlighted in the MCOS's mission staternent: 'To promote
thrift and health, and build up character by estabiishing continuous personal relations
NAC. M.G. 28,1 164, vol. 1O, Microfilm M4713,Montreal Local Council of Womes Helen R Y.
Reid. 'The Problem of the Unemployed", reprintcd h m National Council of Wornen of Canada, Women
Workers of Canada, 1898.
45 MCOS. The FouRh Annual Year Book To~ether
With a Direaorv of Some of the Charities of the City.
1903- 1904 (Montreal, 1904). back cover.
a MCOS, The Fourth Annual R ~ D ~ R.,.back
.
amer.
''MCOS. Annuai Reriort. 1902- 1903, inside covcr.
Ibid. p. 2.

between ~ e n d l y
visitors and the needy.'*g M y by reestablishing personal bonds between

rich and poor could the needy be wisely assessed, treated in a way which fostered
independence, and reintegrated into a cornrnunity which rested upon the foundation of

economic independence.
As with the British society, the category of %ndeserving" found its most extreme

expression in the notion of ''the pauper" who figured prominently in the programme of the
MCOS. Nonnally consmicted as male, the pauper was one who was not merely
unemployed, but who, through his own moral failings or through the newly discovered
trope of heredity, was perpetually a burden to the social whole. The MCOS7s scientific
method played a prominent role not only in the treatment of the pauper, but in his

. ..it is necessary to try at Ieast to discover the cause of pauperism, not that
we are keen to h d a skeleton in each and every case, but that we are keen
to know the rock which caused the shipwreck, and more keen to teach the

f d y to avoid it in the future. The human organism is delicate, but the
social organism is more de~icate.'~
The MCOS, iikening its ''scientific" qualifications in the area of social work to those of a
physician, deemed itself uniquely quaiifid for the job of "diagnosing" the mord and social
problems of its ''patients." Using much the same categorizations as its British parent, the
organization differentiated between temporary dependency due to circumstances such as
illness, and intractable dependency caused by the moral disease of pauperism. In the
former, the case was treated as merely an unavoidable lapse in independence which could
be remedied by treating the physical causes of the dependence. Ln such a case, argued the

Ibid For a discussion of the disamive signincance of the "lady visiter", see also Judith Wakowih.
Citv of DmuM Mi&: Narratives ofSexual Danger in Late-Victorian London.
so MCOS. Annuai R e m t l9O3-lW (Montreai, 1904). p. 7.
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MCOS, treatrnent '%y a skilIed physician wüi bring him back to his own position, in faa as
weU as in name, to be the head of the fàmily..

.'"' Moral failings however, could only be

addressed by Yong, tedious and careful attention by some spiritual adviser or some fiends
before the person can be brought back to a more normal lXe.'"* Not unthinking

almsgiving, but rational charity would point the way back to independence for the
dependent poor.
The h e between "desewing" and "UndeseMng," however, remained unsettlingly

arnbiguous and easily transgresseci. MLCW member and prominent Montreal social
worker Helen Reid described in distinctly moral ternis the process by which a man lapsed
into dependence and eventuaiiy pauperism: "Intermittent work breeds irregular habits,
carelessness and a host of other evils and a sure and ofhimes swifk degeneration from
casudy employed to unemployable, unfit and superfiuous foll~ws.'"~This "'submerged

tenth,"% accordmg to Reid, represented the lowest of human Me who,
moral defect ...are econornicdy worthless.
They include d l the vagrant class, the shiftless nomads of the lower mata
of society, the tramps and paupers, vagabonds and rogues, al1 of whom iive
more or less by Iying or begging. Each one of these represents a
commercial deficit or dead loss to the cornrnunity and in the mass
constitutes one of the greatest social evils to present and future
generations.55
...through some physicai or

That the shift in economic status fiom independence to some form of reliance on
charitable institutions was wuched in the distinctly moral t e m of "habit," "carelessness,"

-

" Ibid.. p. 8.
'' Ibid.
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and "'evil,'

points to a conceptual "slippage7J6 in which negative moral qualities were

ascribed to the very poor. Those who reiied on charity were inherently immoral because
they could not support themselves by their own efforts7and were hence identined as
"paupers." This process of naming created a moral category in wbich could be placed al1
those who transgressed n o m s of economic independence. According to MCOS doctrine,
only by assuming fidi economic (and hence moral) responsibility for himselfand his f d y
could a man fulfill his duties of citizenship to the larger organic cornmunity. The British
COS went so far as to advocate that often families should not receive assistance in the
hopes of forcing the husband to reassume his masculine responsibilities towards his wife
and children. The British society justifieci this harsh stance by arguing that the f d y was
the primary locus of citizenship, and in the name of social stability each member of the
family was required to accept his or her role. Idealist philosopher and prominent British
COS official Bernard Bosanquet argued that it rested particularly upon men to recognize,
...that the home is d e r al1 an element in the common good of the
cornmunity; that the wife and children are not play-things, nor animals to be
fed, nor instruments of social or industrial advancement, but are members
of a great nation, that has a past and a future, and relations of duty and
participation in a common good, binding together all its citizens...For thus
our EngIish homes will be nurseries of citizenship and the symbols of the
social will, and become something more, no something less, than they are
to-day.

''

Although the Montreal society did not take such an extreme position as to deny a farnily
aid in the narne of enforcing a husband's responsibilities, for the Montreal COS the
pauperization of a fàmily nevertheless represented a blow to the community, for the

"

See Mariana Valverde. The Ar* of Lieht. Soav. and Water, pp. 13-14 for a discussion of linguistic
slippage.
57
Beniard Bosanquet, "The Duties of Citizenship," in As~ectsof the Social Problem, p. IO.

citizenship of f d y members rnight be fatally compromised by the mord and economic
breakdown of this "nursery of citizenship."

In the annual reports of the MCOS, pauperism was a distinctly male moral disease.
Arguing that ""pauperism,pure and simple, is a distinct evil in our chic life,7'58the MCOS,

in cooperation with city officials, initiated a campaign which airned at "ridding the corners
of our streets of unseemiy beggars and the sending of paupers to their homes."5g The
m u a l report for 19û4 describeci in vivid language "[tlhe p a t army of vagrants...[mlost

of whom do not intend to do an honest day's ~ o r k . That
' ~ these '\agrants7', "'akin to the
c r i d class and. ..a danger to the well-being of our city,'*' were d e is evident £iom
the position which the MCOS7sLabor Bureau, established to help the society's clients find
work, adopted on women working outside the sphere of the home: "In no instance is
work given to women who are more needed in their own

Women who

remained at home were not tainted with the same sting of dependency and moral laxity as
men since their proper place, according to expectations of female behaviour, lay within the

realm of domesticity. The MCOS fwnd widows particularly worthy of the organization's
aid since they codd not rely upon a breadwinning h~sband!~Like the British COS, the
Montreal organizatinn did not expect women to work, at least not in the role of primary
breadwinner, but rather constructeci men as the sole economic support for the famiy.
Thus, women codd not have been included in the MCOS's discussion of vagrancy since in
rnost circumstances they were not expected to do "an honest day's work." Rather, the

'MCOS. Annuai l b o r t . 1902-1903 (Montreal. 1903), p. 8.
s9 MCOS.

Annuai Remrt. 1903-1904 (Montreai, l m ) , p. 8.

* MCOS, Anrmal Report 1903-1904. p. 13.

'' Ibid.

"MCOS. Annuai Reoort. 1915-1916, p. I l .

Montreal organization sanctioned the establishment of an industrial agency specificdy for
men since "[wle are not suffiering in Montreal fkom unemployed, but we are n i f f e ~ gfrom
~ n e m ~ l o ~ a b land
e , 'advocated
~
that the Dominion government establish a 'fàrm colony"
for men who most stubbornly shirked their duties to f w y and ~ornrnunity.~~
Women were generaiiy not placed within the lowest class of the ' l e s i d ~ u m , ' ~
since the COS found a greater possibility of moral redemption Ui women than in men. In

one case, illustrating both the need and possibility of redemption, a woman 'Yeft alone with
a family of young children during the ternporary absence of ber husband" was brought to
the attention of the MCOS. The wornan's incorne, drawn fiom a variety of sources, was
larger than she had ever had before, and it was noted that her unwise financial

management in conjunction with her association with c ~ r u p u l o uneighbors"
s
had led to

her undoing. Economic conditions had led swiftly to a deciine in the moral fibre of the
family, the mother taking to drinking, the children removed from school, and "thewhole
fàmily.. .Living Ui an indescribable condition of degradation and neglect." Upon thorough
investigation, the COS decided that since "previously the wornan had Iead [sic]a most
respectable We; that she was not at aU vicious at heart and loved her children," the
organitation would undertake to s u p e ~ s her,
e acting in IocopmentlS in the absence of
her husband:

The spending of money was completely taken out of her hands, which
helped to break with the undesirable fiemis; medical attention and suitable
MCOS. huai Reaort. 1915-1916. p. 24.

" MCOS. Annuai R e ~ ~1902-1903,
rt
p. 12.
" MCOS, Annual Remrt. 1903-1904, p. 13.
" "Resicixxumnwas employed by mernbers of the British COS to dinerentiate h m the "reSpectab1eV
working class those who exhtbited Iaziness, imptlsiveness, and poor economic character which
"accompaniesa low order of intellect, and a degradation of the natural affections to something little better
than animsl instinctsn. See Helen Bosanquet, The Industnal Residuum". in AsDects of the Social
Problem, p. 88. The MCOS readily appropriated the definitions and distinctions of its British amterpart.

food were secured. We finally sent the whole family away to the country
for a complete change of air and environment among people of their own
nationality who knew nothing of their previous trouble. The woman
seerned to regain her self-respect and since that tirne she has successfiilly
conquered her desire for drink and is now regaining her ~elf-res~ect.~'
Unlike women, men sinking to such depths would have been left to their own devices
since any aid would have pauperized them and the assumphon of financial responsibility by

an outside body would have compromised their masculinity. This woman, however, was
brought back to cbseif-respect"only after the MCOS had taken over her business afEairs

and arranged to supemise closely her activities and interactions. Measures which would
have undermined manhood by their removal of independence instiiled femininity in women

by their very cultivation of dependence.

That MCOS officiais perceived poverty more often as a moral and gender failing
than as an economic problem points to the constructed nature of the concept. Lacking a
constant referent, poverty had dBerent meanings for different people at dif5erent times
and could mean a moral failing or a structural problem w i t h the economy, but always

had gender implications. By the First World War the MCOS increasingly rejected its

moralizing attitudes towards the poor and appropriateci more certainly the tenets of
science into its programme. In this new mode1 of poverty, disûise played a greater part in
the society's methods of diagnosis. The category of 'iinemployableY7
was constituted no

longer by people having mord problems, but by those, both men and women, affiicted
with ''moral" diseases. ui her report on the Central District of the MCOS, District
Secretary Amy Prevost argued:

Ln the more congesteci section of my district," which lies South of St.
Catherine Street, between St. Lawrence Street and Beaver Hall Hill
'ûnexnployable'~almost aiways denotes confhed alcoholism accompanied
by mental deterioration, venereal disease or advanced tuberculosis. This
particular cornmunity, made up for the moa part of the lowest type of
lodging-houq is a veritable back-water into which sooner or later the
human drihvood of this big City seems to h d its way.69

This marriage of disease and poverty demonstrated a shift, albeit a subtle one, from
poverty as moral problem to poverty as subject of scientifïc models of cure. The MCOS
had begun to consider that the origins of poverty could Lie in factors other than in the
moral fibre of its clients.
Aithough at various points in its existence the MCOS counted among its members
some of the moa prominent social s e ~ c and
e charitable agencies in Montreai, it never
reaiized its ultimate goal of acting as a clearing house of information for Enghsh charities
around the city. Rather, it b e w n e a charity arnong charities, offering material aid where it
had promiseci only to organize existing resources. Like its British counterpart, however,
the MCOS pioneered methods of casework in the city and promoted the
professionalization of social work arnong men and women alike. By 1913, the society had
begun to offer lecture courses through a Sociai SeMce Educational Department headed
by Helen R Y . Reid which attracted social workers not only f?om Montreai, but also from

as far away as Prince Edward ~sland-'~
Housed at McGill University and taught by such
prominent McGiU professors as Came Derrick, these courses expressed dominant patterns
of thought in contemporary social w e k e discourse: 'Eugenics and Social Service," "The
Feebleminded, and Backward Children," 'Weglected and Delinquent Children," 'Business
- -- --

-

-

" By the begianing of Wodd War 1. the MCOS bad divided its work into four distinct geographic districts
(St- Henxy. North. East-Central. and Centrai). and had estabLished a separate Département Frrmpis.
"MCOS. Annual RWR 19 15-19 16, p. 29.

Methods in Philanthropic Work" and 'Child Wellare Activities of the Protestant

d
~hurch."" The MCOS also advocated the bureaucratization of social work, and in the f
of 1915 established a Confidentiai Exchange under the leadership of Laura Woodward,
former registrar of the Boston Confidentiai Exchange. The Exchange housed a centrai
registry of families receiving assistance f?om rnernber agencies, the airn of which was "not
only to prevent overlapping and duplication of effort but to promote co-operation and the
working out of a uniform plan for fa mi lie^."^ The MCOS's introduction of formal
teachhg of social work methods in a university setting foreshadowed the displacement of

social service fiom the realrn of private duty to its inclusion as an academic and
professional discipline in the foundiig of the McGill Department of Social Study in 1918.
Memwhile7the Confidenthi Exchange pointed to a vision of social welfare which would
ultimately infiuence the graduai appropriation of social work from the realm of private
philanthropy to the cenhaiized and bureaucratized programmes of Canada's nascent
welfâre state in the 1930s and 1940s.

Unlike its ideas, however, the MCOS itself was ultimately short-iived. With the
founding of the Montreal Councii of Social Agencies in 1920 as an umbrella organization
for Montreal social w e k e organizations, the MCOS was supplanteci in its efforts to
coordimte charity in the city. In 1921, the MCOS changed its name to the Farnily Welfare
Association and tumed itself to the work of 'Yfamy rehabilitati~n."~
The foilowing year,
this new organization joined the MCSA, an ironic move given the MCOS's former goals.
Although its mandate had changed, its rhetoric stiil expressed shades of the MCOS's

concem for raising families out of the depths of dependence by means of influence, not

material aid:
An emergency overcorne rarely teminates our efforts, and the long, steady
puil with families is aimed to place them beyond the need of such s e ~ c e
again, and to establish them in the normal state of independence so
necessary to healthy civilian Me. That the worth of professional social
knowledge is being better understood and appreciated may be deduced
f?om the fact that, of the total number of cases for the year, more than forty
per cent came to the Association for advice and not for finaocid
assistance."

If the MCOS failed to achieve its ultimate goal-to coordinate local social services
and to act as a central clearing house of information on clients of member welfare

agencies-its methods gained particular prominence in the crisis of World War 1. In the
absence of state welfare programmes, private agencies assumed the burden of caring for
soldiers' dependents who, having lost their primary breadwimers to military service, often
faceci severe economic hardship. Ahhough the MCOS continued to operate throughout
the war, its efforts were overshadowed by a new organization which employed MCOS
methods of casework and investigation and whose membership consisted of many MCOS
administrators, but whose mandate reflected specific war-time circumstances.
Founded in the first weeks of the war, the Canadian Patriotic Fund (CPF)sought
through a combination of allowances and social work to aid dependent relatives of soldiers
s e k g overseas. Although heaviiy intlected by MCOS ideology, CPF policies reflected
the aitered fàmily structure of a society at war: faaie-headed households and male

absence. Like the MCOS, the CFF baseci its understanding of citizenship on idealist
notions of responsibility towards the social whole, yet because of the absence of men

-'-Fiun@ Welf'are in Monacal." Social Welfare, iV:1O. 2 19-220.

during war-the, the gender implications of CPF ideology were quite difTerent. Where the

MCOS placed the onus of responsibility for econornic independence upon a male
breadwinner and viiifïed as "iinmanly"a man who proved unable to support his family,

CPF policies of necessity displaced this econornic burden onto women, rendering
arnbiguous the tenets of breadwinner and separate spheres ideologies which naturalized

women's £inancial dependence upon men. The war provided an arena in which gender and
poverty intersected in new variations, particuiarly with the volatile variable of patriotism.

In this process, the meanhg of poverty shifted fiom being linked to men's immorality, to

an expression of female sexuality which chdenged the integrity of the family- threatened
the success of the war effort, and ultimately undermineci the British Empire. As the

crucible of mch codicting and competing gender meanings, the CPF also served as a
bridge between private charity, predicated upon notions of duty and privilege, and the
'bscientific'' methods and bureaucratic structures of professionalized social work .

On August 26, 1914, Governor General the Duke of Comaught inaugurated the
Canadian Patriotic Fund as a means to rnitigate "the tragedy of the soldier's d e and the
soidier's children."" This new Fund was granted by an Act of parliament" the remaining
funds of the Canadüin Patriotic Fund Association, which had been fonned in 1900 to aid
dependents of Canadian soldiers serving in the South Afncan War and still existeci in a
loose network. The new CPF,with its national organinng cornmittee and closely a££üiated
branches- was deemed necessary in order to meet the needs of the families of the large

'"Family Welfarr Association of Montreai. "Annuai Report." in the MCSA WeIfare Work in Montreal
(Montreal. l922), p. 28.
" The Cal1 to Arms: Montreai's Roll of Honour. E u r o m War. 1914 (Montreai. 19 14). p. 1 1 1.
For the text of the Act of Incorporation sec Philip H.Morris, ai.The C d a n Paîriotic Fun& A
Record of its ActMties h m 19 14 to 19 19 (Montreal, 19 19), pp. 10- I 1.

"

number of soldiers who enlisteci in the first weeks of the conflict. This new Fund had an
additional mandate: to aid dependents of Canadian redents who elected to serve in the
amies and navies of Great Britain's allies. Aimed pnmarily at soldiers' wives and

children, the CPF administered its fûnds not to ail applicants but only to those deemed
"worthy" by casework methods developed by the MCOS. The find's administrators
feared that using anything less than the latest scientific methods of social work and

bureaucratie administration would betray the public's trust, and sought to "safeguard the
Fund" fiom those who wodd undermine i t n Like the MCOS, the CPF had the utmost

faith that its "scientific" principles of investigation, surveiUance, and "treatment" would
prevent pauperization, encourage independence, and instill moral rectitude in its clients,

wMe "endow[ing] [recipients] with character, for becoming valuable citizens for the

state."78
Montreal was one of the first cities in the Dominion to establish an affiliated branch
of the CPF, a developrnent probably due in part to the fact that Montreal shoe
manufacturer, philanthropist, and Member of Parliament for the St. Antoine riding,
Herbert Arnes, had been appointeci Honorary Secretary of the national body? The
Montreal Branch of the CPF, founded in August 1914 upon the outbreak of war, sought
to aid dependent relatives of soldiers serving overseas through a system of dowances.
Within weeks, the Montreal branch had organized the first of three 'fwhirlwind campaignsy'
held during the war, a fundraising technique which had recently been successfu~y
empioyed by both the YMCA and McGill University. Prominent Montreal citizens
-

-

Canadian Patriotic Fund (CPF). Montreal Relief Cornmittee. Firsî AnnuaI Rewft. A u m 19 14 to
AuPust 1915 (Montreai. 1915). pp. 39 and 38.
"

'* Ibid.. p. 1.

organized teams which competed against each other to raise the moa money during the
five-day joint campaign for the CPF and the Red Cross. In later campaigns, male

fiancophone teams and female teams fkom both linguistic groups were included Ui the
cornpetition, but the focus remaineci upon the cornpetitive spirit of prominent Montreal
businessmen. A "Che Day's Pay" drive became increasiagiy successfid with each
campaign, and many large local fhns enwuraged employees to donate a day7swages to
the cause. Muuaers and bishops exhorted their congregations to give generously, while

one Montreal wornan, who signed her name "A Daughter of Loyalists," donated a ring
given to her by her father which was subsequently auctioned for one thousand dollars.80

The fkst week-long campaign galvanized the city, raising $1'5 50,000 which far exceeded
the goal of one million dollars set by the Montreal e x e ~ u t i v e .Campaigns
~~
held in 1916

and 1917 brought total donations fiom Montrders to $7,365,667.44, or ten dollars per
capita over the course of the war."
In contrast to the actively cornpetitive spirit between male campaign team leaders
such as Percy Molson and J.W. McConneU7 19 17 saw the introduction ofcWomen's SelfDenial Week".During this week, middle-class and weaithy women went without some of
their accustomeci fineries and donated the proceeds to the CPF. The goal of this campaign

aimed especidy at women was 3 0 observe some special f o m of self-denial during the
week beguining February 9, and to give the result, be it great or smali, to the campaign
h d s , through the society in which each woman is especiaiiy interesteci." That women

were discourageci fiom canvassing actively local businesses and known philanthropists,
?'

The Cal1 to Arms, p. 1 12.

Ibid.. p. 137.
81
Ibid, p. 139.

who were generally thought to be the province of men, speaks to the gendered nature of
this fund-raising effort. Rather, women raised money through passive self-denial in order
to avoid direct cornpetition with men. Illustrahg the consciousness within the community
of this gendered divide and the primacy of male efforts, one newspaper article observed:

The spirit of self-sacrifice bas already been shown in the decision of the
women not to steal any of the plums already markeû for the men, but to
break new ground and to do al the difncult canvassing which the men have
hitherto lefl untoucheds3
To this end, women of the CPF placed collection boxes in stores in the English section of
Montreal west of Bleury Street ''to evoke widespread interest in self denial to the end that

the boxes will rnateridy add to the receipts of the two funds.'*

In addition, the

Daughters of the Empire canvifssed house to house in English-speaking neighbourhoods,
~~
targeting ''the lady of each household and other household ~ o r k e r s . 'Advertisernents
for Self-Denial Week equated the passive contributions of women in Canada with the
active sacrifices of men at the front. Nevertheless, the mie of women in the effort was, by
the very nature ofits passivity, iderior: "Our men are offering their b e s for us. Let us
make some ofFenng of Self Denial, to help our Wounded Soldien and our Soldiers'

amil lies.'^^ That wornen's role in the war effort was prharily a passive one, was made
clear by the Guvemor General the M e of Devonshire, who noted in a speech to the
Women's Canadian Club in 19 17:

"The Canadian Pdtrotic Fun4 p. 244.
83
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The part played by women in the tremendous struggie was a feature of the
momentous time. It was not possible for them to take part in the actual
fighting in the battle h e . On them lay the heavy task to wait in patience,
or the sad burden of mouniing for those who had given their lives for
country and home."
Just as they could not participate in the fighting overseas, women were not expected to
engage actively in the findraising efforts for the CPF. In keeping with their tme "nature,"
war-the prescriptions dictateci that middle-class women were limiteci to passive roles as
moumers and as selfaenying housewives.
At the same tirne, one of the slogans of the Montreal campaigns, 'Tight or Pay,"
pointed to the duty of all citizens of Canada to participate in the war effort. As in
fundraising, the requirements of citizenship during the war were, however, decidedy
gendered:
The war is Canada's war, not oniy because we are fighting for Our King
and Country, but because we are fighting in the cause of humanity for
Right against Might! The men who cannot fight must pay and the wornen
who cannot fight must pay; and those who stay at home must work for the
weIfare of the families of the brave men who have placed their bodies
between us and the Gerrnan builets! (We must work for the welfare of
their children who will be o u future citizens and soldiers!)"
Al1 able-bodied men were obliged to serve in the armed forces, wMe men who could not
fight formed a liminal class whicb in league with women, was charged with supporthg the
war effort and maintainhg the integrity of the f d y . A 1918 article in CPF Builetin

expressed the contractual nature of the duties which befeil al1 citizens during the war, and

again duded to the CPF's conviction that the war required different duties of diierent
citizens:

" MMCK CPF. 1917, J. W.Ross Papen, PT 17-Bn. "Victory 1s Key Note of Women's Mass Meeting"
The Montreai Gazette, no date.

There has been kept a compact which is unwritten, is binding in no legd
sense, but which it would be eternal dishonour and eternal loss to break.
Some shall fight and the rest shaii work and pay. There is the division of
labour which Canadians assurned and to which they undoubtedly will
adhere.89
This sarne conviction that a sense of duty towards fellow citizens had to be
fostered in all Canadians also underwrote the debates surrounding whether or not the
federal government should assume control of the CPF. Despite the tact that the Govemor
General served as the Fund's president, and the Prime Minister, provincial premiers, and
many prominent Members of Parliament were Liaed as officers under the Fund's act of

incorporation, opposition to proposed government control ran high. A prirnary objection
to federal control expressed by the CPF, mirroring closely idealist philosophy, was that the
Fund atforded Canadians an opportwiity to serve their fellow citizens in an altruistic
expression of patriotism and duty. This sense of community would be si@cantly
diminished if the government assumed control of the project, for ordinary citizens would
lose sight of their intercomectedness and abdicate responsibility for their fellow humans:
A great oppominity for senring the State will be removed. The Fund in its
cal1 on both the generosity and the industry of the individuai, has done
much to promote the weil-being of Canada. Men and womeq whose
public-spirit has lain domant for want of a vehicle through which to
express it, have found in the work of the Fund scope for self-sacrifice and
public senice.*

It was feared that government control would mean that the disbursement of funds would
become mired in the impersonal administrative bureaucracy of govement, and that "there
would be no more of that fnendly, personal, helphl relationship which now exias between
-
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the local administrators of the Fund and the fàmilies of the men who are fighting
abroad.'"'

The CPF remained a pnvate corporation throughout its existence, in large part

because this influence of idealisrn, and its emphasis on personal contact, duty and

c o m m ~ t ywas
, still dominant in Canadian social service and tended to act against any
impulse towards professionalization of social work or state c ~ n t r o l . ~ ~
Although supporting the CPF was characterized as a duty incumbent upon those
who did not go to the front, the disbursernent of h d s to soldiers' dependents was
premised upon a theory of pnvilege, not of right. The CPF mocked the audacity of "the
c a ~ woman
y
fiom a n e i g h b o ~ gtownship who wrote that, as she had heard so much

good of the h d , she was coming to Montreal with her four chiidren and would they

please find her a house.'"

This woman was clearly expressing her beiief that she had a

right, as the wife of a soldier servuig overseas, to certain seMces fkom the Patriotic Fund.
Indeed, the inaugural announcement of the Montreal Branch, which stated that the
organization "guarantees that the wives and f a d e s and other dependents of those who
go to the front &om the Montreal district, will be, during their term of service, reasonably
provided for,''94 cenainly gave the impression that al1 dependents would be supporteci
unconditionaiiy by the Fund. The Patriotic Fund, however, modeled itselfupon the
"scientifïc" methods of the Charity Organization Society, whiie insisting at the same tirne
that, "[tlhe Fund is not a charity. It is ody given where need is recognkd as a direct

' Ibid.
92

For a discussion of the ethic of personal duty to serve othes which permeated male undergraduate
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r e d t of en~istment."~
Another advertisement, ominously entitled T o the Proud Wives
and Mothers of the Men at the Front: A MESSAGE OF CONGRATULATION...AND
A NOTE OF WARNING.. .,"reiterated the Fund's dissimilarity to a charity and attached

mord consequences to soldiers' dependents being supported by charity: 'The Fund is not

a charity and you are surely above receiving such relief7'% In 1916, notwithstanding this
seff-definition by the CPF, Julia Dnimmond found herself lamenting the faa that "so many

As brave wives and

Canadian women are a charge on the charity of this

mothers, women who were supported by the CPF were expected to live on the fùnd's
often meagre pensions in the name of patriotism, and were vilifid as 'bnpatriotic" if they
sought help f?om other agencies which were deemed "charities" by CPF administrators.
Such staternents by the CPF on the disloyaky demonstrateci by those who sought
out "Charitf' also had a more insidious effect. B y stigmatinng women who appealed to
other organkations, deemed '%haritiesY'by the CPF, and arguing that ' I t will be distinctlv
to vour d i s a d v a n t a ~ eto
' ~seek
~ ~ help fiom other agencies, perhaps a veiled threat to

diminish the aiiowances of such women, the CPF atternpted to create a monopoly on wart h e relief. Women who accepted the CPF's relief were patriotic and noble, and an asset

to their fighting husbands; by contrast, those who sought relief elsewhere were pauperized
by unthinking chanty, and by extension were disloyal to the war effort. This dichotomy
between the patnotic duty of both giver and receiver, and the lack of patriotism and
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pauperinng tendencies of "other" charities, allowed the CPF to exercise a great deal of
control over the Lives of its clients. if a woman could not participate in the war effort, she

could at least receive relief in a way which would demonstrate her patriotisrn

Because the help of the CPF was conceived of not as a right but a privilege99
which expresseci patriotic feeling and upstanding national character, the organization could
j
u
w its surveillance of its overwhelmingiy female clients in the name ofccsafeguarding
the fund."lM

Under the directorship of Helen Reid, prominent MLCW and COS member,

a Ladies' Auxiliary Cornmittee was formed to adrninister CPF relief using 'ihe system
which is generally recognized as the high-water mark not only of record-keeping but of
case ~ o r k . " ' ~Using
'
the techniques ofthe MCOS, the Montreal Relief Cornmittee

,
and regular home visits to assess the
implemented a system of i n t e ~ e w sinvestigation,
continuhg need of each farnily.

During the &st year of operation, the Reception Room, where wornen were first
intervieweci to determine their eligibility for fund assistance, reporîed an average of 250300 people attending per day, with a total of 5,014 applicants being i n t e ~ e w e dover the

course of the

Ail applicants had to funùsh an enlistment form signed by a rnilitary

officer which confirmed their eligibility for CPF assistance. The applications were
aibsequently investigated by home visits and rderences. In keeping with the CPF's
emphasis on scientific methods, details of each case, including marriage and death
certiticates, were kept in card catalogues in the CPF's offices, while a separate catalogue
-

-
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kept govenunent Lists, employers' lists of beneficiaries, and regimental lists. 'O3 Findly, a
Social Statistics Committee kept track of rnateniity cases, employrnent opportunities
suitable for women, and rooms for rent. The work of the CPF was wmplicated by the
fact that dependents ofien had other sources of income: soldiers were encouraged to
assign part of their pay to their wives; in addition, women received separation aiiowances,
which varied according to rank, for husbands serving overseas; h d y , some women
received dowances tiom their husbands' employers, or, later in the war, themselves
accepteci employrnent. Thus, the CPF did not fix dowances7but made them contingent
upon other sources of income, and ofien upon the woman's mord character. The CPF
itseif recognized the ofien ambiguous process of assigning ailowances, stating, "Not only
are the families on the Fund carefbily hvestigated, re-investigated and visited, but the
Budget Committee are comantly revising the claùns.""

In the name of "deguard[ing]

the n und,"'^* the CPF irnplemented a systern of investigation which, wntrary to Fund
discourse which painted its female recipients as noble and patnotic, reidorced the notion
that these women were in need. Poverty had been feminized by the war, since so many
women were poor as a result of their husbands' enlistment. 'O6 In the absence of
govemment weîfàre programmes, the CPF exercised ultimate control over which of these
women would Live in modest cornfort, and which would stniggle through the war in abject
poverty .

'" CPF. Fim Annuai Report, p. 35.
'O"
'O5
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Linda Gordon argues that "[ploverty has long been 'feminized.' particularly txxause women aione with
children have been excepionally p r . " Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitlcd, p. 6

Ironically, charged with niaking this determination of worthiness were volunteers
of the CPF Ladies' Auxiliary, volunteers who thernselves violated noms of femininity by
working outside the realm of the home. In con-

to the 'û.nscrupulous~ornen"'~'who

prcyed on the Fund and against whom the Ladies' Awliary had to safeguard their public
trust, the rniddle-class women who volunteered as Ward Heads and investigators were

perceived almost without exception as self-sacrificing and valiant for leavhg the confines

of domestic harmony to interact with the poor. As the first annual report remarked, "The
spirit of whole-souled service, the choice of the Life of chivairy and aot the life of ease, is
strikingly evident in the results achieved by ail these patnotic women during the past

twelve rnonth~."~~~
That same report funher extolled the virtues of the female volunteers
both in their work with individuals, and in their contribution to the development of social

work in Montreal:
It is impossible to enumerate the lives saved, troubles averted and
kindnesses extendeci by the Ward workers throughout the year. A new
world of experiences has b e n opened up to them all, making them
stronger, broder and more sympathetic. TheY duty, conceivecl as patriotic
service, has given them courage and perseverance in facing social
problerns, which is wholly admirable. It has also brought hem, in the way
of experience, tu a knowledge of the value of social s e ~ c which
e
can
never be forgotten, and which wili be of use to our city, our country and
humanity long after the war is over.IW
When poverty made the CPF's fernale clients suspect, middle-class status elevated woman
volunteers as paragons of patriotic fernininity. ûfparticular pnde to the CPF was 'Yhe
d e of a bank manager who does her own housework before she cornes to the office,

'O'

CPF. Firsi Annual Report, p. 14.

'" Ibid.., p. 32.
'" Ibid .p. 43.

spends the entire day there every day, and goes home to wok the dinna at nighPU0 This

volunteer successfully M e d her role within the domestic sphere while at the same time
expressing her matemaiism withui the public sphere, and provideci an exemplary example
of patriotic duty to ail middle-class women. Speaking of simdar Amencan refonn efforts,

Linda Gordon argues perceptively that rnany of these women refomers iived outside
gender n o m , but '3hey ultimately put into place a wellive program that reidorced a
conventional, even out-dated gender system and disrespected other women's preference

'''

for such independence."

In contrast to those who dispenseci reliec women who relied upon the Fund for
financial support were moraily and sexudy suspect. Because of the misgivings that poor

women were constantly attempting to dupe CPF visitors and officiais, the Ladies'
Auxiliary placed the$ clients under permanent scmtiny. When criticism fiom the Trades
and Labour Congres arose, the CPF defended its practices by citing the necessity of

eliminating the unworthy in order to safeguard the Fund as weil as the public trust:
Without such an 'indignity' ...the worthless and undeserving among
soldiers' dependents would be supporteci by a public upon which they have
no clah, while thousands of poor women would have never experienced
the sympathy, cornfort and practical aid in ail their problems that the Fund
has ever rendered them. l2

'

The CPF argued that it was only a few sawy and unscnipulous women who made
necessary such determineci investigation, 'lflor while it is the exceptional case, which for
better or worse, strilces public attention, fully two-thirds of the fiundies are the

unexceptional cases-the

"O

IL'
l'

families in which, as Miss Reid says, the 'women are making a

Kellogg The Paviotic Fund of Canada, p. 1S.
Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitied, p. 67.
CPF. Bulletin, (Sep<cmber, 1916), pp. 1-2.

huge, big, beautifiil fight'."113 As a result, all applicants were painted with the same bmsh
and were subjected to the CPF' s invasive interrogations.
Such investigations took two forms: an emphasis on the proper physical
maintenance of the home, as weil as on budgeting and thrift; and close scrutiny of the
moral conditions of each client. In a concise statement of the duties of women towards
the Fund which supported them, the CPF connecteci both high physical and moral
standards with patriotic duty:
The Fund not oniy gives out the money but is here to protect you and to
befriend you with all counsel and advice and in this way to take the place of
the soldier who has gone to the eont. The Cornmittee are proud to record
the double s e ~ c of
e most of our women who have not only given their
dearest but are now giving themselves in ways of usefùiness to theû
Country. It is expected of our women that they establish and encourage a
high standard of living in their neighborhood. To do this, ail care should be
directeci to pavment of iust debts. careful soending and saving, heaith
and cleanliness of home and children, renular attendance at church
and school and a careful cboice of frieods and comDaov [original
emphasis]. In this way you wiii add to your Country's glory and your
City's fame and be a pride to the soldier upon his return fiom service.''4
According to the CPF, women's close adherence to gender noms and their faitffil
support of the social status quo expressed patriotism which paralleled and supported
men's actions on the batdefield.
Countet-ing women's 'haturai" tendencies, however, the CPF did not neglect to
warn women against fhvolous purchases such as ''umecessary fùrnishings, books and
musical instruments," threatening that "ALLOWANCES may at any time BE CHANGED

TO SUIT THE NEEDS of the recipients, and extravagance will tend to lessen rather than

' 1 3 Keiiogg The Paîriotic Fund of Canada, p. 22.
ll*lbid..p. 13.

increase the aiiowances of those who practise it.""'

The CPF was constantly on guard for

women who spent their dowances recklessly, since this might diminish its ability to raise
funds for 'legitirnate" recipients. The CPF always sought ways to stress the mccess of its
work and attempted to counteract the image of the soldier's d e spending her dowance
extritvagantly by clallning to instill values of thrift in al1 of its re~ipients."~CPF worken
also argued that if' these women set an example for their cornmunities, "there WUbe fewer
unkllid remarks regarding the women on the Fund as your noble sacrifices become better
known.""'

Such an ideai meant that in actual fact the CPF ofien represented the women

it supporteci in the derogatory ternis of fiivolous wastefulness. Secretary of Relief
Committee George W. Ellion observed, 'We have argued with a woman for an
hour.. .over the relative value of a new skirt and a policy on the life of her husband, who at
the time was actudy dodging Gerrnan souvenirs in

land ers.""^ Indeed, the CPF

envisioned its role as takuig the place of the husband whose reasoned judgment normally
checked the impulsive actions of his d e . 'lg
Because of the gendered nature of its ideology, the CPF's surveillance involved an
explicitly moralistic component which, in her study of heterosexual relations in rural
Ontario, Karen Dubinsky has identified as being part of a ''powerful association of
morality, gender and citizenship" which surrounded women.lM Women who received

11s CPF. Bulle-
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(Chicago, 1993), p. 166. Carolyn Strange makes much the same argument about &an Canada in her
sbcfy of the mord probtem which was constnictedaround single, wrking women who lived

allowances fiom the CPF were expected to regulate their children's behaviour acwrding
to middle-class standards, attend church reguiarly, and keep "good" Company. The 192
members of the Soldiers' W m ' Guild, orgaaized in St. Denis Ward of Momreal, pledged
themselves to be:
. . .a mutual benefit society to cheer and c o d o n one another, and aiways
maintain and keep a high standard of mords, worthy of the wife, mother,
sister or sweetheart of the gallant men defending our empire, and to do
cheerfilly our little bit to keep the home fires buming and the old flag
flyirIg. l2 l

In contrast to the prise lavished upon these ''patriotic" women, the CPF imposed financial
sanctions on women who did not Live up to its moral standards. In one case, a soldier's
d e began to drink. Although the CPF made every effort to help her, "she arrives

regularly at the office quite drunk and often accompanied by a man." The CPF suspendeci
its aiiowances to this woman and warned the Department of Militia and Defence.
Meanwhile, the woman's relatives were wafned but did not take action. Eventuaiiy, she

drank herself to death using the Govemment Separation AUowance and assigned pay f?om
her husband. Accurding to the CPF,this case showed the dangers of giving women more
money than they were accustomed to receiving, and granting dowances without thorough
investigation and supe~sion.122 In this same case, the CPF recognked the problem of
Uegitimate children by atternpting to identify the father of the child and hold him
responsible for at least medical expenses. The CPF's plan aiso included, "notify[ing] the
militaiy authorities at Onawa and get[ting] separation allowance and half pay put in the

independentiy of th& families in Toronto. Carolyn Strange, Toronto's Girl W e m : The Perils and
Pleasures of the Citv. 1880- 1930 (Toronto, 1995).
Ibid p. 3 7.
'= CPF. Fim Annual ReDort, p. 30.

"'

.

hands of the fund as leverage for rehabilitating the household."lu

If nich "rehabilitation7'

was unsuccessfi& however, dire consequences awaited the offending woman. Ifa wornan
were clearly c o b e d in promiscuous living, steps were taken to separate mother and
chikiren.'"

The CPF clearly used the dependence of its fernale clients as a means to

discourage semal behaviour outside the bounds of marriage, and invoked a brand of
patriotism which was particularly applied to women as a way to preseme the moral and

s e d s m s quo.
Although the CPF recognized that men at the fiont were also engaghg in extramarital affairs as evidenced in the high rates of venerd disease in military hospitals, the
organization did not apply the sarne moral standards to these men as it did to their wives.
Rather, the CPF attributed men's infidelity to the extraordinary cimrnstances of war
which took them outside the normal web of fàmiiy relations, and which placed them in
situations '%here monotony and loss of identity are coupled with unrestra.int of men on
leave, too far away to get back to their fa mi lie^."'^ in keeping with the dominant noms

of the tirne, the CPF condemned in women the same behaviour which it tacitly accepted in

men. This sexual double standard meant that the figure of the spendthrifl, moraliy and
sexually '100se," woman threatened the financial and moral success of the CPF public

fundraising campaigns and, indeed, the course of the war. Meanwhile, a soldier Uifected
with a venereal disease due to iilicit semial relations was a drain on the efficiency of the

m y but subjected Canada's patriotic war effort to Little embmassment and no lasting
moral effects.

"Keiiogg, The

"*

.

Patriotic F m d of Canada, p. 3 1.

Ibid pp. 3 1-2.
'3ibià.. p. 33.

As in matters of sexuality, in famiiy economic relations the CPF sought to enswe

that the gender status quo was not disrupted by the crisis of the war. The idea of the
f d y wage was particularly crucial to familial and social stability. First and forernost, the

CPF declared that "it would be wrong to give a family more than they may reasonably
expect the husband or son to provide when he retums, we want to know of any cases
93

where we may be doing this.

126

By dowing women to become accustomed to a higher

standard of living than their husbands were able to provide, the CPF feared that gender
instability would remit. As Linda Gordon argues about the development of government
w e h e programmes in the United States, with the undennining of the family wage,

.. .severai essential principles of the social order would corne unraveled; for
example, men rnight lose their authority in families and households-and
possibly, as a result, in the nation; women would be drawn into public
employment and, as a result, greater public activity and independence;
women's tirne and energy for domestic labor would diminish; women
would have an incentive to lower their fertility and some of the constraints
on their sexual activity would be loa.ln
hdeed, the social implications of women's employment deeply occupied CPF
volunteers. At the outbreak of the war, official CPF policy was to discourage young
rnothers f?om working, leaving the scarce jobs "for poor women who are not on the
Fund." 128 Any exceptions were within clearly defmed perimeters. In a letter to national
secretary Herbert Ames in 1916, Helen Reid tacitly approved of women working within
the confines of 'îvornen's work." Pro~idedthat a woman did part-time 'homan's work"
such as charring and washing, she was not penalized by the CPF. By venturing into fullt h e factoiy work, however, women threatened the male breadwinner ideology upon

'" CPF. Builetin (March, 19 16), p. 1.
"-Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled, p. 12.
'" CPF, First Annual IZepoR p. 36.

which contemporary gender relations were based. Taking such work thus meant that
women incurred £banciai penalties as the CPF reduced or cut completely their dowances.
On the other hand, the CPF enwurageci young, childless wives to work, and granted them

an aiiowance of ody five dollars per month in order to encourage self-support.'" The
CPF argued, however, that women with young children should invariably stay at home to
take care of thern.l3O Such policies ensured that wornen either remaùied at home and
reiied upon support fkom the CPF as a replacement for their breadwimer husbands, or that
they took o d y menial labour which was considered to be within the reaim of women's
'proper" sphere. In either case, normative gender relations were d e from assadt in a
society in which the breadwinners were absent.

in 1919, as soldiers "doffed their uniforms and turned to the re-estabiishment of
the CPF carried on its work.
their homes, [and] the re-consmiction of their live~,"'~'
Although according to the CPF, the federal government had "correctly interpreted the
wish of the Canadian people by providing liberal pensions and gratuities, and making other
suitable and advantageous arrangements for men who served those people so faitffilly,"
the CPF provided pensions to those whom the federal government did not support.'32 Of
particular concern to the CPF were wives whose husbands had abandoneci them while
overseas:
It has been said that the death or disablement of her breadwinner were not
the ody nsks run by a wornan who had given her consent to her husband's
eniistment. She ran the brther risk of his infidelity with its possible
wnsequences of desertion. The truth of this statements is borne out by the

'= Philip K M o ~ ~ The
s . Canadian Patnotic Fund: A Record of its AI=tiMtics fmm 19 14-19 19, (Ottawa.
1919). p. 36.
'30
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CPF. Bulletin, (My. 19 18). p. 2.
Morris, The Canadian Patriotic Fun4 p. 333.
~bid.. 333.

case records of the Fund. In an army of over 600,000 men, h g under
abnormal and stimdating conditions, it would have been mere foUy to
expect complete fidelity. It is remarkable in fact, that more Canadian
women do not find themselves bereft of their husbands, through the
formation of other ties or restlessness induced by their experiences. Those
that are so berefi are in that position solely as a result of the d i t v
service of their husbands, and in the opinion of many are as deserving of
suppon as them wornan whose husband died in the t r e n ~ h e s . ' ~ ~

Also d e s e ~ n of
g continued CPF aiiowances were elderly parents whose sons had been
their sole support, buî who had mamied overseas and were no longer providing for their
parents. The fund also offered allowances to families whose breadwinners had died after
theu discharge tiom the m y , or who had contracted chronic iihesses subsequent to their
military service. Finally, the find administered allowances for unemployed ex-soldiers

during the winter of 1919-1920 on behalf of the federai government, which lacked the
necessary bureaucratie structure to distribute these allowances itself This was, however,
to be of limited duration. The CPF accepte. these roles on a temporary basis, noting,
'Wow long the Fund wîil be able to mitigate the suffenngs of these people cannot
definitely be stated. It is hoped, however, that the money available d l last for several
years, and that when its resources are exhausted, the need of assistance will no longer
exi~t."~" Fund offices in Montreal were hally closed in Septernber, 1923,but 168
families in the city continued to receive allowances fiom the national level of the
organization. The final hope of the Montreal branch was that "the fund will be able to
carry its present beneficiaries under post-war regulations for eight or ten years longer,

"'Ibid.. p. 333.
'3.1 Ibid.. p.

331.

when many of the children will have reached eanllng age and will be able to assume most
of the financial responsibility of the hou~ehold."~~~

Ifby 1919 men had reninied home and gender n o m were reestablished within the
family, notions of poverty and gender had been altered inevocably by the work of the
Canadian Patiotic Fund during World War 1. Prior to the war, poverty had been fiamed
by church groups and non-sectarian philanthropies aiike as a male moral problem.

Families were poor, these groups argued, because male breadwinners had abdicated their
responsibility to support their families, a situation which betrayed the defective nature of
mascuiinity among the poor. The war, however, introduced a new dynamic: female-

headed families which were poor because their breadwinners had taken up their patriotic
duty to serve overseas. Since such breadwinners were engaged in an activity which

represented the apogee of manlines, seMng their country and protecting their families
fiom the menace of ''the enemy," the onus of responsibility for poverty shifted onto
women. In the process of becoming feminized by the circumstances of war, poverty
retained its moral dimensions. By this new association with wornen, however, poverty
more particularly was linked with female sexuality. The coincidence of the ferninization of

poverty, the feminization and professionalization of social service, and the est time when
"scientific" social work policies were attempted on a large sale in Canada speaks to the
fluidity with which poverty was constructeci as methods of social welfare shif'ted to reflect

such changing constructions. This new association of poverty and femininty did not
diminish with the retwn of d e breadwinners £komoverseas, but persisteci over
subsequent decades as aii levels of goverment assumed increasing responsibility for social
'35
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programmes aimed specifically at either men or women, and Canada laid the foundations

of its welfare state.

CONCLUSION

As Canada emerged from the crucible of World War I, the idealist-innuenced

mode1 of social w e k e which had provided a paraiiel system to church home mission
work since the beginning of the century was deemed by many to be inadequate for
Montreal's post-war needs. Although for several years the Protestant theologicd coiieges
affiliateci with McGill had offered courses in sociology, those concemed with social
welfare in Montreal became convincecl that the exigencies of post-war Canada required
university-trained social workers who couid conduct scientific studies of social problems
and apply bureaucratie techniques to resolve them. Ever aware of its nvalry with the
University of Toronto, which had eaablished Canada's fist social senice department in
1914, McGiil University inaugurated its Department of Social Study and Training in
August 1918 on a three-year trial. The department's first director, John Howard Toynbee

Faik, was charged not only with ensuring the success of the new programme, but also with
carrying out the plans of Montreal's anglophone charity leaders '20 have McGill serve as

the co-ordinating centre for the city's social-welfare efforts."'
To that end, in 1919 Fak undertook a survey of al1 Protestant and non-sectarian
social welfare organizations in ~ontreal.' The resulting report represented a simcant
shift fiom previous social service models in its depamire, though hesitant, fiom the
moralism which had characterized past methods of social work. Falk took the rather

' Shore. The Science of Social R.edemutioq p. 58.

- This survey was spawned by a suggestion of the Social Service Council of Canada that a branch of the
council \le formed in Montreal to address social work Social workers, however. recugnizedthe dif£ïculty
of organizing a council of socid agencies under the auspices of an Engiish Protestant group in a

unorthodox position that poverty resulted at least partiaiiy fiom environmental factors
which were beyond the control of the poor. Falk cleariy articulateci the envkonmentaIist
bent of the McGiU social work programme when he argued in his report that "'upon those
who organize to deviate poverty, cure the si& and reform the criminal devolves the
defite responsibility of u t i l h g their experience to ascertain., reveai, and attempt to
eliminate the social and economic conditions which bring clients to their do or^.'^ He
found parti&

fault with reformers who foilowed other models of social senice which

stresseci the responsibility of the individual for his or her econornic situation, and observeci
that '%th

a few exceptions, the social workers of Montreal through lack of courage or

failwe to redise their fûll responsibility have neither as individuals nor in unison done
rnuch to prevent a recurrence of the social diseases with which they are in daily contact.'*
Yet Falk's report displayed characteristics of the very models of social welfare

which it criticized. Reflecting the evangelical, social gospel, and organized charity
approaches to poverty which had dominated the ideas of Montreal's anglophone char*
leaders since the turn of the century, Falk emphasized the importance of morality,
character, and faith in God in preventing and deviating poverty:

The work of cure and aileviation cm most successfully be accomplished by
b ~ g i n gto bear upon the penon in social mai-adjustment the personality of
another person who has pre-eminently in his own character those qualities
which are moa lacking in the object of his attention. Courage, hope,
ambition, perseverance, cleanlines~honesty, faith in humanity and belief in
the ultimate corning of the Kingdom of Heaven upon earth are the qualities

linguistically and reiigiously diverse city such as Montreal, and 90 undertook to form a councii
independent of the Social Senice Council. Shore. p. 59.
3
Rieport of the Montreal C o d of Social Anencies: Beinn the Findinp5 of a Social and Financial S w e y
of Protestant and Non-Sectarian Social Agencies of an Unbenorninational Character in the City of
Montreal. Prwince of Ouebec, Canada (Montreal, 19 19), pp. 17-18.

'Ibid ,p. 20.

which are most commonly absent in ind~duaiswhom social and economic
conditions have rendered subnonnal to the healthy Life of the w ~ n m u n i t ~ . ~
The continuities between the models of poverty examineci in this thesis and Falk's report
exîend furîher. Despite the "scientific" language in which Falk couched his andysis of
Montreal's chaities, his report betrayed a gendered understanding of poverty which
rnirrored the same concerns with manliness and women's sexuai morality as earlier models
of social welfare. Having IeR home for the first time or deserted his wife and children

Falk's 'Homeless Man" had broken his links with domesticity and had been 'hurled into
the common melting pot with the diseased, the delinquent, the intemperate, [and] the
vicious.'" Saving such a man from the ptight of the "'cornmon vagrant" required " a highly
efficient and hurnane method of treatment and an appeal to his religious nature.'" Poor
women became a concern to Falk ody when they became pregnant as a result of deviant
sexual activities, although he diminished women's agency by positing that unwed mothers
were "more sinneci against than ~ i n n i n ~This
. ' ~ amtude only reinforced the comection

which the CPF had made during the war between women's poverty and sexual
immorality, a comection which would persist throughout the twentieth century as the
state gradually assumed responsibility for social welfare.

That poverty, religion, rnasculinityyand feminlliity intersecteci in different ways as
methods of social w e k e shified from 1890 to 1929 attests to the fluidity with which
those charged with the social welfare of their communities constructed these concepts.

The OId Brewery Mission understood the poverty of its homeless male clients as a failure
-

5
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of their masculinity, and offered reintegration into their f d e s and evangelical conversion
as a means to regain their maniiness. As Protestant churches in Montreal assimilateci
tenets of the social gospel in the fist decades of the twentieth cenniry, the diswune
surroundhg gender and poverty shified. The '0oy problem" and the perception that
young men were leaving the churches en masse prompted wncerted efforts by the
churches to render their seMces and social programmes more appealing to men.
AIthough the churches wished to appeal to middle-class boys and men in order to Freserve
their future econornic and social health, in the case of poor boys and men the motivations
were distinctly different; the churches did wish to cultivate a male church leadership in the
"city below the hW', but their ovemding concem was to rein in "dangerous" masculùuties
and preseme order in the city's working-class districts. With the advent of the MCOS at

the tum of the century, a movement which ran parailel to but ofien overlapped with
church social refonn efforts, idealist-inspired notions of '%cientific7'charity were
Uitroduced into Montreal's social s e ~ c cornmunity.
e
Like the Old Brewery Mission, the
MCOS located men's responsibility for poverty in their defective masculinity, but unlike
religious institutions placed heavy emphasis on methods of thorough investigation and
personal influence to reintegrate poor families into the community. During the First
World War, the Montreal branch of the CPF appropriateci MCOS methods in its work, but
the realities of war forced it to idente as the cause of poverty not men's abdication of
prescribed gender roles, but women's immorality and sexuality. In the post-war yean,

Falk's identification of poverty with environment lessened the moral and gendered
implications of poverty, but understandings of morality and constructions of masculinity
and femininity continuai to uinect the development of social weKare policy in the McGill

Department of Social Study and Training and in the nascent Montreal Council of Social
Agencies, an outcome of Falk's repon.
This thesis has been fundamentally concemed with exploring links between gender

and intellechial shifts which influenceci the development of social w e k e in Canada at the
tum of the century. Although hiaonans have studied connections between evangeiicalism,

the social gospel idealism, and the rise of the social sciences, and the influence of each on
social welfare, few scholars in Canada have done so using gender as their primary lens of
interpretation. Such a focus on gender forces scholarly orthodoxies, such as the idea of
secularization, to be questioned and often reformulated once gender is taken seriously as a
method of interpretation, and points to the iconoclastie potential of theories of maculinity
and femininity to unsettle historical truths. Indeed, my approach, which has been inspired

by the work of American historians Linda Gordon and Joan Waiiach Scott among others,
implies new ways in which the development of the Canadian welfare state may be studied.
Just as poverty has been shown in this thesis to be gendered, so state welfare programmes,
fiom unemployrnent insurance, to old age pensions, to mothers' aiiowances should be
subjected to the rigours of gender analysis. Ifa strong welfare state has been one of the

h a h a r k s of Canada's national identity, the gendered codes which have infiected its
formation and implementation, and its Werent implications for men and women, need to
be exploreci M y in order to uncover links between mascuiinity, fernininity, citizenship,
and the state which stiU inflect current relationships between the poor and government
w e k e structures in Canada.
Although this thesis has dealt with perceptions of poverty and gender arnong
middle class reformers in Montreal, my research trips io Les Archiws Nationales du

Québec in Pointe St-Charles pointed to something which my sources and theoretical

fiamework could not elucidate for a period one hundred years eartier: the agency of poor
people to comment on their econornic and social conditions. Throughout the summer of
1997, apartments, shop windows, and even the side-by-side Roman Cathotic churches
(one English, the other French) on me Center displayed banners and stickers fiom the

"'

Cuuiition Nationaie nrr I 'Aide Sociclle which proclaimed " ~ o u v r e t é ~ ~The
o . coalition
also posted notices which stated that, according to 1991 Statistics Canada figures, the

average income in Point St- Charles was $26,000 while that in Westmount was $197,000.
These posters announced a public demonstration against poverty to take place in
Westmount on June 7, 1997, and argued, "Aliom & Westmmnt exiger la redistribution de

Ieur richesse."Io
That the organken had chosen Westmount as the site of their protest was at once

political and symbolic: political because these people had correctly identifid Weshiount,
the home of many English doctors, lawyers, business leaders, and former prime ministers,

as the locus of economic and political power in Montreal; symbolic because it entailed the
incursion of the poor into space reserved for the rich and privileged in one of the
wealthiea rnunicipalities in Canada. The demonstration was not reported in any of the
local newspapers, attesting to the obstacles which the poor face in claiming a voice for
themselves. These difnculties are particularly pronounced given that studies have found
that fifty per cent of the population of Pointe St-Charles is functiondy illiterate even

-Zero h v e w
"Let'sgo to Westmounî to demand the redistrihiion of ttieir wealth."
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though it is a primarily non-immigrant community which has been educated in Quebec
schools.

'

This absence of voie also characterized the poor of one hundred years ago. Even
if there is Limited evidence of how desthte men responded to the soul-saving message of

the Old Brewery Mission, whether or not men and boys were in fact leaving Protestant

churches in large nurnbers, or to what extent women who were supported by the MontreaI
Branch of the Canadian Patriotic Fund resented the controls placed upon their behaviour
by lady visitors, the public records of these organizations speak strongly to the inextricable

links made by middle-class reformers between masculùiity, femininity, morality, and
poverty. Although such links may be less obvious today than they once were,
intersections between gender and poverty nonetheless persist in a society still struggiing
with inequalities between rich and poor.
Montreal's landscape stiU bears the marks of the chronic poverty which fkst came
to the attention of churches and social reforrners in the last decades of the nineteenth
century. From the gardens of the Canadian Centre for Architecture perched at the top of

an escarpment on René Lévesque Boulevard near Guy Street, the continuities between the
present landscape and the geography of Herbert Ames' time become obvious. Above rise
the palatial mansions of Westmount nestled on the green slopes of Mount Royal. Below

are old factories, many of them now abandoned, and rows of tightly packed residential
buildings whose uniformity is punctuated only by the many church steeples which indicate
the continuecf church presence in the ' M y below the hill." This divide between rich and
poor is further reinforced by the concrete bamier of the Vie-Marie Expressway which

" "Point Residents Want PSBGM to Find Funds for M

t Classes," The Montreal Gazette (June 25.

skirts the escarpent and cuts a grey math between the two cities. In the "City below the

hi&" centraide12has assumeci the role of coordinating the many private charities and
social agencies which offer seMces to the poor. St. Columba House has strayed from its
original mandate of providing a United Church presence in Point St-Charles, and serves as

a centre of recreational activity and focus for community action in the cornmunity. And
over one hundred years &er its inception the Old Brewery Mission has an annual budget
of %7OO,OOOand serves 1,200 meals per day to homeless peaple. l3 Mina Douglas would
neither have envisioned the longevity of her soup kitchen, nor have been pleased that, after
a century of social reforrn efforts, such need still persisted.

1997). p. A5.
l2
l3

The United Way
"Yulc Fund Raising Vital for Many CharitiawThe Globe and Mail (November 2 1. 1997).
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